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In the

SUPREME COURT
of the
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Plaintiff-Appellant,
v.
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Defendants-Respondents .

CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL
VOLUME XXVIII

Ap pe ale d fr om t he Distr i ct Cou rt of t he
Second Judicial District of the State o f I d a ho ,
in and for t he County o f Nez Per ce
Th e Hono rab le Jeff M. Brudie
Supr eme Court No. 36916 - 2009

RODER I CK C . BOND
AT TORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF- APPE LLANT
GARY D. BABBITT
ATTORN EY FOR DEFEN DANT Al A CORP - RESPONDENTS

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
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James D. LaRue
Elam & Burke, P.A.
251 E. Front St., Ste. 300
P.O. Box 1539
Boise, ID 83701
(208) 343-5454
(208) 384-5844 (fax)
jdl@elamburke.com
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message may contain confidential and privileged information exempt from
disclosure under applicable law. If you have received this message by mistake, please notify us immediately by
replying to this message or telephoning us, and do not review, disclose, copy, or distribute it. Thank you.

>> > On 1/30/2009 at 3:09 PM, in message
<9D123FFF6EA0644A8F4509AAA2836D5F1F0596@ALGHOST.alghost.local >, "Roderick C. Bond"
<rod@scblegal.com> wrote:
Gary:
Please confirm whether your present scope of representation includes rejecting Reed Taylor's request for
indemnification and who at the corporation specifically authorized you to reject the required indemnification.
Regardless, it is nice to know that your position is that AlA Services and AlA Insurance will pay for the
attorney fees incurred by John Taylor, JoLee Duclos, James Beck and Connie Taylor for direct unlawful
actions that have harmed the corporation when they don't have an indemnification agreement, while doing
nothing for Reed Taylor.
Also, please provide dates for Richard Riley and let us know when we can expect the requested
documents. We need this information as soon as possible. Your failure to act with regard to these requests
and other applicable discovery will require us to ask for additional time to respond to the Motion to Intervene
and Connie Taylor and Becks' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment.
Mike, we need to depose John Taylor again as soon as possible.
David and Chuck, we need to get JoLee's deposition set as soon as possible as well.
Obviously, the above is subject to revisions based upon the court's pending order as well as other required
discovery and whether Connie Taylor and James Beck's depositions will take place next week. In light of the
timing of all pending motions, we will all need to act quickly or have other attorneys available for depositions
and discovery matters. Thank you.
Rod

From: Gary Babbitt [mailto:gbabbitt@hawleytroxell.com]

Sent: Friday, January 30,2009 1:45 PM
To: Roderick C. Bond; John Ashby; Harper, Charles E.; James Gatziolis; jdl@elamburke.com;
jjj@hljlawyers.com; David Risley; David Gittins; CharlesABrown@cableone.net; Michael McNichols;
wmcklveen@eberle.com
Cc: Mike Bissell; Ned A. Cannon; Jack R. Little; Reed Taylor; John Taylor; Jolee DUclos
Subject: RE: Taylor v. AlA Services, et al.
Dear Rod and Other Counsel,
Rod, your request for indemnification is rejected as the attached documents to your email are not authority
for your assertations relating to any indemnification claimed by you.
lA¥iRI~,vql}1I\9F

RODERICK C. BOND IN SUPPORT OF
MOTIONS TO COMPEL, SEQUENCE AND CONTINUE
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** Please note that as of 1/1/2009 my e-mail address has changed from GDB@hteh.com to
GBabbitt@hawleytroxell.com. Please make the appropriate changes to your address directory.
GARY D. BABBITT
Attornev
direct 208.388.
fax 208.954.5201
email GBabbitt@hawleytroxell.com
web www.hawleytroxell.com

HAWLEY TROXELL
Attorneys and Counselors
This e-mail message from the law finn of Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley, LLP is intended only for named recipients. It contains infonnation that may be
confidential, privileged, attorney work product, or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you have received this message in error, are not a
named recipient, or are not the employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to a named recipient, be advised that any review, disclosure, use,
dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this message or its contents is strictly prohibited. Please notify us immediately at 208.344.6000 if you have
received this message in error, and delete the message.

From: Roderick C. Bond [mailto:rod@scblegal.com]
Sent: Friday, January 30, 2009 11:33 AM
To: Gary Babbitt; John Ashby; Harper, Charles E.; James Gatziolis; jdl@elamburke.com; jjj@hljlawyers.com;
David Risley; David Gittins; CharlesABrown@cableone.net; Michael McNichols; wmcklveen@eberle.com

Cc: Mike Bissell; Ned A. cannon; Jack R. Little; Reed Taylor
Subject: Taylor v. AIA Services, et al.
Gary and other Counsel:
As we all know, the Court has now set Connie Taylor and Becks' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on
the alleged "illegality" of the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares for March 12, 2009. It appears possible
that Connie Taylor and James Beck may still be deposed next week for the first time in this case. We have
been hoping that the Motion would be withdrawn based upon the facts and law in this case, but obviously
you and your clients are supporting Connie Taylor and Becks' Motion.
Attached to this email is a separate and distinct document in which AlA Services has agreed to indemnify
and hold Reed Taylor harmless form any and all claims, causes of action, attorney fees, etc. As you can
see, the indemnification was signed August 16,1995, after the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares.
Obviously, this document illustrates that AlA Services has no right to hold any money from Reed Taylor or
take any action against him as all of these acts would require indemnification and the return of funds.
Accordingly, Reed Taylor hereby demands to be indemnified by AlA Services Corporation and John Taylor
for any and all motions, defenses and like that relate in any way to the redemption of his shares or any other
applicable claim. Please note that AlA Services, by and through John Taylor, has warranted that AlA
Services had the legal authority to enter into the redemption agreements. We will attempt to segregate
attorneys' fees and costs incurred and Reed Taylor expects prompt reimbursement. We will get you an
amount for past fees and costs in the coming days. This demand is also made pursuant to the Bylaws of
AlA Services.
Obviously, it is no secret about Richard Riley's knowledge and involvement, along with his position with his
former law firm Eberle, Berlin, et al. The opinion letter fails to mention that the redemption of Reed Taylor's
shares could be a violation of I.C. § 30-1-6 or 30-1-46 (which we believe is the wrong section anyway).
Although the opinion letter contains standard insolvency language, it is clear that the language does not
apply to the redemption of Reed's shares (had it been so, then any reasonable attorney knows that
something would have been inserted into the letter). The opinion letter also specifically references Richard
R~r.ffi:DlteV)Iffiffl8~mliiiDJl€tl9EC .~&l1bJ tBitJ~e>lRsrcOP'PY of the opin ion letter.

MOTIONS TO COMPEL, SEQUENCE AND CONTINUE
') I l l / ' ) flfIO
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While we believe that Reed Taylor will defeat the motion for partial summary judgment, anything can happen
in a court. Reed Taylor expects, and is entitled to, all cooperation and payments from AlA Services and
John Taylor regarding the redemption of his shares.
However, we believe it prudent to again tender defense and payment of all fees of this issue to AlA Services,
Eberle Berlin, et. al. John Taylor, and the others in the Investor Group, i.e. James Beck, and Michael
Cashman. By copy of this email, we are doing so to Eberle Berlin, et al. to Mr. McKlveen. Please be
advised, however, that we will remain counsel for Reed Taylor as well since it goes without saying that
tendering complete defense to anyone or more of the foregoing parties would concern Reed Taylor. In
addition, Connie Taylor and James Beck's Motion and the 401 (k) Plan's inappropriate assistance implicate
possible claims against various parties, including those referenced in this email.
Finally, we need to depose Richard Riley as soon as possible for obvious reasons. We also need the
complete corporation legal files made available asap through 1996. By copy of this email to all, we are
looking for all such documents to be amicably produced and done so quickly. We need the documents
contained in the legal files held at the applicable law firms and at AlA produced immediately, particularly if
Mr. Beck's deposition takes place next week. Obviously, Reed Taylor was a board member at the applicable
times and would be entitled to review all privileged and non-privileged documents.
By copy of this email, we are requesting that all parties immediately advise us on all of the above issues.
Time is of the essence. Thank you.
Rod
By: Roderick C. Bond
Smith, Cannon & Bond PLLC
508 Eighth St.
Lewiston, ID 83501
Tel: (208) 743-9428
Fax: (208) 746-8421
rod@scblegal.com
This email and any attachments may contain confidential and/or legally privileged information, which only the
authorized recipient may receive and/or view. If you are not an intended recipient, please promptly delete
this message and contact the sender at the above address. Thank you.

AFFIDAVIT OF RODERICK C. BOND IN SUPPORT OF
MOTIONS TO COMPEL, SEQUENCE AND CONTINUE
~
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Roderick C. Bond
From:

Roderick C. Bond

Sent:

Saturday, January 31,200910:57 AM

To:

'James D. LaRue'; Gary D. Babbitt; John Ashby; jjj@hljlawyers.com; James J. Gatziolis; Charles E.
Harper; David R. Risley; David A. Gittins; 'CharlesABrown@cableone.net'; Michael E. McNichols

Cc:

Michael S. Bissell; Ned A. Cannon; Jack R. Little; Reed Taylor; 'wmcklveen@eberle.com'

Subject: RE: Taylor v. AlA Services, et al.
Hi Mr. LaRue:

Will you be representing Mr. Riley at his deposition for matters pertaining to Eberle Berlin (before he joined
Hawley Troxell)? I just want to make sure we have everyone in the loop so we can get his deposition noted right
away. Can you tell us if Mr. Riley would be willing to travel to Lewiston or whether all defense counsel will need
to go to Boise?
Also, we will be serving a subpoena and subpoena duces tecum on Hawley Troxell. Will you be accepting
serves of those documents on behalf of Mr. Riley? And, if so, will it include all matters dating back to 1995. We
will also need to serve a subpoena duces tecum on Eberle Berlin. Obviously, Reed Taylor will want to review all
documents, both privileged and unprivileged dating back to the 1995 and 1996 time periods. And for now, only
non-privileged documents and privileged documents that have been waived from Hawley Troxell (while
reserving all rights). However, I suspect the bulk of the documents pertaining to the redemption are at Eberle
Berlin and whatever document Mr. Riley brought with him to Hawley Troxell, if any.
I am carbon copying Mr. McKlveen as well on this email since Eberle Berlin is involved as well.

Thank you. We look forward to hearing from you and deposing Mr. Riley as quickly and efficiently as possible.
Rod

From: James D. laRue [mailto:JDL@elamburke.com]

Sent: Friday, January 30, 20094:22 PM
To: CharlesABrown@cableone.net; Michael McNichols; David Gittins; Gary Babbitt; John Ashby;
jjj@hljlawyers.com; Charles E. Harper; James Gatziolis; David Risley; Roderick C. Bond
Cc: Mike Bissell; Jack R. Little; Ned A. cannon
Subject: RE: Taylor v. AlA Services, et al.
Rod:
Please excuse me for jumping in on this particular email, but one of the issues you raise has specific application
to my client, Hawley Troxell and its attorneys. You requested dates for the deposition of Richard Riley and I will
be representing Mr. Riley should his deposition go forward.

As you probably know, the circumstances under which the deposition of opposing counsel can be taken are
limited. The Idaho Supreme Court has adopted a three-prong test to determine whether it may be appropriate
to depose opposing counsel and those circumstances are limited to those where (1) no other means exist to
obtain the information than to depose oPPosing counsel; (2) the information sought is relevant and not
privileged; [and] (3) the information is crucial to the preparation of the case. Kindly identify what information
will be sought from Mr. Riley during a deposition, and provide me your thoughts regarding the above three
criteria. See: State ofIdaho v. Wood, 132 Idaho 88, 967 P. 2d 702 (1998).
Jim
~F;I.:lP£\VIT

James

OF RODERICK C. BOND IN SUPPORT OF

t<1b'ft6Ns TO COMPEL, SEQUENCE AND CONTINUE
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Elam & Burke, P.A.
251 E. Front St., Ste. 300
P.O. Box 1539
Boise, ID 83701
(208) 343-5454
(208) 384-5844 (fax)
jdl@elamburke.com
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message may contain confidential and privileged information exempt from
disclosure under applicable law. If you have received this message by mistake, please notify us immediately by
replying to this message or telephoning us, and do not review, disclose, copy, or distribute it. Thank you.
»> On 1/30/2009 at 3:09 PM, in message
<9D123FFF6EA0644A8F4509AAA2836D5F1F0596@ALGHOST.alghost.local >, "Roderick C. Bond"
<rod@scblegal.com> wrote:
Gary:
Please confirm whether your present scope of representation includes rejecting Reed Taylor's request for
indemnification and who at the corporation specifically authorized you to reject the required indemnification.
Regardless, it is nice to know that your position is that AlA Services and AlA Insurance will pay for the
attorney fees incurred by John Taylor, JoLee Duclos, James Beck and Connie Taylor for direct unlawful
actions that have harmed the corporation when they don't have an indemnification agreement, while doing
nothing for Reed Taylor.
Also, please provide dates for Richard Riley and let us know when we can expect the requested
documents. We need this information as soon as possible. Your failure to act with regard to these requests
and other applicable discovery will require us to ask for additional time to respond to the Motion to Intervene
and Connie Taylor and Becks' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment.
Mike, we need to depose John Taylor again as soon as possible.
David and Chuck, we need to get JoLee's deposition set as soon as possible as well.
Obviously, the above is subject to revisions based upon the court's pending order as well as other required
discovery and whether Connie Taylor and James Beck's depositions will take place next week. In light of the
timing of all pending motions, we will all need to act quickly or have other attorneys available for depositions
and discovery matters. Thank you.
Rod

From: Gary Babbitt [mailto:gbabbitt@hawleytroxell.com]

Sent: Friday, January 30, 2009 1:45 PM
To: Roderick C. Bond; John Ashby; Harper, Charles E.; James Gatziolis; jdl@elamburke.com;
jjj@hljlawyers.com; David Risley; David Gittins; CharlesABrown@cableone.net; Michael McNichols;
wmcklveen@eberle.com
Cc: Mike Bissell; Ned A. Cannon; Jack R. Little; Reed Taylor; John Taylor; Jolee Duclos
Subject: RE: Taylor v. AlA Services, et al.
Dear Rod and Other Counsel,
Rod, your request for indemnification is rejected as the attached documents to your email are not authority
for your assertations relating to any indemnification claimed by you.
Thank you, Gary

AFFIDAVIT OF RODERICK C. BOND IN SUPPORT OF
MOTIONS TO COMPEL, SEQUENCE AND CONTINUE
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** Please note that as of 1/1/2009 my e-mail address has changed fromGDBmteh.com to
GBabbitt@hawleytroxell.com. Please make the appropriate changes to your address directory.
GARY D. BABBITT
Attorney
direct 208.388.
fax 208.954.5201
email GBabbitt@hawleytroxell.com
web www.hawleytroxell.com

HAWLEY TROXELL
Attorneys and Counselors

This e-mail message from the law firm of Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley, LLP is intended only for named recipients. It contains information that may be
confidential, privileged, attorney work product, or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law. lfyou have received this message in error, are not a
named recipient, or are not the employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to a named recipient, be advised that any review, disclosure, use,
dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this message or its contents is strictly prohibited. Please notifY us immediately at 208.344.6000 if you have
received this message in error, and delete the message.

From: Roderick C. Bond [mailto:rod@scblegal.com]

Sent: Friday, January 30,2009 11:33 AM
To: Gary Babbitt; John Ashby; Harper, Charles E.; James Gatziolis; jdl@elamburke.com; jjj@hljlawyers.com;
David Risley; David Gittins; CharlesABrown@cableone.net; Michael McNichols; wmcklveen@eberle.com
Cc: Mike Bissell; Ned A. cannon; Jack R. Little; Reed Taylor
Subject: Taylor v. AlA Services, et al.
Gary and other Counsel:
As we all know, the Court has now set Connie Taylor and Becks' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on
the alleged "illegality" of the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares for March 12, 2009. It appears possible
that Connie Taylor and James Beck may still be deposed next week for the first time in this case. We have
been hoping that the Motion would be withdrawn based upon the facts and law in this case, but obviously
you and your clients are supporting Connie Taylor and Becks' Motion.
Attached to this email is a separate and distinct document in which AlA Services has agreed to indemnify
and hold Reed Taylor harmless form any and all claims, causes of action, attorney fees, etc. As you can
see, the indemnification was signed August 16,1995, after the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares.
Obviously, this document illustrates that AlA Services has no right to hold any money from Reed Taylor or
take any action against him as all of these acts would require indemnification and the return of funds.
Accordingly, Reed Taylor hereby demands to be indemnified by AlA Services Corporation and John Taylor
for any and all motions, defenses and like that relate in any way to the redemption of his shares or any other
applicable claim. Please note that AlA Services, by and through John Taylor, has warranted that AlA
Services had the legal authority to enter into the redemption agreements. We will attempt to segregate
attorneys' fees and costs incurred and Reed Taylor expects prompt reimbursement. We will get you an
amount for past fees and costs in the coming days. This demand is also made pursuant to the Bylaws of
AlA Services.
Obviously, it is no secret about Richard Riley's knowledge and involvement, along with his position with his
former law firm Eberle, Berlin, et al. The opinion letter fails to mention that the redemption of Reed Taylor's
shares could be a violation of I.C. § 30-1-6 or 30-1-46 (which we believe is the wrong section anyway).
Although the opinion letter contains standard insolvency language, it is clear that the language does not
apply to the redemption of Reed's shares (had it been so, then any reasonable attorney knows that
something would have been inserted into the letter). The opinion letter also specifically references Richard
Riley as the party having knowledge. Attached to this email is a copy of the opinion letter.

t"'\ 11
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John Taylor regarding the redemption of his shares.
However, we believe it prudent to again tender defense and payment of all fees of this issue to AlA Services,
Eberle Berlin, e1. al. John Taylor, and the others in the Investor Group, i.e. James Beck, and Michael
Cashman. By copy of this email, we are doing so to Eberle Berlin, et al. to Mr. McKlveen. Please be
advised, however, that we will remain counsel for Reed Taylor as well since it goes without saying that
tendering complete defense to anyone or more of the foregoing parties would concern Reed Taylor. In
addition, Connie Taylor and James Beck's Motion and the 401 (k) Plan's inappropriate assistance implicate
possible claims against various parties, including those referenced in this email.
Finally, we need to depose Richard Riley as soon as possible for obvious reasons. We also need the
complete corporation legal files made available asap through 1996. By copy of this email to all, we are
looking for all such documents to be amicably produced and done so quickly. We need the documents
contained in the legal files held at the applicable law firms and at AlA produced immediately, particularly if
Mr. Beck's depOSition takes place next week. Obviously, Reed Taylor was a board member at the applicable
times and would be entitled to review all privileged and non-privileged documents.
By copy of this email, we are requesting that all parties immediately advise us on all of the above issues.
Time is of the essence. Thank you.
Rod
By: Roderick C. Bond
Smith, Cannon & Bond PLLC
508 Eighth St.
Lewiston, ID 83501
Tel: (208) 743-9428
Fax: (208) 746-8421
rod@scblegal.com
This email and any attachments may contain confidential and/or legally privileged information, which only the
authorized recipient may receive and/or view. If you are not an intended recipient, please promptly delete
this message and contact the sender at the above address. Thank you.

AFFIDAVIT OF RODERICK C. BOND IN SUPPORT OF
MOTIONS TO COMPEL, SEQUENCE AND CONTINUE
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Roderick C. Bond
From:

Roderick C. Bond

Sent:

Tuesday, February 03, 2009 6:48 AM

To:

'wmcklveen@eberle.com'

Cc:

'Mike Bissell'; Ned A. Cannon; 'Jack R. Little'; Reed Taylor

Subject: Taylor v. AlA Services, et al.
Hi Mr. McKlveen:
As you know, the above-action has not been resolved and the alleged illegality has going to be heard by motion
presently scheduled for March 12, 2009. Frankly, I am very surprised that Dick Riley would permit Hawley Troxell
to make arguments which are counter to his/your firm's opinion letter. That being said, I have not heard from you
and thus construe your firm's failure to respond as meaning your firm will not be taking any action to assist Reed
Taylor.
I would also appreciate you advising me of the attorney(s) who drafted the opinion letter to Reed Taylor and who
were involved in drafting, preparing and/or negotiating the redemption agreements and agreements pertaining to
RJ Holdings Corp.
However, we need to get a subpoena duces tecum/records custodial deposition done for all AlA documents at
your firm. This would include all privileged documents during the 1990-1996 time period. We need these
documents as soon as possible to prepare our response to the pending motion for partial summary judgment. I
know we spoke about this in the past and we were hoping that this matter would be resolved. Our hope is gone.
Thus, we need to the documents. Can you please tell me how and when we can facilitate the review of the
documents and how to handle the service of the subpoena.
Although your firm has apparently elected to not assist Reed Taylor in any way, we would appreciate all of the
timely cooperation you and your firm can provide to us so that we may fully and fairly address the issue. Time is
of the essence. I would appreciate a response as soon as possible. Thank you for your time.

Rod

By: Roderick C. Bond
Smith, Cannon & Bond PLLC
508 Eighth St.
Lewiston, ID 83501
Tel: (208) 743-9428
Fax: (208) 746-8421
rod@scblegal.com
This email and any attachments may contain confidential and/or legally privileged information, which only the
authorized recipient may receive and/or view. If you are not an intended recipient, please promptly delete this
message and contact the sender at the above address. Thank you.

AFFIDAVIT OF RODERICK C. BOND IN SUPPORT OF
MOTIONS TO COMPEL, SEQUENCE AND CONTINUE
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Roderick C. Bond
From:

Roderick C. Bond

Sent:

Tuesday, February 03, 2009 9:49 PM

To:

'James D. LaRue'; Mike Bissell

Cc:

CharlesABrown@cableone.net; Michael McNichols; David Gittins; Charles E. Harper;
JJG@quarles.com; David@rbcox.com; 'Gary Babbitt'; John Ashby; jjj@hljlawyers.com; Ned A.
Cannon; Reed Taylor

Subject: RE: Taylor v. AlA
Hi Mr. LaRue:
Thanks for your email indicating that you will not make Mr. Riley available for a deposition. I still fail to
comprehend how the authority you cite pertains in any way to an opinion letter issued based upon Mr. Riley's
knowledge, among other reasons to have Mr. Riley deposed. Please provide available dates for Mr. Riley in the
coming weeks (in time of course for us to obtain a transcript) so that we may notice him up for a deposition.
Then, you can move for a protective order and we can have the court decide the issue. Do you want me to
schedule a records deposition for the same day for Hawley Troxell as well? Thank you.
Rod

From: James D. laRue [mailto:JDL@elamburke.com]

Sent: Tuesday, February 03,2009 1:26 PM
To: Mike Bissell; Roderick C. Bond
Cc: CharlesABrown@cableone.net; Michael McNichols; David Gittins; Charles E. Harper; JJG@quarles.com;
David@rbcox.com
Subject: Taylor v. AlA

Mr. Bond:
I am in receipt of your January 30,2009, email regarding the deposition of Richard Riley. Taking into
consideration the Court's January 30, 2009, Opinion and Order on Motion to Stay Discovery Pending Hearing
and Ruling on Motion for Partial Summary Judgment and the information you described that will be sought from
Mr. Riley, I believe that any deposition of Mr. Riley is limited to the circumstances described in State of Idaho V,
Wood, cited in my email of January 30, 2009.
I believe it is clear that Mr. Riley served as opposing counsel for AlA in the transaction and during the time
period described in the Court's Opinion and Order. Information made known to Mr. Riley during the 1995-1996
time period concerning the financial status of AlA Services and AlA Insurance in 1995-1996, along with the
negotiation and approval process of the agreements is attorney-client privileged and other means exist to obtain
the information other than from a deposition of Mr. Riley. The opinion letter speaks for itself and is arguably
irrelevant to either a factual or legal question. Further, information provided by Mr. Riley's client pertinent to
the opinion letter is subject to the attorney-client privilege and other means exist to obtain the information other
than from a deposition of Mr. Riley. Anything that occurred as a result of Mr. Riley's attendance at board
meetings and exchanges of correspondence during the time limitation of the Court's Opinion and Order may be
subject to the attorney-client privilege, may be already known by Reed Taylor and thus unnecessary, and other
means\~!/t\.(VIJhq)lJlERiQ1ID'IDM~ijJ~~D1<pfQ !il9~WP eJj:Mr. Riley. Whether Mr. Riley is a witness
begs ~8 'f0"i~<.9NPPieti~~trFM~t 9ttm~~1~ri31!'cumbent on Mr. Taylor to show
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entitlement to the deposition by proving the circumstances stated in Wood.
Unless and until you demonstrate that no other means exist to obtain the information than to depose Mr. Riley,
that the information sought is relevant and not privileged, and the information is crucial to the preparation of
your case, I do not believe you have the right to notice or schedule Mr. Riley's deposition. Should you decide to
go forward with Mr. Riley's deposition prior to making the above showing, I will seek a protective order from
Judge Brudie.
In your email of January 31, 2009, you inquired whether I would be representing Mr. Riley at his deposition for
matters pertaining to Eberle Berlin. I will represent Mr. Riley in all known respect on the issue of his
deposition. You also indicated you would be serving a subpoena and subpoena duces tecum on Hawley Troxell
and asked if I would accept service of those documents on behalf of Hawley Troxell and Mr. Riley. I will accept
services of your subpoena on Hawley Troxell and Mr. Riley, subject to all rights, protections and time limits
afforded under the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
Please feel free to contact me if you have questions or comments.

James D. LaRue
Elam & Burke, P.A.
251 E. Front St., Ste. 300
P.O. Box 1539
Boise, ID 83701
(208) 343-5454
(208) 384-5844 (fax)
igl~amburke.cQm

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message may contain confidential and privileged information exempt from
disclosure under applicable law. If you have received this message by mistake, please notify us immediately by
replying to this message or telephoning us, and do not review, disclose, copy, or distribute it. Thank you.
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Roderick C. Bond
From:

Roderick C. Bond

Sent:

Thursday, February 05, 2009 5:33 PM

To:

'Gary Babbitt'; D. John Ashby; 'James D. LaRue'; jjj@hljlawyers.com; David Gittins; David
Gittins; CharlesABrown@cableone.net; JJG@quarles.com; Charles E. Harper; Michael
McNichols

Cc:

Reed Taylor; Mike Bissell; Ned A. Cannon; 'Jack R. Little'

Subject:

Taylor v. AlA Services, et al.

Attachments: Notice of Deposition of John Taylor 2-16-09.pdf
Mike and Counsel:
Attached is the Notice of Deposition of R. John Taylor. We wanted to get the deposition noted because of the
short time frame. If February 16, 2009, does not work for you or anyone else, please let me know as soon as
possible. Hard copies will not be forthcoming.
Also, we are going to serve a subpoena and subpoena duces tecum on Richard Riley for February 19, 2009. We
will also conduct a records deposition for Hawley Troxell that same day. I will let you all know what day we set to
conduct a records deposition for Eberle, Berlin.
For those of you not present today, we are deposing Dan Spickler on February 23, 2009, at 1:00 at Clearwater
Reporting.
Rod
By: Roderick C. Bond
Smith, Cannon & Bond PLLC
508 Eighth St.
Lewiston, ID 83501
Tel: (208) 743-9428
Fax: (208) 746-8421
rod@scbleggLcom
This email and any attachments may contain confidential and/or legally privileged information, which only the
authorized recipient may receive and/or view. If you are not an intended recipient, please promptly delete this
message and contact the sender at the above address. Thank you.
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Subject:

FW: Crop USA

Contacts:

Riley, Dick

---Original Message----#

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Taylor
Wednesday, May 16,200111:09 AM
'rar@hteh.com'
Crop USA

Reed and I have finanized our deal between us. I will present the terms for signoff by the the C
SIH this Friday. I will draft the agreements, as well as the other contracts mentioned in the
prospectus., and make the appropriate daft A 1 prospectus changes. The concept of the
agreement i~

.

1. In the event of sale of Crop usa to a third party, the Pfr A, any remaining CPr, and Reed's
Primary debt at AlA is to be paid off from proceeds before the purchase of OI'OpUSA
shares(following the concept that this would have been an AlA subsidiary, but for the potential
liability at the state and Trustmark). This cOl:lld be in the form of an advance or stock purchase of
AlA Services by Crop USA. (danger here is that Crop USA may end up with control of AlAS)

2.
Reed down payment note, other stuff is gone. Reed will get John's 304,000 account
receivable transferred to him, payable wlo interest, upon sale of AlA or CropUSA
3.
AlA will pay the unpaid, but accrued interest on the $6 m note whert- it can, and continue
to accrue the interest and hopefully pay it monthly. 'Il1e 12/31/00 balance is about $135-145K.

4.

Crop USA will quarantee the Reed and Donna notes, subject to the new money investor

deal.
5.
AlA or crop will pay the airplane hourly fee, same as Colortyme, but reduced by Bob's
salary. (Bob needs to l5e taken care of with a stock grant outside the ISO plan for employees
immediately, or we'll lose him.
6.

Reed will purchase 1,000,000 shares of crop USA stock for $10,000.

7.
Reed has an option to exchange $3,000,000 of his debt to John, for 1,000,0000 of
John's CropUSA shares and John's options for AlA Services shares. (approximately 500,000
AIAServices shares)
8.
The offer for the Preferred C shares should be extended to include the newly issued AlA
Services shares to the Preferred shareholders.
9.
The major shareholders, Cashman, Beck, RTaylor or JTaylor will or can receive the
offering shares (1 mil) if they get the financing done, less whatever is given to the
bank or the investor. If AlA wins the lawsuit in time, AlA will finance the deal in the form of an
interest bearing note, without shares.
10.
Production or employee bonus shares· for Reed and John will be limited to no more than
500,000 each based on production. (Faster the production, faster they acrrue and vest.) Board of
advisors paid in stock only, plus expenses. Big four shareholders will have to develop the
formulae together. Ditto with the details of the option plans for Regional Managers, Sales
Manager, Officers and Employees not already specifted in prospectus.
11.
As soon as financing completed, get the SM, CFO, and CMO (Shrette) in place with
employment contracts. Retain firm(s) to begin the introduction of CropUSA to the Ag trade
journals, other associations, and "selected" institutions.
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Roderick C. Bond
Ned A. Cannon, ISBA #2331
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC

Attorneys for Plaintiff
508 Eighth Street
Lewiston, Idaho 83501
Telephone: (208) 743-9428
Fax: (208) 746-8421
Paul R. Cressman, Jr., ISBA #7563
AHLERS & CRESSMAN PLLC

Attorneys for Plaintiff
999 Third Avenue, Suite 3100
Seattle, Washington 98104-4088
Telephone: (206) 287-9900
Fax: (206) 287-9902
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person,
Plaintiff,

v.
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an Idaho
corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE
TA YLOR, individually and the community
property comprised thereof; BRYAN
FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE DUCLOS,
a single person; CROP USA INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC., an Idaho Corporation; and
JAMES BECK and CORRINE BECK,
individually and the community property
comprised thereof;

Case No.: CV-07 -00208
PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION,
FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES,
AND FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSION TO DEFENDANT
BRYAN FREEMAN

Defendants.

PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS
FOR PRODUCTION, FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST SET
OF ADMISSIONS TO FREEMAN - 1

1:XR1 BIT

AFFIDAVIT OF RODERICK C. BOND IN SUPPORT OF
MOTIONS TO COMPEL, SEQUENCE AND

INTERROGATORY NO.4: . State with particularity the details and facts pertaining to your
counterclaim(s), if any, against Reed Taylor and cross claims against any of the other defendants
in this action. For each counterclaim and cross claim, state the date the counterclaim or cross
claim accrued, provide a breakdown of all damages (including all components), provide the legal
basis for each damage component, identify the persons who are witnesses to each counterclaim
and cross claim together with the applicable damages, and state with particularity the knowledge
held by each such person as to each of your counterclaims and cross claims.
RESPONSE:

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 14: Produce all documents (See above definition for
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to
the information requested or provided by you in the preceding Interrogatory.
RESPONSE:

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 15: Produce all documents (See above definition for
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to
any notes of communications, communications or correspondence between you or any other

-.

PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS
FOR PRODUCTION, FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST SET
OF ADMISSIONS TO FREEMAN - 17
AFFIDA VIT OF RODERICK C. BOND IN SUPPORT OF
MOTIONS TO COMPEL, SEQUENCE AND CONTINUE

notes of communications, communications, agreements, arrangements, correspondence or
transactions between you (See above definition for "you") and Michael Cashman or any of his
agents, attorneys, accountants, or representatives.
RESPONSE:

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 60: Produce all documents (See above definition for
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, relate in any way to all
notes of communications, communications, agreements, arrangements, correspondence or
transactions between you (See above definition for "you") and Reed Taylor or any of his agents,
accountants, attorneys, accountants, or representatives.
RESPONSE:

INTERROGATORY NO.7: State with particularity the details of all facts pertaining to all of
your defenses or affirmative defenses to all of Reed Taylor's claims and requested relief (e.g.,
alter ego, constructive trust, etc.), and identify all persons having knowledge of such defenses,
their addresses, and describe the knowledge held by each such person.
RESPONSE:

PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS
FOR PRODUCTION, FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST SET
OF ADMISSIONS TO FREEMAN - 39
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 61: Produce all documents (See above definition for
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to
the information requested or provided by you in the preceding Interrogatory.
RESPONSE:

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 62: Produce all documents (See above definition for
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to
your purchase, acquisition, exchange, transfer, or sale (either proposed or actual) of all shares of
stock, options or any other instrument in Crop USA or AlA Services.
RESPONSE:

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 63: Produce all documents (See above definition for
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to
leases, rental agreements or rental arrangements between you or any entity in which you hold or
have held an ownership interest and AlA Services or AlA Insurance and any of the present or
past tenants or sub-tenants at the Lewis-Clark Plaza (the building located at 111 Main Street,

PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS
FOR PRODUCTION, FIRST SET OF
INTERROGA TORIES, AND FIRST SET
OF ADMISSIONS TO FREEMAN - 40
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 89: Produce all documents (See above definition for
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that you, your attorney, your accountant or
any other of your representatives have provided to any other defendant, attorney for any
defendant in this action, expert witness for any defendant in this action, or any other
representative of any defendant in this action.
RESPONSE:

INTERROGATORY NO.8:

Identify each person you expect to call as an expert witness at

trial, the address and telephone number of each expert witness, the subject matter of each
expert's testimony, the substance of the facts and opinions to which each expert is expected to
testify, and a summary of the grounds for each opinion.
RESPONSE:

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 90: As to each expert witness you expect to call at trial,
produce all documents that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to the following:
a.

The biographies, curriculum vitae, or resumes for each expert;

PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS
FOR PRODUCTION, FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST SET
OF ADMISSIONS TO FREEMAN - 52
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b

Copies of all correspondence, engagement letters, and all other documents
exchanged between you and any expert witnesses, your attorney and any expert
witnesses;

d.

All documents provided to any expert witness;

e.

All documents relied upon or utilized by any expert witnesses; and

c

Copies of all expert reports relevant, including all drafts of all such reports.

RESPONSE:

INTERROGATORY NO.9:

Identify each person you expect to call as a witness at trial, the

address and telephone number of each witness, and the subject matter of each witness'
testimony.
RESPONSE:

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 91: Produce all documents (See above definition for

"documents" e.g., notes, emails,· electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to
the information requested or provided by you in the preceding Interrogatory.
RESPONSE:

PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS
FOR PRODUCTION, FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORlES, AND FIRST SET
OF ADMISSIONS TO FREEMAN - 53
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 111: Produce all documents (See above definition for
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to
the information requested or provided by you in the preceding Interrogatory.
RESPONSE:

DATED: This 21 st day of October, 2007.
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC

~=:~1~
By:

~~R~o-d~en~·c=k-C-.-B-o-n-d--~~----------

Ned A. Cannon
Paul R. Cressman, Jr.
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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VERIFICA TION
STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss.
COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE )
I, Bryan Freeman, being first du1y sworn on oath, deposes and says:
I have read the contents of the above Answers and Responses to Reed Taylor's First Set
of Requests for Production of Documents, First Set Interrogatories and First Set of Requests for
Admission, know the contents of thereof, and certify that the above Responses and Answers are
true and accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Bryan Freeman

PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS
FOR PRODUCTION, FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST SET
OF ADMISSIONS TO FREEMAN - 64
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, Roderick C. Bond, declare that, on the date indicated below, I served a true and correct
copy of Plaintiff s First Set of Requests for Production, First Set of Interrogatories, and First Set
of Requests for Admission to Defendant Bryan Freeman on the following parties via the
methodes) indicated below:

Via:
David A. Gittins
Law Office of David A. Gittins
P.O. Box 191
Clarkston, WA 99403
Attorney for Defendants Duclos and Freeman

.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
d Delivered
",-...."or Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(X) Email (pdf attachment)

Via:
Michael E. McNichols
Clements Brown & McNichols
321 13th Street
Lewiston, ID 83501
Attorney for R. John Taylor

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(X) Email (pdf attachment)

Via:
Jonathan D. Hally
Clark & Feeney
P.O. Box 285
Lewiston, ID 83501
Attorney for Defendant Connie Taylor

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(X) Email (pdf attachment)

Via:
Gary D. Babbitt
D. John Ashby
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617
Attorneys for AlA Services and AlA Insurance

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(X) Email (pdf attachment)

Signed this 21 5t day of October, 2007, at Lewiston,
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Roderick C. Bond
Ned A. Carmon, ISBA #2331
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC

Attorneys for Plaintiff
508 Eighth Street
Lewiston, Idaho 83501
Telephone: (208) 743-9428
Fax: (208) 746-8421
Paul R. Cressman, Jr., ISBA #7563

,~.

AHLERS & CRESSMAN PLLC

Attorneys for Plaintiff
999 Third Avenue, Suite 3100
Seattle, Washington 98lO4-4088
Telephone: (206) 287-9900
Fax: (206) 287-9902
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person,
Plaintiff,

Case No.: CV-07-00208

v.

AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an Idaho
corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE
TA YLOR, individually and the community
property comprised thereof; BRYAN
FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE DUCLOS,
a single person; CROP USA INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC., arl Idaho Corporation; and
JAMES BECK and CORRINE BECK,
individually and the community propeliy
comprised thereof;

ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO
PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION,
FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES,
AND FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSION TO DEFENDANT
BRYAN FREEMAN

Defendants.

ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO
PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS
FOR PRODUCTION, FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST SET OF
ADMISSIONS TO FREEMAN - 1
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(including, without limitation, opinion letters from attorneys to lenders, attorneys to accountants,
opinion letters from accountants or auditors, or opinion letters from auditors or accountants to
you, AlA Services, AlA Insurance, Crop USA, or any of their/your attorneys, agents, officers,
directors, advisory board members or accountants).
RESPONSE: Defendant Freeman objects to this Request for Production on the grounds

that it is vague and ambiguous and further objects on the grounds that the request is overbroad,
unreasonable, burdensome, oppressive and violates the particularity requirement of Rule 34,
LR.C.P. This request seeks documents that are neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead
to the discovery of admissible evidence and is therefore beyond the scope of discovery. Further,
the requested documents are protected by the Attorney/Client and/or Accountant/Client
Privilege.
Without waiving the foregoing objections, there are no responsive documents which are
in the possession, custody or control of Defendant Freeman.
INTERROGATORY NO.4: State with particularity the details and facts pertaining to

your counterclaim(s), if any, against Reed Taylor and cross claims against any of the other
defendants in this action. For each counterclaim and cross claim, state the date the counterclaim
or cross claim accrued, provide a breakdown of all damages (including all components), provide
the legal basis for each damage component, identify the persons who are witnesses to each
counterclaim and cross claim together with the applicable damages, and state with particularity
the knowledge held by each such person as to each of your counterclaims and cross claims.

ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO
PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS
FOR PRODUCTION, FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST SET OF
ADMISSIONS TO FREEMAN - 14
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ANSWER:

Plaintiff Reed Taylor brought this action against Defendant Freeman with

the intent and for the specific purpose to cause Defendant Freeman emotional distress in the
hopes that Defendant Freeman would cooperate with Plaintiff in Plaintiff's pursuit of claims
against other entities. This was done with the intention of causing emotional distress and has, in
fact, caused severe emotional distress to Defendant Freeman.

This response will be

supplemented as discovery is ongoing.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 14:

Produce all documents (See above

definition for "documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements,
agreements, correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in
any way to the information requested or provided by you in the preceding Interrogatory.
RESPONSE: See Response to Interrogatory No.4.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 15:

Produce all documents (See above

definition for "documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements,
agreements, correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in
any way to any notes of communications, communications or correspondence between you or
any other person or entity in which you act as an officer, or director and Alan Coalson (or any
entity or finTI relating in any way to Alan C. Coalson, e.g., BDO Seidman or Alan C. Coalson
CPA PS).
RESPONSE: Defendant Freeman objects to this Request for Production on the grounds
that it is vague and ambiguous and further objects on the grounds that the request is overbroad,
unreasonable, burdensome, oppressive and violates the particularity requirement of Rule 34,
ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO
PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS
FOR PRODUCTION, FIRST SET OF
INTERROGA TORIES, AND FIRST SET OF
ADMISSIONS TO FREEMAN - 15
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INTERROGA TORY NO.7:

State with particularity the details of all facts pertaining

to all of your defenses or affirmative defenses to all of Reed Taylor's claims and requested relief
(e.g., alter ego, constructive trust, etc.), and identify all persons having knowledge of such
defenses, their addresses, and describe the knowledge held by each such person.
ANSWER:

Discovery is ongoing and this answer will be supplemented during the

course of discovery and trial preparation.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 61:

Produce all documents (See above

definition for "documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements,
agreements, correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in
any way to the information requested or provided by you in the preceding Interrogatory.
RESPONSE: See Answer to Interrogatory No.7.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 62:

Produce all documents (See above

definition for "documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements,
agreements, correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in
any way to your purchase, acquisition, exchange, transfer, or sale (either proposed or actual) of
all shares of stock, options or any other instrument in Crop USA or AlA Services.
RESPONSE: Defendant Freeman objects to this Request for Production on the grounds
that it is vague and ambiguous and further objects on the grounds that the request is overbroad,
unreasonable, burdensome, oppressive and violates the particularity requirement of Rule 34,
LR.C.P. This request seeks documents that are neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead
to the discovery of admissible evidence and is therefore beyond the scope of discovery.
ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO
PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS
FOR PRODUCTION, FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST SET OF
ADMISSIONS TO FREEMAN - 42
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to the discovery of admissible evidence and is therefore beyond the scope of discovery. The
documents requested are further subject to the Attomey/Client Privilege, Accountant/Client
Privilege, and Joint Defense Privilege.
INTERROGATORY NO.8:

Identify each person you expect to call as an expert

witness at trial, the address and telephone number of each expert witness, the subject matter of
each expert's testimony, the substance of the facts and opinions to which each expert is expected
to testify, and a summary of the grounds for each opinion.
ANSWER:

No expert witnesses have yet been identified. Discovery is ongoing and

this answer will be supplemented during the course of discovery and trial preparation.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 90: As to each expert witness you expect to call
at trial, produce all documents that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to the following:
a.

The biographies, curriculum vitae, or resumes for each expert;

b

Copies of all correspondence, engagement letters, and all other documents
exchanged between you and any expert witnesses, your attomey and any expert
witnesses;

d.

All documents provided to any expert witness;

e.

All documents relied upon or utilized by any expert witnesses; and

c

Copies of all expert reports relevant, including all drafts of all such reports.

RESPONSE: See Answer to Interrogatory No.8.

ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO
PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS
FOR PRODUCTION, FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST SET OF
ADMISSIONS TO FREEMAN - 59
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DATED this

;f;;rday of November, 2007.
LAW OFFICES OF DAVID A. GITTINS

C)~~.- _
David A. Gittins, ISB #6514
Attorney for Defendant Bryan Freeman

VERIFICATION

I, BRYAN FREEMAN, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
I have read the contents of the above Answers and Responses to Reed Taylor's First Set
of Requests for Production of Documents, First Set Intenogatories and First Set of Requests for
Admission, know the contents of thereof, and certify that the above Responses and Answers are
true and accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief.

BRY<
STATEOFWASHINGTON

)
ss.

County of Asotin

)

FREEMAN

On this day personally appeared before me BRYAN FREEMAN, to me known to be the
individual described in and who executed the within and foregoing instrument, and
acknowledged that he signed the same as his free and voluntary act and deed, for the uses and
purposes therein mentioned.

Notary P lie for Washin ton
Residing at Lewiston, Idaho
My Commission Expires: 8/20111
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on the 19th day of November, 2007, the original of
ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION, FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST SET OF REQUESTS
FOR ADMISSION TO DEFENDANT BRYAN FREEMAN and PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION, FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST SET
OF REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION TO DEFENDANT BRYAN FREEMAN was given to John
Wood, of Valley Messenger Service for hand delivery to:
Roderick C. Bond '
Ned A. Cannon
Smith, Cannon & Bond, PLLC
508 Eighth Street
Lewiston,ID 83501
Attorney for Plaintiff
Further, that on the 19th day of November, 2007, true and correct copies of ANSWERS
AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION,
FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION
TO DEFENDANT BRYAN FREEMAN and PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION, FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST SET OF REQUESTS
FOR ADMISSION TO DEFENDANT BRYAN FREEMAN were given to John Wood, of
Valley Messenger Service, for hand delivery to:
Michael E. McNichols
Clements, Brown & McNichols
321 l3 th
Lewiston, ID 83501
Attorney for AlA Services Corporation,
AlA Insurance, Inc., and R. John Taylor

Jonathan D. Hally
Clark & Feeney
1229 Main Street
Lewiston, ID 83501
Attorney for Defendant Connie Taylor

Further, that on the 19th day of November, 2007, true and correct copies of ANSWERS
AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION,
FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION
TO DEFENDANT BRYAN FREEMAN and PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION, FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST SET OF REQUESTS
FOR ADMISSION TO DEFENDANT BRYAN FREEMAN were mailed by US Mail, postage
prepaid, to the following:
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Gary D. Babbitt
D. John Ashby
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley
PO Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Attorneys for AlA Services and AlA
Insurance

Paul R. Cressman, Jr.
Brett M. Hill
Ahlers & Cressman, PLLC
999 Third Avenue, Suite 3100
Seattle, Washington 98104-4088
Attorney for Plaintiff

DATED this 19th day of November, 2007.
LAW OFFICES OF DAVID A. GITTINS
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Roderick C. Bond
Ned A. Cannon, ISBA #2331
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC

Attorneys for Plaintiff
508 Eighth Street
Lewiston, Idaho 83501
Telephone: (208) 743-9428
Fax: (208) 746-8421
Paul R. Cressman, Jr., ISBA #7563
AHLERS & CRESSMAN PLLC

Attorneys for Plaintiff
999 Third Avenue, Suite 3100
Seattle, Washington 98104-4088
Telephone: (206) 287-9900
Fax: (206) 287-9902
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person,
Plaintiff,

v.
AIA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation; AIA INSURANCE, INC., an Idaho
corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE
TA YLOR, individually and the community
property comprised thereof; BRYAN
FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE DUCLOS,
a single person; CROP USA INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC., an Idaho Corporation; and
JAMES BECK and CORRINE BECK,
individually and the community property
comprised thereof;

Case No.: CV-07-00208
PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION,
FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES,
AND FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSION TO DEFENDANT
JOLEE DUCLOS

Defendants.
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INTERROGATORY NO.4:

State with particularity the details and facts pertaining to your

counterclaim(s), if any, against Reed Taylor and cross claims against any of the other defendants

in this action. For each counterclaim and cross claim, state the date the counterclaim or cross
claim accrued, provide a breakdown of all damages (including all components), provide the legal
basis for each damage component, identify the persons who are witnesses to each counterclaim
and cross claim together with the applicable damages, and state with particularity the knowledge
held by each such person as to each of your counterclaims and cross claims.

RESPONSE:

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 14: Produce all documents (See above defmition for
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to
the information requested or provided by you in the preceding Interrogatory.

RESPONSE:

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 15: Produce all documents (See above definition for
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to
any notes of communications, communications or correspondence between you or any other

PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS
FOR PRODUCTION, FIRST SET OF
INTERROGA TORIES, AND FIRST SET
OF ADMISSIONS TO JOLEE DUCLOS - 17
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notes of communications, communications, agreements, arrangements, correspondence or
transactions between you (See above definition for "you") and Michael Cashman or any of his
agents, attorneys, accountants, or representatives.
RESPONSE:

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 60: Produce all documents (See above definition for
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, relate in any way to all
notes of communications, communications, agreements, arrangements, correspondence or
transactions between you (See above definition for "you") and Reed Taylor or any of his agents,
accountants, attorneys, accountants, or representatives.
RESPONSE:

INTERROGATORY NO.7: State with particularity the details of all facts pertaining to all of

your defenses or affirmative defenses to all of Reed Taylor's claims and requested relief (e.g.,
alter ego, constructive trust, etc.), and identify all persons having knowledge of such defenses,
their addresses, and describe the knowledge held by each such person.
RESPONSE:
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REQ"UEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 61: Produce all documents (See above definition for
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to
the information requested or provided by you in the preceding Interrogatory.
RESPONSE:

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 62: Produce all documents (See above definition for
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to
your purchase, acquisition, exchange, transfer, or sale (either proposed or actual) of all shares of
stock, options or any other instrument in Crop USA or AlA Services.
RESPONSE:

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 63: Produce all documents (See above definition for
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to
leases, rental agreements or rental arrangements between you or any entity in which you hold or
have held an ownership interest and AlA Services or AlA Insurance and any of the present or
past tenants or sub-tenants at the Lewis-Clark Plaza (the building located at 111 Main Street,
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 89: Produce all documents (See above definition for
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that you, your attorney, your accountant or
any other of your representatives have provided to any other defendant, attorney for any
defendant in this action, expert witness for any defendant in this action, or any other
representative of any defendant in this action.
RESPONSE:

INTERROGATORY NO.8:

Identify each person you expect to call as an expert witness at

trial, the address and telephone number of each expert witness, the subject matter of each
expert's testimony, the substance of the facts and opinions to which each expert is expected to
testify, and a summary of the grounds for each opinion.
RESPONSE:

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 90: As to each expert witness you expect to call at trial,
produce all documents that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to the following:
a.

The biographies, curriculum vitae, or resumes for each expert;
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b

Copies of all correspondence, engagement letters, and all other documents
exchanged between you and any expert witnesses, your attorney and any expert
witnesses;

d.

All documents provided to any expert witness;

e.

All documents relied upon or utilized by any expert witnesses; and

c

Copies of all expert reports relevant, including all drafts of all such reports.

RESPONSE:

INTERROGATORY NO.9:

Identify each person you expect to call as a witness at trial, the

address and telephone number of each witness, and the subject matter of each \\ritness'
testimony.
RESPONSE:

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 91: Produce all documents (See above definition for

"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to
the information requested or provided by you in the preceding Interrogatory.
RESPONSE:
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of AlA Services or AlA Insurance, state with particularity the specific actions, steps, or due
diligence taken by you to ensure that you complied with your fiduciary duties owed to AlA
Services, AlA Insurance andlor their respective shareholder(s) for each such resolution or
corporate action.
RESPONSE:

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 111: Produce all documents (See above definition for
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to
the information requested or provided by you in the preceding Interrogatory.
RESPONSE:

DATED: This 21 st day of October, 2007.

AHLERS

SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC

&

CRE~:MA:;/r

-

By:
'Roderick C. Bond
Ned A. Cannon
Paul R. Cressman, Jf.
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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VERIFICATION
STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss.
COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE )
I, loLee Duclos, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
I have read the contents of the above Answers and Responses to Reed Taylor's First Set
of Requests for Production of Documents, First Set Interrogatories and First Set of Requests for
Admission, know the contents of thereof, and certify that the above Responses and Answers are
true and accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief.

10Lee Duclos

'.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, Roderick C. Bond, declare that, on the date indicated below, I served a true and correct
copy of Plaintiffs First Set of Requests for Production, First Set ofInterrogatories, and First Set
of Requests for Admission to Defendant JoLee Duclos on the following parties via the methodes)
indicated below:

Via:
David A. Gittins
Law Office of David A. Gittins
P.O. Box 191
Clarkston, W A 99403
Attorney for Defendants Duclos and Freeman

.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
d Delivered
vernight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(X) Email (pdf attachment)

Via:
Michael E. McNichols
Clements Brown & McNichols
321 13th Street
Lewiston, ID 83501
Attorney for R. John Taylor

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
e ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
eX) Email (pdf attachment)

Via:
Jonathan D. Hally
Clark & Feeney
P.O. Box 285
Lewiston, ID 83501
Attorney for Defendant Connie Taylor

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
e ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(X) Email (pdf attachment)

Via:
Gary D. Babbitt
D. John Ashby
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617
Attorneys for AlA Services and AlA Insurance

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(X) Email (pdf attachment)

Signed this 21 st day of October, 2007, at Lewiston, Idaho.
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Roderick C. Bond
Ned A. Cannon, ISBA #2331
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC

Attorneys for Plaintiff
508 Eighth Street
Lewiston, Idaho 83501
Telephone: (208) 743-9428
Fax: (208) 746-8421
Paul R. Cressman, Jr., ISBA #7563
AHLERS & CRESSMAN PLLC

Attorneys for Plaintiff
999 Third Avenue, Suite 3100
Seattle, Washington 98104-4088
Telephone: (206) 287-9900
Fax: (206) 287-9902
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person,
Case No.: CV-07-00208

Plaintiff,
v.

AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an Idaho
corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE '
TAYLOR, individually and the community
I
property comprised thereof; BRYAN
I
FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE DUCLOS,
a single person; CROP USA INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC., an Idaho Corporation; and
JAMES BECK and CORRINE BECK,
I
individually and the community property
I
comprised thereof;
,

I
I

ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO
PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION,
FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES,
AND FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSION TO DEFENDANT
JOLEE DUCLOS

Defendants.
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INTERROGATORY NO.4:

State with particularity the details and facts pertaining to

your counterclaim(s), if any, against Reed Taylor and cross claims against any of the other
defendants in this action. For each counterclaim and cross claim, state the date the counterclaim
or cross claim accrued, provide a breakdown of all damages (including all components), provide
the legal basis for each damage component, identify the persons who are witnesses to each
counterclaim and cross claim together with the applicable damages, and state with particularity
the knowledge held by each such person as to each of your counterclaims and cross claims.
ANSWER:

Plaintiff Reed Taylor brought this action against Defendant Duclos with

the intent and for the specific purpose to cause Defendant Duclos emotional distress in the hopes
that Defendant Duclos would cooperate with Plaintiff in Plaintiff's pursuit of claims against
other entities. This was done with the intention of causing emotional distress and has, in fact,
caused severe emotional distress to Defendant Duclos. This response will be supplemented as
discovery is ongoing.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 14:

Produce all documents (See above

definition for "documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements,
agreements, correspondence, letters, expert witness repOlis, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in
any way to the information requested or provided by you in the preceding Interrogatory.
RESPONSE: See Response to Interrogatory No.4.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 15:

Produce all documents (See above

definition for "documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements,
agreements, correspondence, letters, expert witness repOlis, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in
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INTERROGATORY NO.7:

State with particularity the details of all facts pertaining

to all of your defenses or affirmative defenses to all of Reed Taylor's claims and requested relief
(e.g., alter ego, constructive trust, etc.), and identify all persons having knowledge of such
defenses, their addresses, and describe the knowledge held by each such person.

ANSWER:

Discovery is ongoing and this answer will be supplemented during the

course of discovery and trial preparation.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 61:

Produce all documents (See above

definition for "documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements,
agreements, correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in
any way to the information requested or provided by you in the preceding Interrogatory.

RESPONSE: See Answer to Interrogatory No.7.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 62:

Produce all documents (See above

definition for "documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements,
agreements, correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in
any way to your purchase, acquisition, exchange, transfer, or sale (either proposed or actual) of
all shares of stock, options or any other instrument in Crop USA or AlA Services.

RESPONSE: Defendant Duclos objects to this Request for Production on the grounds
that it is vague and anlbiguous and fmiher objects on the grounds that the request is overbroad,
unreasonable, burdensome, oppressive and violates the particularity requirement of Rule 34,
I.R.c.P. This request seeks documents that are neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead
to the discovery of admissible evidence and is therefore beyond the scope of discovery.
ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO
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Without waiving the foregoing objections, see the minutes, financial reports, tax returns,
audited financial reports and other documents that have been provided to you by the corporate
defendants. There are no responsive documents which are in the possession, custody or control
of Defendant Duclos.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 89:

Produce all documents (See above

definition for "documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements,
agreements, correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that you, your attorney, your
accountant or any other of your representatives have provided to any other defendant, attorney
for any defendant in this action, expert witness for any defendant in this action, or any other
representative of any defendant in this action.

RESPONSE: Defendant Duclos objects to this Request for Production on the grounds
that it is vague and ambiguous and further objects on the grounds that the request is overbroad,
unreasonable, burdensome, oppressive and violates the particularity requirement of Rule 34,
LR.C.P. This request seeks documents that are neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead
to the discovery of admissible evidence and is therefore beyond the scope of discovery. Further,
the requested documents are protected by the Attorney/Client Privilege, Accountant/Client
Privilege, and Joint Defense Privilege.

INTERROGATORY NO.8:

Identify each person you expect to call as an expert

witness at trial, the address and telephone number of each expert witness, the subject matter of
each expert's testimony, the substance of the facts and opinions to which each expert is expected
to testify, and a summary of the grounds for each opinion.
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ANSWER:

No expert witnesses have been identified. Discovery is ongoing and this

Answer will be supplemented during the course of discovery and trial preparation.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 90: As to each expert witness you expect to call
at trial, produce all documents that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to the following:
a.

The biographies, curriculum vitae, or resumes for each expert;

b

Copies of all correspondence, engagement letters, and all other documents
exchanged between you and any expert witnesses, your attorney and any expert
witnesses;

d.

All documents provided to any expert witness;

e.

All documents relied upon or utilized by any expert witnesses; and

c

Copies of all expert reports relevant, including all drafts of all such reports.

RESPONSE: See Answer to Interrogatory No.8.
INTERROGATORY NO.9:

Identify each person you expect to call as a witness at

trial, the address and telephone number of each witness, and the subject matter of each witness'
testimony.
ANSWER:

Discovery is ongoing and this answer will be supplemented during the

course of discovery and trial preparation.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 91:

Produce all documents (See above

definition for "documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements,
agreements, correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in
any way to the information requested or provided by you in the preceding Interrogatory.
ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO
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DATED this

I?;; day of November, 2007.
LA W OFFICES OF DAVID A. GITTINS

B(2a~

David A. Gittins, ISB #6514
Attorney for Defendant JoLee Duclos

VERIFICATION
I, JOLEE DUCLOS, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
I have read the contents of the above Answers and Responses to Reed Taylor's First Set
of Requests for Production of Documents, First Set IntelTogatories and First Set of Requests for
Admission, know the contents of thereof, and certify that the above Responses and Answers are
true and accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief.

J

STATE OF WASHINGTON
County of Asotin

fJJ~

'-;( J(A~~

EEDUCLOS

)
ss.
)

On tIns day personally appeared before me JOLEE DUCLOS, to me known to be the
individual described in and who executed the within and foregoing instrument, and
acknowledged that he signed the same as his free and voluntary act and deed, for the uses and
purposes therein mentioned .

.........,~"'- nder my hand and official seal this ./!1.:!!day of November, 2007.

Notary Pu lie for Washin on
Residing at Lewiston, Idaho
My Commission Expires: 8/20111
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on the 19th day of November, 2007, the original of
ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION, FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST SET OF REQUESTS
FOR ADMISSION TO DEFENDANT BRYAN FREEMAN and PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION, FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST SET
OF REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION TO DEFENDANT JOLEE DUCLOS was given to John
Wood of Valley Messenger Service for hand delivery to:
Roderick C. Bond
Ned A. Cannon
Smith, Cannon & Bond, PLLC
508 Eighth Street
Lewiston, ID 83501
Attorney for Plaintiff
Further, that on the 19th day of November, 2007, true and correct copies of ANSWERS
AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION,
FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION
TO DEFENDANT BRYAN FREEMAN and PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION, FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST SET OF REQUESTS
FOR ADMISSION TO DEFENDANT JOLEE DUCLOS were given to John Wood, of Valley
Messenger Service, for hand delivery to:
Michael E. McNichols
Clements, Brown & McNichols
321 13 th
Lewiston, ID 83501
Attorney for AlA Services Corporation,
AlA Insurance, Inc., and R. John Taylor

Jonathan D. Hally
Clark & Feeney
1229 Main Street
Lewiston, ID 83501
Attorney for Defendant Connie Taylor

Further, that on the 19th day of November, 2007, true and correct copies of ANSWERS
AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION,
FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION
TO DEFENDANT BRYAN FREEMAN and PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION, FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST SET OF REQUESTS
FOR ADMISSION TO DEFENDANT JOLEE DUCLOS were mailed by US Mail, postage
prepaid, to the following:
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Gary D. Babbitt
D. John Ashby
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley
PO Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Attorneys for AlA Services and AlA
Insurance

Paul R. Cressmal1, Jr.
Brett M. Hill
Ahlers & Cressman, PLLC
999 Third Avenue, Suite 3100
Seattle, Washington 98104-4088
Attorney for Plaintiff

DATED this 19th day of November, 2007.
LA W OFFICES OF DAVID A. GITTINS

By:

Jhmt a.~~U
Shery A. Kiely
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I

Roderick C. Bond
Ned A Cannon, ISBA #2331
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC

Attorneys for Plaintiff
508 Eighth Street
Lewiston, Idaho 83501
Telephone: (208) 743-9428
Fax: (208) 746-8421
Paul R. Cressman, Jr., ISBA #7563
AHLERS & CRESSMAN PLLC

Attorneys for Plaintiff
999 Third Avenue, Suite 3100
Seattle, Washington 98104-4088
Telephone: (206) 287-9900
Fax: (206) 287-9902
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE
REED J . TAYLOR, a single person,
Plaintiff,

Case No.: CV-07-00208

v.
AIA SERVICES CORPORATION, an
Idaho corporation; AIA INSURANCE, INC.,
an Idaho corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR
and CONNIE TAYLOR, individually and
the community property comprised thereof;
BRYAN FREEMAN, a single person; and
JOLEE DUCLOS, a single person,

PLAINTIFF'S SECOND SET OF
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION
AND FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES TO
DEFENDANTS AIA SERVICES
CORPORATION, AIA INSURANCE,
INC., AND R. JOHN TAYLOR

Defendants.

TO:

AIA SERVICES CORPORATION, and AIA INSURANCE, INC., Defendants; and
GARY D. BABBITT and D. JOHN ASHBY, their attorneys;

AND TO:

R. JOHN TAYLOR, Defendant; and MICHAEL E. MCNICHOLS, his attorney;

PLAINTIFF'S SECOND SET OF
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION AND
FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES - 1

INTERROGATORIES
ThYfERROGATORY NO.1:

Identify each person you expect to call as an expert witness at

trial, the address and telephone number of each expert witness, the subject matter of each
expert's testimony, the substance of the facts and opinions to which each expert is expected to
testify, and a summary ofthe grounds for each opinion.
RESPONSE:

INTERROGATORY NO.2:

Identify each person you expect to call a witness at trial, the

address and telephone number of each witness, and the subject matter of each witness'
testimony.
RESPONSE:'

INTERROGATORY NO.3:

Please state whether any employee or officer of AlA Insurance

or AlA Services has provided any services or work for any other person or entity without being
paid for such work or services by the respective person or entity for which the employee
performed work or provided services. For each instance, state the name of the employee or
officer, and the value of the amount of time expended for such services or work.
RESPONSE:

PLAINTIFF'S SECOND SET OF
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION AND
FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES - 37
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DATED: This 20 th dayofJuly, 2007.
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC
AHLERS & CRESSMAN PLLC

on
Paul R. Cressman, Jr.
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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Gary D. Babbitt ISB No. 1486
D. John Ashby ISB No. 7228
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: (208) 344-6000
Facsimile: (208) 342-3829
Email: gdb@hteh.com
j ash@hteh.com
Michael E. McNichols
CLEMENTS BROWN & MCNICHOLS, PA
th
3 21 13 Street
P.O. Box 1510
Lewiston, ID 83501-1510
Telephone: (208) 743-6538
Facsimile: (208) 746-0753
Attorneys for Defendants AIA Services Corporation
and AIA Insurance, Inc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person,

)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
vs.
)
)
AIA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho
)
corporation; AIA INSURANCE, INC., an Idaho)
corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE )
TAYLOR, individually and the community
)
property comprised thereof; BRYAN
)
FREEMAN, a single person; and JOLEE
)
DUCLOS, a single person,
)
)
)
Defendants.
)

Case No. CV-07-00208
DEFENDANTS AIA SERVICES
CORPORATION'S, AIA INSURANCE,
INC.'S AND R. JOHN TAYLOR'S
RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S
SECOND SET OF REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION, AND FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES TO
DEFENDANTS AIA SERVICES
CORPORATION, AIA INSURANCE,
INC., AND R. JOHN TAYLOR

TO:

REED J. TAYLOR, PLAINTIFF HEREIN, AND HIS COUNSEL OF RECORD
DE_MA.~EJZVICES CORPORATION'S, AIA INSURANCE, INC.'S AND R.
JO
~~~re ~tM<~lW~SET OF REQUESTS FOR
PR
,~~T%IPf~If~~gTODEFENDANTSAIA
SERVICES CORPORATION, AIA INSURANCE, INC., AND R. JOHN TAYLOR - 1

5t/- tJ 5
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 114: There are no responsive
documents to this Request for Production in Defendants' possession at this time which are not
privileged. Defendants object to this Request for Production, as it seeks attorney/client and
attorney work product documents which are privileged. Finally, discovery is not yet completed.
Defendants reserve the right to supplement their response as needed when and if such documents
are available.

INTERROGATORIES
INTERROGATORY NO.1: Identify each person you expect to call as an expert witness
at trial, the address and telephone number of each expert witness, the subject matter of each
expert's testimony, the substance of the facts and opinions to which each expert is expected to
testify, and a summary of the grounds for each opinion.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.1: Expert witnesses have not been identified.
Defendants will supplement their answer.
INTERROGATORY NO.2: Identify each person you expect to call a witness at trial, the
address and telephone number of each witness, and the subject matter of each witness'
testimony.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.2: Discovery is not completed. Witnesses have
not yet been identified. Defendants will supplement their answer.
INTERROGATORY NO.3: Please state whether any employee or officer of AIA
Insurance or AIA Services has provided any services or work for any other person or entity
without being paid for such work or services by the respective person or entity for which the

DEFENDANTS AIA SERVICES CORPORATION'S, AIA INSURANCE, INC.'S AND R.
JO~P]fl?tnmQF.LHGOOWfiK[(Q :BKJ:NNTlfFB~SET OF REQUESTS FOR
PR0IDU~CMIDNIRRI=r SEqJtO:lINNEERHIDG0mIDINBH TO DEFENDANTS AIA
SERVICES CORPORATION, AIA INSURANCE, INC., AND R. JOHN TAYLOR - 32
40005.0006.1010181.3

employee performed work or provided services. For each instance, state the name of the
employee or officer, and the value of the amount of time expended for such services or work.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.3: Defendants, AlA and Crop USA, have an
Agreement to allocate employee salaries and other expenses. This Agreement has been
previously produced to Plaintiff. Pursuant to stipulation of counsel on August 16, 2007 relating
to production for Defendant companies, the Plaintiff will have access to the financial records of
AlA companies.

DATED THIS..!J.fJ- day of August, 2007.
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

By

~~AU ~

G
D. BabbittISBNo. 1486
A orneys for Defendants AIA ServIces
Corporation and AlA Insurance, Inc.
DATED THIS ~ day of August, 2007.

()0

CLEMENTS BROWN & MCNICHOLS, P A

BYW~ ~if

c1iael E. McNichols
Attorneys for Defendants AIA Services
Corporation and AlA Insurance, Inc.

DEFENDANTS AIA SERVICES CORPORATION'S, AIA INSURANCE, INC.'S AND R.
JoIMlf!4JtDCIR ~1R!R~~Ft{).~18N~ISET OF REQUESTS FOR L} I
PR~~~II?1RlSIr, $\FIQOE~G'@NJJmlEffifO DEFENDANTS AIA
v; I
SERVICES CORPORATION, AlA INSURANCE, INC., AND R. JOHN TAYLOR - 33
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Roderick C. Bond
Ned A. Cannon, ISBA #2331
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC

Attorneys for Plaintiff
508 Eighth Street
Lewiston, Idaho 83501
Telephone: (208) 743-9428
Fax: (208) 746-8421
Paul R. Cressman, Jr., ISBA #7563
AHLERS & CRESSMAN PLLC

Attorneys for Plaintiff
999 Third Avenue, Suite 3100
Seattle, Washington 98104-4088
Telephone: (206) 287-9900
Fax: (206) 287-9902
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person,
Plaintiff,
v.
AIA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an Idaho
corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE
TAYLOR, individually and the community
property comprised thereof; BRYAN
FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE DUCLOS,
a single person; CROP USA INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC., an Idaho Corporation; and
JAMES BECK and CORRINE BECK,
individually and the community property
comprised thereof;

Case No.: CV-07-00208
PLAINTIFF'S THIRD SET OF
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION,
SECOND SET OF
INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST
SET OF REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSION TO DEFENDANTS AIA
INSURANCE, INC. AND AIA
SERVICES CORPORATION

Defendants.

PLAINTIFF'S THIRD SET OF
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION AND
SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES
TO ALA INSURANCE & ALA SERVICES - 1
AFFIDAVIT OF RODERICK C. BOND IN SUPPORT OF
MOTIONS TO COMPEL, SEQUENCE AND CONTINUE

correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to
the information requested or provided in the preceding Interrogatory.
RESPONSE:

INTERROGATORY NO.8:

State with particularity the details and facts pertaining to your

counterclaims against Reed Taylor.

For each counterclaim, state the date the counterclaim

accrued, provide a breakdown of all damages (including all components), provide the legal basis
for each damage component, identify the persons who are witnesses to each counterclaim and
applicable damages, and state with particularity the knowledge held by each such person as to
each of your counterclaims.
RESPONSE:

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 131: Produce all documents (See above defInition for
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic fIles, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to
the information requested or provided by you in the preceding Interrogatory.
RESPONSE:

PLAINTIFF'S TImm SET OF
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION AND
SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES
TO AIA INSURANCE & AIA SERVICES - 19

AFFIDAVIT OF RODERICK C. BOND IN SUPPORT OF
MOTIONS TO COMPEL, SEQUENCE AND CONTINUE

INTERROGATORY NO. 12:

State with particularity the details of all facts pertaining to all

of your defenses or affirmative defenses to all of Reed Taylor's claims and requested relief (e.g.,
alter ego, constructive trust, etc.), and identify all persons having knowledge of such defenses
and describe the knowledge held by each such person.
RESPONSE:

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 191: Produce all documents (See above definition for
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to
the information requested in the preceding Interrogatory.
RESPONSE:

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 192: Produce all documents (See above definition for
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to
the issuance, purchase or acquisition (either proposed or actual) of all shares of stock, options or
any other instrument in Crop USA or AlA Services by R. John Taylor, Connie Taylor, Michael
Cashman, JoLee Duclos, Bryan Freeman, James Beck or any of the spouses or children of such
persons.

PLAINTIFF'S THIRD SET OF
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION AND
SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES
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financial information, including, without limitation, all electronic files and documents provided
by you to ALA Services or ALA Insurance's accountants or auditors (including but not limited to
LeMaster & Daniels, BDO Seidman, and Alan Coalson).
RESPONSE:

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 220: Produce all documents (See above definition for
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to
any and all complaints, concerns, or any other oommunications between you or and any of your
employees, officers, directors and any of your employees, officers, directors, advisory board
members, accountants, auditors any other person or entity questioning any of your accounting
practices, any of your transactions, any stock exchanges or sales, your account payables, your
account receivables, or any of your asset transfers or sales.
RESPONSE:

DATED: This

4th

day of October, 2007.
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC
AHLERS & CRESSMAN PLLC

BY:-:::"""--b~_ _ _ _-"--_ _ _ __

oderick C. Bond
Ned A. Cannon
Paul R. Cressman, Jr.
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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Sf II

AlA SERVICES' VERIFICATION
STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss.
COUNTY OF ]\.TEZ PERCE )

I, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,' being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
I am the
[title] of AIA Services and the person authorized by
AIA Services to answer and respond to Reed Taylor's Third Set of Requests for Production,
Second Set of Interrogatories and First Set of Requests for Admission. I have read the contents
of the above Answers and Responses, know the contents of thereof, and believe that the
Responses and Answers therein are true and accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Signature

AlA INSURANCE'S VERIFICATION
STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss.
COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE )

I, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
I am the
[title] of AlA Insurance and the person authorized
by AlA Insurance to answer and respond to Reed Taylor's Third Set of Requests for Production,
Second Set of Interrogatories and First Set of Requests for Admission. I have read the contents
of the above Answers and Responses, know the contents of thereof, and believe that the
Responses and Answers therein are true and accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Signature

PLAINTIFF'S THIRD SET OF
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, Roderick C. Bond, declare that, on the date indicated below, I served a true and correct
copy of Plaintiff's Third Set of Requests for Production, Second Set ofInterrogatories, and First
Set of Requests for Admission to Defendants AlA Insurance, Inc. and AlA Services Corporation
on the following party(s) via the methodes) indicated below:
David A. Gittins
Law Office of David A. Gittins
P.O. Box 191
Clarkston, WA 99403
Attorney for Defendants Duclos and Freeman

Via:
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(X) E-mail

Michael E. McNichols
Clements Brown & McNichols
321 - 13 th Street
Lewiston, Idaho 83501
Attorneys for Defendant R. John Taylor

Via:
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(X) E-mail

Jonathan D. Hally
Clark & Feeney
P.O. Box 285
Lewiston, Idaho 83501
Attorney for Defendant Connie Taylor

Via:
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(X) E-mail

Gary D. Babbitt
D. John Ashby
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617
Attorneys for AlA Services and AIA Insurance

Via:
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(X) E-mail

Signed this 4th day of October, 2007, at Lewiston, Idaho.
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Gary D . Babbitt ISB No. 1486
D . John AshbyISB No. 7228
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
PO Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: (208) 344-6000
Facsimile: (208) 342-3829
Email: gdb@hteh.com
jash@hteh.com
Attorneys for Defendants AIA Services Corporation
and AlA Insur ance, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STAlE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TRE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person,

)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
vs .
)
)
AIA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho )
)
corporation; AIA INSURANCE, INC, an
)
Idaho corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and
COI\l-mE TAYLOR, individually and the
)
community property comprised thereof;
)
BRYAN FREEMAN, a single person; and
)
JOLEE DUCLOS, a single person,
)

Defendants.

Case No . CV-07-00208

AlA'S RESPONSE TO "PLAINTIFF'S
TH1RD SET OF REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION, SECOND SET OF
INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST SET
OF REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION TO
DEFENDANTS AIA INSURANCE, INC
AND AIA SERVICES CORPORATION"

)
)

AIA'S RESPONSE TO "PLAINTIFF'S THIRD SET OF REQUESTS FORPRODUCIION,
SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSION TO DEFENDANTS AlA INSURANCE, INC AND AIA SERVICES

CORAi?M)~~ b~ RODERICK C. BOND IN SUPPORT OF
MOTIONS TO COMPEL, SEQUENCE AND CONTINUE
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correspondence, letters, expert witness repOIts, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to
the information requested or provided in the preceding Lnterrogatory.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 130; See Answer to
Interrogatory No.7. AIA objects to this Request for Production on the grounds that it is
overbroad, unreasonable, burdensome, oppressive and seeks documents that are neither relevant
nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Without waiving
these objections, AlA states that the bank statements, etc. are available for your review at the
AlA office.
INTERROGATORY NO.8: State with pmticulmity the details and facts pertaining to
your counterclaims against Reed Taylor For each counterclaim, state the date the counterclaim
accrued, provide a breakdown of ail damages (including all components), provide the legal basis
fOI each dmuage component, identifY the persons who me witnesses to each counterclaim and
applicable damages, and state with pmticularity the knowledge held by each such person as to
each OfYOUT counterclaims
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.8: AlA is in the process ofmnending its
counterclaim A response to this interrogatory will be supplemented
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 131: Produce all documents (See above definition
fOI "documents" e g , notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
cOIrespondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to
the information requested OI provided by you in the preceding Interrogatory.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 131: See Response to
IntenogatOIY Number 8.
AIA'S RESPONSE TO «PLAINTIFF'S THIRD SET OF REQUESTS FORPRODUCIION,
SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSION TO DEFENDANTS AIA INSURANCE, INC AND AIA SERVICES

COl5f~AI9rf' OfSRODERICK C. BOND IN SUPPORT OF
MOTIONS TO COMPEL, SEQUENCE AND CONTINUE
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 190: AIA objects to this Request
for Production on the grounds that it is overbroad, umeasonable, burdensome, oppressive and
seeks documents that are neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of
admissible evidence.
JNTERROGATORY NO. 12: State with particularity the details of all facts pertaining
to all of your defenses or affirmative defenses to all of Reed Taylor's claims and requested relief
(e g , alter ego, constructive trust, etc.), and identify all persons have knowledge of such defenses
and describe the knowledge held by each such person.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 12: This is an improper interrogatory in that it
seeks information as to multiple defenses and affumative defenses in one single inteIrogatory.
AIA's affirmative defenses are set forth in its answers to prior versions of the complaint AlA
has not yet answered the Fourth .tunended Complaint because it is waiting for a ruling on the
Fifth Amended Complaint. At that time, AlA will file an answer with all ofits affirmative
defenses . If Plaintiff wants the above-requested information as to each affirmative defense,
Plaintiff should ask a separate interrogatory for each affirmative defense
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 191: Produce all documents (See above definition
for "documents" e g, notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to
the information requested in the preceding Interrogatory.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 191: See response to
Interrogatory No 12

AIA'S RESPONSE TO "PLAINTIFF'S THIRD SET OF REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION,
SECOND SET OF JNTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSION TO DEFENDANTS AIA INSURANCE, INC. AND AlA SERVICES

CO~AW'(JP~ODERICK C. BOND IN SUPPORT OF

MOTIONS TO COMPEL, SEQUENCE AND CONTINUE
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employees, officers, directors and any of your employees, officers, directors, advisory board
members, accountants, auditors [sic] any other person or entity questioning any of your
accounting practices, any of your transactions, any stock exchanges or sales, your account
payables, your account receivables, or any of your asset transfers or sales,
RESPONSE TO REQUES I FOR PRODUCTION NO. 220: AlA objects to this Request
for Production on the grounds that it is overbroad, umeasonable, burdensome, oppressive and
seeks documents that are neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of
admissible evidence_
DATED THIS

.2:-

day of November, 2001.,
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP

AlA'S RESPONSE TO "PLAINTIFF'S THIRD SET OF REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION,
SECOND SET OF 1NTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSION TO DEFENDANTS AIA INSURANCE, 1Nc.. AND AIA SERVICES

C9fi1l:QMV~f~ODERICK C. BOND IN SUPPORT OF
MOTIONS TO COMPEL, SEQUENCE AND CONTINUE
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A I A LEGAL

I4J UUZlUU:::

VERIFICA nON

R. John Taylor; being first duly sworn upon oatb, deposes and says:
That he is the President of AlA Services Corporation, a Defendant in the above" entitled
action; that he has read the within and foregoing RESPONSE TO Pl AlJI.l TIFF '8 THIRD SET
OF REQUEST'S FORPRODUCnON, SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST
SET OF REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION TO DEFENDAN S AlA INSURANCE, INC A.c""1D

STATE OF IDAHO

)
) 55,

County of Ada

d

)

KAu

.J r,
i@.n
SrrcLI1
' a Notary Public, do hereby certify that on this
~ day of November, 2007, personally appeared before me R, John Taylor~ who, being by me
first duly sworn, declared that he is the President of ALA Services Corporation, that he signed the
foregoing document as president of the corporation, and t..l]at the statements therein contained are
true

~~~m~
Notary Public for Idaho,
Residing at
\..QJ"...? \
My commission expires _

S

~

\0: C> 3- c:9

AIA'SRESPONSE TO "PLAINTIFF'S Tff"lRD SET OF REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION,
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this z....a-ay of November, 2007, I caused to be served a
true copy of the foregoing AIA'S RESPONSE TO "PLAINTIFF'S TIllRD SET OF REQUESTS
FOR PRODUCTION, SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST SET OF
REQUESTS FOR ADM1SSION TO DEFENDANTS AIA INSURi\NCE, INC. AND AIA
SERVICES CORPORATION" by the method :indicated below, and addressed to each ofthe
following:
Roderick c.. Bond; Ned A Cannon
Smith, Cannon & Bond PLLC
508 Eighth Street
Lewiston, ID 83501
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

_ _ U,S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
Ielecopy
--:;:;;r Email

Paul R. Cressman, Jr..
Ahlers & Cressman PLLC
999 Third Avenue, Suite 3100
Seattle, WA 98104-4088
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

_ _ US Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Telecopy
V Email

David A. Gittins
Law Office of David A, Gittins
PO Box 191
Clarkston, W A 99403
[Attorney for Defendants Duclos and Freeman]

_ _ US, Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Telecopy
~mail

Michael E McNichols
Clements Brown & McNichols
.321 13th Street
Lewiston, ID 83501
[Attorneys for Defendant R.. John Taylor]

_ _ U S, Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Telecopy

Jonathan D, Hally
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RODERICK C. BOND
NED A. CANNON, ISBA #2331
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC
Attorneys for Plaintiff
508 Eighth Street
Lewiston, Idaho 83501
Telephone: (208) 743-9428
Fax: (208) 746-8421
DEAN WULLENWABER, ISBA #2506
WULLENWABER LA W FIRM
Attorneys for Plaintiff
703 8th Street
Lewiston, ID 83501
Telephone: (208) 743-8981
Fax: (208) 743-9442
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person,
Plaintiff,
v.

AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an Idaho
corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE
TAYLOR, individually and the community
property comprised thereof; BRYAN
FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE DUCLOS,
a single person; CROP USA INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC., an Idaho Corporation; and
JAMES BECK and CORRINE BECK,
individually and the community property
comprised thereof;

Case No.: CV-07-00208
PLAINTIFF REED TAYLOR'S FIRST
SET OF REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION, FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST
SET OF REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSION TO DEFENDANTS
JAMES BECK AND CORRINE BECK

Defendants.

PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS
FOR PRODUCTION, FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST SET OF
ADMISSIONS TO DEFENDANTS BECK - 1

, IT

F

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 43: Produce all documents (See above definition for
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, relate in any way to all
notes of communications, communications, notes of communications, agreements, arrangements,
correspondence or transactions between you (See above definition for "you") and Reed Taylor or
any of his agents, accountants, attorneys, accountants, or representatives.
RESPONSE:

INTERROGATORY NO.2:

State with particularity the details of all facts pertaining to each

of your defenses or affirmative defenses to all of Reed Taylor's claims and requested relief (e.g.,
alter ego, constructive trust, etc.) and identify all persons having knowledge of each such
defense, their addresses, and describe the knowledge held by each such person.
RESPONSE:

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 44: Produce all documents (See above definition for
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to
the information requested or provided by you in the preceding Interrogatory.
RESPONSE:

PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS
FOR PRODUCTION, FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST SET OF
ADMISSIONS TO DEFENDANTS BECK - 28
AFFIDAVIT OF RODERICK C. BOND IN SUPPORT OF
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 68: Produce all documents (See above definition for
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to
any and all complaints, concerns, or any other communications directed to you questioning Crop
USA, AIA Services, or AlA Insurance's accounting practices, transactions, stock transactions,
payables or receivables, asset transfers, litigation strategy or litigation decisions.

RESPONSE:

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 69: Produce all documents (See above definition for
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, support, demonstrate or relate
in any way to you complying with the fiduciary duties that you owe(d) to the shareholders and
creditors of AlA Insurance or AlA Services during the time periods in which you were a director
of AlA Services or AlA Insurance.

RESPONSE:

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 70: Produce all non-privileged documents (See above
definition for "documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements,
agreements, correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that has been provided to you,
your attorney, your accountant or any other of your representatives have provided to any other
defendant, attorney for any defendant in this action, expert witness for any defendant in this
action, or any other representative of any defendant in this action.
PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF REQUESTS
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RESPONSE:

INTERROGATORY NO.3:

Identify each person you expect to call as an expert witness at

trial, the address and telephone number of each expert witness, the subject matter of each
expert's testimony, the substance of the facts and opinions to which each expert is expected to
testify, and a summary of the grounds for each opinion.
RESPONSE:

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 71: As to each expert witness you expect to call at trial,
produce all documents that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to the following:
a.

The biographies, curriculum vitae, or resumes for each expert;

b

Copies of all correspondence, engagement letters, and all other documents
exchanged between you and any expert witnesses, your attorney and any expert
witnesses;

d.

All documents provided to any expert witness;

e.

All documents relied upon or utilized by any expert witnesses; and

c

Copies of all expert reports relevant, including all drafts of all such reports.

RESPONSE:

INTERROGATORY NO.4:

Identify each person you expect to call as a witness at trial, the

address and telephone number of each witness, and the subject matter of each witness'
testimony.
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Roderick C. Bond
Ned A. Cannon, ISBA #2331
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC

Attorneys for Plaintiff
508 Eighth Street
Lewiston, Idaho 83501
Telephone: (208) 743-9428
Fax: (208) 746-8421
Paul R. Cressman, Jr., ISBA #7563
AHLERS & CRESSMAN PLLC

Attorneys for Plaintiff
999 Third Avenue, Suite 3100
Seattle, Washington 98104-4088
Telephone: (206) 287-9900
Fax: (206) 287-9902
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person,
Plaintiff,
v.

AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an Idaho
corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE
TAYLOR, individually and the community
property comprised thereof; BRYAN
FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE DUCLOS,
a single person; CROP USA INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC., an Idaho Corporation; and
JAMES BECK and CORRINE BECK,
individually and the community property
comprised thereof;

Case No.: CV-07-00208
PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SET OF
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION,
FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES,
AND FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR
ADMISSION TO DEFENDANT
CONNIE TAYLOR

Defendants.

PLAINTIFF'S FIRST REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION, FIRST
INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST
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1I

AFFIDAVIT OF RODERICK C. BOND IN SUPPORT OF
MOTIONS TO COMPEL, SEQUENCE AN

INTERROGATORY NO.3:

State with particularity the details and facts pertaining to your

counterclaim(s), if any, against Reed Taylor and cross claims against any of the other defendants
in this action. For each counterclaim and cross claim, state the date the counterclaim or cross
claim accrued, provide a breakdown of all damages (including all components), provide the legal
basis for each damage component, identify the persons who are witnesses to each counterclaim
and cross claim together with the applicable damages, and state with particularity the knowledge
held by each such person as to each of your counterclaims and cross claims.
RESPONSE:

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 12: Produce all documents (See above definition for
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to
the information requested or provided by you in the preceding Interrogatory.
RESPONSE:

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 13: Produce all documents (See above definition for
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to
any notes of communications, communications, or correspondence between you or any other

PLAINTIFF'S FIRST REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION, FIRST
INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST
ADMISSIONS TO CONNIE TAYLOR - 16
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INTERROGATORY NO.6: State with particularity the details of all facts pertaining to all of
your defenses or affirmative defenses to all of Reed Taylor's claims and requested relief (e.g.,
alter ego, constructive trust, etc.), and identify all persons having knowledge of such defenses,
their addresses, and describe the knowledge held by each such person.
RESPONSE:

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 64: Produce all documents (See above definition for
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to
the information requested or provided by you in the preceding Interrogatory.
RESPONSE:

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 65: Produce all documents (See above definition for
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to
your purchase, acquisition, exchange, transfer, or sale (either proposed or actual) of all shares of
stock, options or any other instrument in Crop USA or AlA Services.
RESPONSE:

PLAINTIFF'S FIRST REQUESTS FOR
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 92: Produce all documents (See above definition for
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that you, your attorney, your accountant or
any other of your representatives have provided to any other defendant, attorney for any
defendant in this action, expert witness for any defendant in this action, or any other
representative of any defendant in this action.

RESPONSE:

INTERROGATORY NO.7:

Identify each person you expect to call as an expert witness at

trial, the address and telephone number of each expert witness, the subject matter of each
expert's testimony, the substance of the facts and opinions to which each expert is expected to
testify, and a summary of the grounds for each opinion.

RESPONSE:

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 93: As to each expert witness you expect to call at trial,
produce all documents that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to the following:
a.

The biographies, curriculum vitae, or resumes for each expert;
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b

Copies of all correspondence, engagement letters, and all other documents
exchanged between you and any expert witnesses, your attorney and any expert
witnesses;

d.

All documents provided to any expert witness;

e.

All documents relied upon or utilized by any expert witnesses; and

c

Copies of all expert reports relevant, including all drafts of all such reports.

RESPONSE:

INTERROGATORY NO.8:

Identify each person you expect to call as a witness at trial, the

address and telephone number of each witness, and the subject matter of each witness'
testimony.
RESPONSE:

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 94: Produce all documents (See above definition for
"documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to
the information requested or provided by you in the preceding Interrogatory.
RESPONSE:

PLAINTIFF'S FIRST REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION, FIRST
INTERROGATORIES, AND FIRST

AD~rM<A~18f~~1J!lnlrC1t2~B8ND IN SUPPORT OF
MOTIONS TO COMPEL, SEQUENCE AND CONTINUE

DATED: This 21 st day of October, 2007.
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC
AHLERS & CRESSMAN PLLC

By:~~~~~~~~~~__~~__

Roderick C. Bond
Ned A. Cannon
Paul R. Cressman, Jr.
Attorneys for Plaintiff

VERIFICA TION
STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss.
COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE )
I, Connie Taylor, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
I have read the contents of the above Answers and Responses to Reed Taylor's First Set
of Requests for Production of Documents, First Set Interrogatories and First Set of Requests for
Admission, know the contents of thereof, and certify that the above Responses and Answers are
true and accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Connie Taylor

PLAINTIFF'S FIRST REQUESTS FOR
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, Roderick C. Bond, declare that, on the date indicated below, I served a true and correct
copy of Plaintiff s First Set of Requests for Production, First Set of Interrogatories, and First Set
of Requests for Admission to Defendant Connie Taylor on the following parties via the
methodes) indicated below:

Via:
David A. Gittins
Law Office of David A. Gittins
P.O. Box 191
Clarkston, WA 99403
Attorney for Defendants Duclos and Freeman

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(X) Email (pdf attachment)

Via:
Michael E. McNichols
Clements Brown & McNichols
321 13th Street
Lewiston, ID 83501
Attorney for R. John Taylor

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(X) Email (pdf attachment)

Via:
Jonathan D. Hally
Clark & Feeney
P.O. Box 285
Lewiston, ID 83501
Attorney for Defendant Connie Taylor

.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
d Delivered
vernightMail
( ) Facsimile
(X) Email (pdf attachment)

Via:
Gary D. Babbitt
D. John Ashby
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617
Attorneys for AlA Services and AlA Insurance

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
(X) Email (pdf attachment)

Signed this 21 5t day of October, 2007, at Lewiston, Idaho.
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JONATHAN D. HALLY
CLARK and FEENEY
Idaho State Bar No. 4979
1229 Main Street
P. O. Drawer 285
Lewiston,ID 83501
Telephone: (208) 743-9516
Facsimile: (208) 746-9160
Attorneys for Defendant Connie Taylor

8

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE

9

10

REED 1. TAYLOR, a single person,

Case No. CV 07-00208

11

Plaintiff,
3

14
15
16

17
18
19

vs.
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an
Idaho corporation; R JOHN TA YLOR and
CONNIE TAYLOR, individually and the
community property comprised thereof;
BRYAN FREEMAN, a single person; and
JOLEE DUCLOS, a single person

DEFENDANT CONNIE TAYLOR'S
AMENDED ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S
FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION, AND FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES TO DEFENDANT
CONNIE TAYLOR

Defendant.

20
21

COMES NOW the Defendant, Connie Taylor, by and through her attorney of record,

22

Jonathan Hally ofthe law firm of Clark and Feeney, and answers the Plaintiff's First Set ofRequests

23

for Production and First Set of Interrogatories to Defendant Connie Taylor as follows:

24

26

DEFENDANT CONNIE TAYLOR'S AMENDED ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S
FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION AND FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES TO DEFENDANT CONNIE TAYLOR - 1

AFFIDAVIT OF RODERICK C. BOND IN SUPPORT OF
MOTIONS TO COMPEL, SEQUENCE AND CONTINUE

LAW OFFICES OF

CLARK

AND

FEENEY

LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501

SitTo I

1

Insurance, Crop USA, or any of their/your attorneys, agents, officers, directors, advisory board

2

members or accountants),

3

RESPONSE: Defendant objects to this request on the grounds that it is overly broad, unduly

4

burdensome, and seeks documents that are neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the
5
6

discovery of admissible evidence. Additionally, the requested documents would be protected as

7

privileged documents under the attorney-client and/or accountant privilege. Given the overly broad

8

nature ofthe request, Defendant objects to providing a privilege log as such an exercise would be

9

unduly burdensome and oppressive. Without waiving any asserted objections, Ms. Taylor is not

10

aware of any such opinion letters and has no such opinion letters within her possession.

11

INTERROGATORY NO.3:
.3

State with particUlarity the details and facts pertaining to

your counterclaim(s), if any, against Reed Taylor and cross claims against any of the other

14

defendants in this action, For each counterclaim and cross claim, state the date the counterclaim or

15

cross claim accrued, provide a breakdown of all damages (including all components), provide the

16

legal basis for each damage component, identify the persons who are witnesses to each counterclaim

17

and cross claim together with the applicable damages, and state with particularity the knowledge held
18
19

by each such person as to each of your counterclaims and cross claims.

20

ANSWER: Objection, given the definition of "your" this interrogatory exceeds the scope

21

of discovery by imposing burdens upon Defendant Connie Taylor that are not required by the Idaho

22

Rules of Civil Procedure. Without waiving said privilege, Defendant Connie Taylor has not asserted

23
24

26

DEFENDANT CONNIE TAYLOR'S AMENDED ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S
FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION AND FIRST SET OF
INTERROGA TORIES TO DEFENDANT CONNIE TAYLOR - 12

AFFIDAVIT OF RODERICK C. BOND IN SUPPORT OF
MOTIONS TO COMPEL, SEQUENCE AND CONTINUE

LAW OFFICES OF

CLARK AND FEENEY
LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501

1

of admissible evidence. Without waiving any asserted objection, Defendant has not had any

2

communications with Reed Taylor of any issue relevant to this litigation and to the extent that this

3

request seeks such documents that are not related to this litigation, Defendant further objects that this

4

request seeks documents that are not relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to discovery of

5

admissible evidence.
6
7

8

all of your defenses or affirmative defenses to all of Reed Taylor's claims and requested relief (e.g.,

9

alter ego, constructive trust, etc.), and identify all persons having knowledge of such defenses, their

10
11
1

INTERROGATORY NO.6: State with particularity the details of all facts pertaining to

addresses, and describe the knowledge held by each such person.
ANSWER: Objection, this interrogatory is overly broad. Without waiving said objection,

:2

3

14

Defendant has not fully ascertained all defenses or affirmative defenses to all of Reed Taylor's
claims and requested relief.

15

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 64: Produce all documents (See above definition

16

for "documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,

17

correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to the

18

information requested or provided by you in the preceding Interrogatory.
19

20
21
22
23

RESPONSE: See Answer to Interrogatory No.6. Further the Defendant is not in possession
of any documents that have not already been produced through discovery in this case.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 65: Produce all documents (See above definition
for "documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,

24

26

DEFENDANT CONNIE TAYLOR'S AMENDED ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S
FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION AND FIRST SET OF
INTERROGA TORlES TO DEFENDANT CONNIE TAYLOR - 39

AFFIDAVIT OF RODERICK C. BOND IN SUPPORT OF
MOTIONS TO COMPEL, SEQUENCE AND CONTINUE

LAW OFFICES OF

CLARK

AND

FEENEY

LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501

5 33

1

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 91: Produce all documents (See above definition

2

for "documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,

3

correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, support, demonstrate or relate in

4

any way to you complying with the fiduciary duties that you owe(d) to AIA Insurance, AlA Services
5
6
7

and/or the shareholders of AlA Services or AlA Insurance during the times in which you served as
a officer and/or director of AlA Services and/or AlA Insurance.

8

RESPONSE: Objection, this request is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and seeks

9

information that is neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible

10

evidence. Without waiving said objections, and to the extent that the term "you" is limited to

11

12
3

Defendant Connie Taylor, said Defendant does not possess any such documents.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 92: Produce all documents (See above definition

14

for "documents" e.g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,

15

correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that you, your attorney, your accountant or any

16

other of your representati ves have provided to any other defendant, attorney for any defendant in this

17

action, expert witness for any defendant in this action, or any other representative of any defendant
18

19
20

21

22

in this action.
RESPONSE:

Objection, this request is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and seeks

information that is not relevant nor reasonably calculated to the discovery of admissible evidence.
Further, said requests exceeds the scope of discovery and seeks information protected by the

23

attorney-client and/or accountant-client privileges.
24

.. 26
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,
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LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501

1

INTERROGATORY NO.7: Identify each person you expect to call as an expert witness

2

at trial, the address and telephone number of each expert witness, the subj ect matter of each expert's

3

testimony, the substance of the facts and opinions to which each expert is expected to testify, and

4

a summary of the grounds for each opinion,
5
6

7
8
9

10

ANSWER: Objection, this interrogatory is overly broad, Without waiving said objection,
Defendant has not determined whom she may call as an expert witness at trial.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 93: As to each expert witness you expect to call
at trial, produce all documents that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to the following:
a,

The biographies, curriculum vitae, or resumes for each expert;

b,

Copies of all correspondence, engagement letters, and all other documents exchanged

11

, '2

between you and any expert witnesses, your attorney and any expert witnesses;

3

14

d,

All documents provided to any expert witness;

15

e,

All documents relied upon or utilized by any expert witnesses; and

c.

Copies of all expert reports relevant, including all drafts of all such reports.

16
17

RESPONSE: See Answer to Interrogatory No.7.
18
19
20

21

22

INTERROGATORY NO.8: Identify each person you expect to call as a witness at trial,
the address and telephone number of each witness, and the subj ect matter of each witness' testimony.
ANSWER:

Objection, this interrogatory is overly broad and seeks information protected

under the work product doctrine. Without waiving said objection, Defendant has not determined

23
24

26
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AFFIDAVIT OF RODERICK C. BOND IN SUPPORT OF
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LAW OFFICES OF

CLARK

AND

FEENEY

LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501

1

who she may call as a witness but reserves the right to call all persons identified in any discovery

2

response by any party in this lawsuit and reserves the right to supplement this response,

3

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 94: Produce all documents (See above definition

4

for "documents" e,g., notes, emails, electronic files, canceled checks, statements, agreements,
5

6
7

8
9

10

correspondence, letters, expert witness reports, etc.) that evidence, refer, or relate in any way to the
information requested or provided by you in the preceding Interrogatory.

RESPONSE:

Objection, this request is vague, unintelligible, overly broad, unduly

burdensome, and seeks documents protected under the work-product doctrine and attorney-client
privilege. Without waiving said objection, and to the extent that the term "you" is limited to

11

12
3

Defendant Connie Taylor, said Defendant has not determined whom she may call as a witness.

INTERROGATORY NO.9: State with particularity whether-any employee or officer of

14

AlA Insurance or AlA Services has provided any services or work for any other person or entity

15

without being paid for such work or services by the respective person or entity for which the

16

employee performed work or provided services. For each instance, state the name of the employee

17

or officer, and the value of the amount of time expended for such services or work.
18
19

ANSWER: Objection, this interrogatory is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and seeks

20

information that is neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible

21

evidence. Without waiving any asserted objection, Defendant Connie Taylor states that Shane

22
23

Courtney installed a door for Ms. Taylor and poured concrete approximately a year ago; however,
Defendant does not know the value of said services or the time spent on said services.

24

26

DEFENDANT CONNIE TAYLOR'S AMENDED ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S
FIRST SET OF REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION AND FIRST SET OF
INTERROGA TORIES TO DEFENDANT CONNIE TAYLOR - 54

AFFIDAVIT OF RODERICK C. BOND IN SUPPORT OF
MOTIONS TO COMPEL, SEQUENCE AND CONTINUE

LAW OFFICES OF

CLARK

AND

FEENEY

LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501
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).enathan D. 'Hally, a member of the firm
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STATE OF IDAHO
County of Nez Perce
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Connie W. Taylor, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
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belief.
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(
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Attorney at Law
324 Main Street
P.O. Box 1225
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208-746-9947
208-746-5886 (fax)
ISB # 2129
CharlesABrown@cableone.net
Attorney for Intervenor, 401(k) Profit Sharing Plan
of the AIA Services Corporation.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE
)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
v.
)
)
AIA SERVICES CORP., an Idaho
)
corporation; AIA INSURANCE INC., an Idaho)
corporation, R. JOHN TAYLOR and CONNIE )
TAYLOR, individually and the community
)
property comprised thereof; BRYAN
)
FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE DUCLOS,)
a single person; CROP USA INSURANCE
)
AGENCY, INC., an Idaho Corporation; and
)
JAMES BECK and CORRINE BECK,
)
individually and the community property
)
comprised thereof;
)
)
Defendants.
)
)
AIA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho )
corporation; and AlA INSURANCE, INC., an )
Idaho corporation,
)
)
Counter-Claimants,
)
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person,

ORDER GRANTING THE MOTION TO
INTERVENE BY THE 401(K) PROFIT SHARlNG
PLAN OF AlA SERVICES CORPORATION

Case No. CV 2007-00208

ORDER GRANTING THE MOTION
TO INTERVENE BY THE 401(K)
PROFIT SHARING PLAN OF
AIA SERVICES CORPORATION

Charles A. Brown, Esq.
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main St.
Lewiston. Idaho 83501
208-746-9947/208-746-5886 (fax)

v.
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person,
Counter-Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)

----------------------------)
CONNIEW. TAYLOR and JAMES BECK,
Counterclaimants,
v.

REED J. TAYLOR, a single person,
Counterdefendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

----------------------------)
401(K) PROFIT SHARING PLAN FOR
THE AIA SERVICES CORPORATION
mtervenor.

)
)
)
)

----------------------------)
This matter having come before the Court, as duly noticed, concerning the motion to
intervene filed by the mtervenor, the 401(k) PROFIT SHARING PLAN OF AIA SERVICES
CORPORATION, and after hearing oral argument upon the same, the Court hereby makes the
following Order:
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the motion to intervene by the 401(k) PROFIT
SHARING PLAN OF AIA SERVICES CORPORATION is hereby GRANTED;
DATED on this ~day of February, 2009.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person,

)
)

)
)

Case No. CV-07-00208

vs.

Plaintiff,

)

AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an
Idaho corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and
CONNIE TAYLOR, individually and the
community property comprised thereof;
BRYAN FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE
DUCLOS, a single person; CROP USA
INSURANCE AGENCY, INC., an Idaho
Corporation; and JAMES BECK and
CORRINE BECK, individually and the
community property comprised thereof,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CONNIE TAYLOR'S AND JIM BECK'S
SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

)

Defendants.

)

------------------------------))
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho )
corporation; and AlA INSURANCE, INC., an )
Idaho corporation,
)
)

Counterclaimants,
vs.

)
)
)

REED J. TAYLOR, a single person,

)
)

Counterdefendant.

)

--------------------------))

CONNIE TAYLOR'S AND JIM BECK'S SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
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Connie Taylor and Jim Beck submit this supplemental memorandum in support of their
motion for partial summary judgment. This memorandum supersedes and replaces the
Memorandum in Support of Summary Judgment filed by Connie Taylor's and Jim Beck's prior
counsel. The facts have been supplemented but not changed in any material way; and the legal
analysis has been sharpened over the course of the intervening months.

I. SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
Plaintiff Reed J. Taylor was the founder and, in 1995, the Chairman of the Board of
Directors, the Chief Executive Officer and the majority shareholder of AlA Services
Corporation, holding approximately 63% of AlA Services' common stock. With the failure of
the Company's insurance underwriting business conducted through its subsidiary, The Universe
Life Insurance Company ("UUC"), AlA Services had incurred substantial operating losses
during 1994 and continued to suffer substantial losses in 1995. The company's profitable
insurance agency, AlA Insurance, Inc., was trapped as a subsidiary ofUUC and could be lost to
the company in insurance insolvency proceedings, in which UUC's assets would be liquidated
and distributed to the insurance policyholders. Draft audited consolidated financial statements
for the 1994 year end reported that AlA Services had experienced a huge net loss of
($4,867,962), swallowing up all prior year retained earnings and leaving the corporation with
negative retained earnings (deficit) of ($919,700) and stockholders deficit exceeding ($852,000).
As such, Reed Taylor must have understood the business and financial condition of AlA
Services in mid-1995 and that the AlA companies were in deep financial trouble:
1995 would not turn out any better. By the end of 1995, the retained earnings (deficit)
reported in the audited financial statements had ballooned to more than ($18,000,000), primarily
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because the company lost over $10,000,000 in 1995. It was readily apparent in mid-1995 that
AlA Services desperately needed additional capital and a new business model in order to
survIve.
Reed Taylor, however, saw an opportunity to bailout. As the controlling shareholder of
AlA Services Corporation, he possessed and exercised the raw voting power to protect himselfto
the expense of the minority shareholders. He used that power to award himself a golden
parachute, i.e., a stock redemption agreement with the corporation he controlled, providing for
the redemption of his AlA Services common stock for $7.5 million plus other consideration
(including debt forgiveness, transfer of title to airplanes and other payments to or on behalf of
Reed), aggregating over $9 million. In connection with the Stock Redemption Agreement, Reed
Taylor walked away in 1995 with over $1.7 million of airplanes, debt forgiveness and other
payment. See Affidavit of Aimee Gordon, filed concurrently herewith ("Gordon Aff."), Exh W.
Reed thus appropriated nearly $2,000,000 in 1995 just for signing over the stock of a corporation
that was sliding into deep financial problems. Further, he had the prospect of receiving an
additional $7.5 million plus interest. At this point, the Court is urged to look at Exhibit W to the
affidavit of Aimee Gordon, supra filed concurrently herewith. This exhibit graphically shows the
leeching of the corporation's life blood by Reed, especially in the years 1995 to 2000.
But the agreement gave Reed Taylor far more than just money: The practical effect of
this agreement was to jump Reed Taylor ahead of all ofthe similarly situated common
shareholders of AlA Services Corporation, giving him a purported preference to the company's
earnings and to its assets upon liquidation. If AlA Services survived and prospered, Reed Taylor
would receive his $7.5 million, the other consideration, and interest. If (as is the case) AlA
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Services continued its financial difficulties, Reed Taylor would have escaped with cash in hand
and would be the first in line to appropriate whatever value remained in the corporation before
any other shareholder got a dime. He would also be able to drain off corporate funds for as long
as the corporation could pay him anything.
Reed put himself in a great spot, purporting to change his position from a common
shareholder with the same rights as all other common shareholders to a secured creditor with
priority rights to assets of AlA Services Corporation and its subsidiaries.
The other practical effect of the agreement to redeem Reed Taylor's stock was that AlA
Services, an already cash-strapped company with negative shareholder equity, was even deeper
under water: AlA Services was then faced with the burden of an additional $7.5 million
obligation which the corporation could not then pay, and never has been able to pay. Not
surprisingly given the known financial condition of the company, within a few short months
Reed declared that AlA Services was in default. The parties restructured the obligation in 1996;
and shortly thereafter, Reed again declared AlA Services to be in default.
Fast-forwarding to the present, it turns out that Reed Taylor did extremely well for
himself. While AlA Services has struggled to survive, the company has paid Reed Taylor more
than $9 million in cash and other property. Reed Taylor, however, is still not satisfied. Through
this legal action, he is attempting to enforce his purported right to foreclose on the AlA
Insurance, Inc. stock pledged as collateral for the redemption obligation, leaving the other
common shareholders with nothing for their investment in AlA Services.
Statutory restrictions on redemption of corporate stock extant in 1995 and 1996 were
intended to protect not only creditors but also minority shareholders from the fate now befalling
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the AIA Services minority shareholders. Idaho Code § 30-1-6 of the Idaho Business Corporation
Act strictly prohibited stock redemption in the absence of sufficient earned surplus to pay for the
redemption. The statutory restrictions were intended to protect minority shareholders from being
left with nothing while a controlling majority shareholder appropriates the equity of the
corporation.
Reed Taylor made a sweet deal for himself, but it was very damaging to the corporation
and the minority shareholders. This is precisely what Idaho Code § 30-1-6, as in effect in 1995,
was intended to prevent. That code section bars payments to shareholders unless the corporation
is fiscally sound. This rule protects minority shareholders and creditors from the unlimited
exercise of power by the majority shareholder. The intended beneficiaries of such restrictions are
creditors and minority shareholders, who cannot protect themselves from majority shareholders
like Reed.
In the face of audited financial statements prepared on his watch, while he was the Board
Chairman, CEO and controlling shareholder, Reed Taylor cannot possibly argue that AlA
Services Corporation had any earned surplus to legally buy his shares. He implicitly recognizes
the illegality of the redemption agreement by attempting to deflect attention from the issue with
his argument that my clients lack "standing" to raise it.
However, my clients are in this case as defendants, so "standing" is hardly the right
terminology. Further, as directors with fiduciary duties to the corporation's shareholders, my
clients must be able to contest performance of an illegal contract that violates Idaho law; and by
statute they could incur personal liability for payments made pursuant to this illegal contract with
Reed.
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Under the authorities cited below, the Court can even raise the issue of illegality sua
sponte in order to protect the integrity of the laws passed by the legislature. Simply put, all

parties, and even the Court, have the right to raise this defense.
The agreement to redeem Reed Taylor's stock was illegal because AlA Services did not
have any earned surplus with which to redeem Reed Taylor's stock. Under Idaho law, a party
cannot enforce an illegal contract. Instead, the illegal contract is void and unenforceable. The
Court should enter a summary judgment ruling that the agreement to redeem Reed Taylor's
common stock was illegal, void and unenforceable.

II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND
A.

Reed Taylor Was The Founder And Controlling Shareholder Of AlA Services
AlA Insurance, Inc. ("AlA Insurance") is an insurance agency based out of Lewiston,

Idaho. AlA Insurance sells health, life and other insurance products to farmers and members of
various agricultural growers associations. In 1995, AlA Insurance was a wholly-owned
subsidiary ofULIC. Since 1995, AlA Insurance has been and currently is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of AlA Services Corporation ("AlA Services").
Reed Taylor was the founder of AlA Services. While there were many shareholders approximately 27 as of 1995 - Reed Taylor was, by far, the majority shareholder. See Affidavit
of J oLee Duclos, filed concurrently herewith ("Duclos Aff'), "3-4. Until mid-1995, he held
613,494 of approximately 973,000 issued and outstanding shares - 63% of the common stock of
AIA Services. Id at"

3-4; Exh. A.

As the owner of over half ofthe voting stock of AlA Services, Reed Taylor controlled the
company. Not only was Reed Taylor the majority shareholder, but he was the Chairman of the
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Board of Directors and the Chief Executive Officer of AlA Services Corporation. Jd Thus,
Reed Taylor called the shots at AlA Services. By virtue of his majority control- not to mention
his position as CEO and Chairman ofthe Board of Directors - Reed Taylor had the power to
accept or reject any proposal submitted for shareholder vote.
B.

Decline of AlA
In 1994, insurance regulators, including the Idaho and Texas departments of insurance,

raised issues concerning the adequacy ofUUC's capital and surplus and the propriety of the
reserving methods used for ULIC's principal insurance product, a group health insurance policy
sold through AlA Insurance, Inc. to members of sponsoring agricultural growers associations.
Regulatory constraints impaired UUC's ability to dividend the earnings ofUUC's subsidiary,
AlA Insurance, Inc., to AlA Services to enable the parent company to service its indebtedness to
First Interstate Bank, to redeem Donna Taylor's Series A Preferred Stock and to pay operating
expenses. See Duclos Aff., Exh. C at AlA0025263. To resolve regulatory concerns, UUC had
previously transferred a substantial part of its group universal health insurance policy liabilities
and related reserve assets to the Centennial Life Insurance Company in October 1994, with the
balance ofthe book of business and related assets to be transferred to Centennial in 1995. Jd at
Exh. I (June 1, 1995 Confidential Private Placement Memorandum at AIA0028042). Also, the
existence of the Series A Preferred Stock was impairing AlA Services' ability to arrange its debt
financing. Jd at Exh. A at AlA0025226.
Draft audited consolidated financial statements for the 1994 year end reported that AlA
Services had experienced a huge net loss of ($4,867,962), swallowing up all prior year retained
earnings and leaving the corporation with negative retained earnings (deficit) of($919,700) and
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stockholders deficit exceeding ($852,000). Duclos Aff., Ex J at AIA0028169. It was readily
apparent that the AlA companies were in financial trouble and faced daunting business
challenges. AlA Services desperately needed additional capital and a new business model in
order to survive. !fReed stayed in, he would have to deal with these problems. Ifhe could bail
out, golden parachute in place, he could save himself.
C.

AlA Shareholders Approved Redemption of Some of Reed Taylor's Shares, But
That Transaction Did Not Ever Occur
In January 1995, the AlA Services Board of Directors approved a corporate resolution

authorizing a private placement (the "Kinnard Private Placement") of Series B Preferred Stock
and Series C Preferred Stock and Warrants. A January 12, 1995 Board Resolution stated the
purposes of the Kinnard Private Placement: to raise the capital necessary to restructure AlA
Services and to redeem part or all of the approximately $1.9 million of Stated Value Series A
Preferred Stock held by Donna Taylor at the time (that stock having been issued to her in
connection with her divorce from Reed Taylor in 1988). As the Chairman of the Board of AlA
Services, Reed Taylor actively participated in the consideration and approval of this Board
resolution and the other resolutions discussed below. Duclos Aff., Exh. A (AIA0025224-228).
In February 1995, AlA Services noticed a special meeting of shareholders to be held on
March 7, 1995 to consider (1) amendment of the AlA Services Articles ofIncorporation to
authorize 735,000 shares of Series B 10% Preferred Stock and 150,000 shares of Series C 10%
Preferred Stock; (2) the merger ofR J Holding Corp. with and into AlA Services; (3) issuance of
the newly authorized Series B and Series C Preferred Stock and related Series B and Series C
Warrants pursuant to the Kinnard Private Placement; (4) exercise ofan option to purchase
500,000 of Reed Taylor's 613,494 shares of AlA Services Common Stock for $7.5 million (a
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$l.5 million down payment would be paid with the proceeds of the sale of the Series C Preferred
Stock and Warrants, and Reed Taylor would be issued a $6 million promissory note); (5)
application of a portion of the proceeds of the sale of the Series B Preferred Stock to the partial
or complete redemption of Donna Taylor's Series A Preferred Stock; and (6) contribution of at
least $4.2 million ofthe proceeds of the Series B Preferred Stock and Warrants to UUC, to
provide UUC sufficient capital and surplus to enable it to distribute to AIA Services the stock of
UUC's wholly-owned subsidiary, AlA Insurance, Inc. Duclos Aff., Exh. B (AIA0025254-255)
The Disclosure Statement accompanying the notice of shareholder meeting included draft
1991,1992 and 1993 audited financial statements and September 30,1993 and 1994 unaudited
financial statements of AlA Services Corporation. See Duclos Aff., Exh. C (AIA002525925349). The audited 1993 financial statements disclosed retained earnings of $3,948,262. Id at
AIA0025308. The most recent financial information provided to the shareholders was contained
in the unaudited September 30, 1994 financial statements, which reported that AlA Services had
$3,156,044 in retained earnings at the time.! Id at AIA0025345.
The AlA Services shareholders approved the above-described transactions at the March
7, 1995 special meeting of shareholders, thus approving the redemption of 500,000 of Reed
Taylor's shares. Duclos Aff., Exh. D (AIA0025252-53). This result, however, was a foregone

1

This figure substantially overstated the company's retained earnings as compared to the
subsequently issued audited year-end financial statements. Gordon Aff., Exh. D. The 1994
audited consolidated financial statements, which were not available until after the
shareholder meeting in March 1995, reported a retained earnings (deficit) in the amount of
($919,700) at December 31, 1994. Id The shareholders' approval of the redemption
transaction with Reed, in the form proposed in the proxy statement, was tainted since it was
based on overstated retained earnings figures.
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conclusion given that Reed Taylor voted his shares in favor of the transaction. As the holder of
well over half of the voting shares, the decision to redeem Reed Taylor's shares was wholly
within Reed Taylor's control. Ifhe voted for the transaction, it would be approved. lfhe voted
against the transaction, it would not. Not all shareholders voted for the transaction.
Shareholders holding 6,688.09 shares voted against the transaction and others abstained. Duclos
Aff., Exhs. E-F. Upon shareholder approval, the Board of Directors (including Reed Taylor)
approved resolutions implementing the actions approved by the shareholders earlier that day,
including the redemption of a portion of Reed Taylor's shares of AlA Services common stock.
Duclos Aff., Exh. G (AIA0025230-25247).
The successful completion of the Kinnard Private Placement was integral to the approved
plan to redeem Reed Taylor's stock. For example, the minutes to the March 7, 1995 Board of
Directors meeting state: "Cumer Green [Donna Taylor's representative on the AlA Services
Board] questioned whether it was prudent to obligate the company for a $6 million note to Mr.
Taylor without the B share financing. He was advised by Mr. Spickler [inside general counsel
for AlA Services] that Form A approval would be required and should be a safeguard." Id. at
AIA0025232. Thus, the Board (including Reed Taylor) understood that AlA Services would not
be able to pay for the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares without a funding source.
D.

The AlA Services Board Later Approved The Redemption Of All Of Reed Taylor's
Shares Without A Shareholder Vote
The plan to redeem 500,000 of Reed Taylor's shares, although approved by the

shareholders, did not materialize because the Kinnard Private Placement did not raise any funds.
AlA Services noticed a special meeting of shareholders to be held on July 18, 1995 and, on July
10, 1995, sent a letter to its shareholders announcing that the company could not proceed with
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the previously approved reorganization plan because the Kinnard Private Placement was not
successfully completed. Duclos Aff., Exh. H (AIA0025490-92). The letter announced a new
plan of reorganization, which included the redemption of all of Reed Taylor's Common Stock
for $7.5 million and certain other consideration. The letter sought shareholder approval of an
amendment to AlA Services' Articles of Incorporation to change the par value of the company's
stock from $1.00 to $.01 per share, to cancel all the previously authorized Series B Preferred
Stock and to increase the number of authorized shares of Series C Preferred Stock from 150,000
to 500,000 shares. The letter announced that AlA Services would continue to market the Series
C shares and related Warrants even after the closing of the sale of 150,000 shares of Series C
stock and that the proceeds from the sale of additional Series C shares would be used to retire
Donna Taylor's Series A Preferred Stock, to retire bank debt and/or to fund the balance of the
redemption price due to Reed Taylor.
The July 10, 1995 letter was accompanied by a Confidential Private Placement
Memorandum dated June 1, 1995 ("PPM") offering up to 500,000 shares of Series C Preferred
Stock for $10 per share. Duclos Aff., Exh. I (AIA0028015-072). The express purpose of the
PPM was to raise funds for a new plan of reorganization, which included the redemption of all of
Reed's common stock, not just the 500,000 share transaction previously approved by the
shareholders. Among the risk factors discussed in the PPM is the risk of needing additional
financing: "Assuming that the Company sells the maximum number of Shares offered hereby,
the net proceeds from this private placement are expected to be sufficient to permit the Company
to meet regulatory capital requirements ... and redeem its Series A Preferred Stock. ... If the
Company sells only the minimum number of shares [i.e., 150,000 shares], additional financing

51-53
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will be required to complete the proposed reorganization." Id at AIA0028029. Further, "[n]o
assurance can be given that the Company will be able to obtain additional financing from any
source, on terms favorable to the Company." Id In other words, in the absence of sale of the
maximum number of offered shares or other financing, AlA Services would be unable to fund
the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares.
On July 12, 1995, AlA Services issued an Amended Notice of Special Meeting of AlA
Services Shareholders to occur on July 18, 1995, accompanied by a Disclosure Statement.
Duclos Aff., Exhs. M-N (AIA0025493-94; AIA0025497-504). The Amended Notice states that
changed circumstances necessitated changes in the plan of reorganization and recapitalization
previously approved at the special meeting of shareholders in March 1995, and that certain
transactions now contemplated require shareholder approval. The Amended Notice does not
mention the redemption of Reed's cornmon stock, much less request shareholder approval for
it. 2 The Disclosure Statement similarly lacks any discussion of the redemption of Reed's
cornmon stock. Finally, the proxy form delivered with the Amended Notice and Disclosure
Statement does not reference the redemption transaction with Reed Taylor. See, e.g., Duclos
Aff., Exh. 0 (AIA0025484-85). Accordingly, the AlA Services shareholders were not asked to

2

The June 27,1995 Notice of Special Meeting of AlA Services Shareholders had given
previous notice of the July 18, 1995 shareholder vote, and that earlier notice did include a
request for a vote on the proposed redemption of all of Reed's cornmon stock. See Duclos
Aff., Exh. L (AIA0025495-496). That notice, however, was superseded by the July 12, 1995
Amended Notice that did not seek a shareholder vote with regard to any redemption of Reed
Taylor's stock.
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approve, and did not approve, the terms of the redemption of Reed Taylor's common stock at the
July 18th meeting.
On the same date as the July 18, 1995 shareholder vote, AlA Services held a Board of
Directors meeting. Duclos Aff., Exh. P (AIA0025505-522). Among the resolutions approved by
the Board at this meeting was Resolution No.2, which authorized the redemption of Reed's
common stock for $7.5 million and other consideration. The resolution noted that certain terms
of the redemption were still being negotiated. Moreover, the resolution specifically recognized
that "the amount of the down payment for Mr. Taylor's Common Stock which [AlA Services]
may be able to afford will depend on the amount of proceeds from commercial loans and from
the sale of additional Series C Preferred Stock and attendant warrants. Id at AIA0025516. Reed
Taylor attended this Board meeting and in fact was re-appointed as Chairman of the Board and
CEO of AlA Services at the meeting. Id. at AIA0025506. As such, Reed Taylor was on notice
that AlA Services was unable to pay even the down payment for his stock in the absence of
additional equity and/or debt financing.
E.

The Stock Redemption Agreement
AlA Services and Reed Taylor entered into a Stock Redemption Agreement for the

redemption of all of Reed Taylor's common stock, effective July 22, 1995. See Duclos Aff.,
Exh. V. Under the Stock Redemption Agreement, AlA Services was obligated to pay $1.5
million to Reed Taylor at the time of closing. Id at ~ 2.1.2. Even before closing, however, it
became apparent that AlA could not pay the cash down payment required by the Stock
Redemption Agreement. Accordingly, prior to closing, the parties entered into an Addendum
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providing for the issuance of the $l.5M down payment note payable 90 days after closing. See
Duclos Aff., Exh. W (RJT0000806-807).
The Stock Redemption Agreement also provided additional consideration to Reed in the
form of debt forgiveness, transfer of title to airplanes and other payments to or on behalf of
Reed, aggregating over $2 million. See Affidavit of Aimee Gordon, Exh W.
The balance of the $7.5 million redemption price was to be paid pursuant to a promissory
note dated August 1, 1995 and payable by AlA Services to Reed Taylor in th~ principal amount
of $6 million ("$6M Note"). Duclos Aff., Exh. V at RJT0000644-645. The Note provides for
monthly payment of interest only, with the principal and all accrued interest due August 1,2005.
The golden parachute was in place. The fact that AlA Services could not afford such a
rich bailout plan did not deter Reed Taylor. If the offering of Series C preferred stock
succeeded, he would be paid the balance of the bailout money. If it failed, he could take the
remaining assets of the corporation ahead of unsecured creditors and all common and preferred
sharehol ders.

F.

AlA Services Defaulted Almost Immediately
Internal unaudited consolidated financials reflect the continuing decline of AlA Services

Corporation during 1995:

Quarter ending

March 31,1995
June 30, 1995

1995 year-to-date net
income (loss)

Retained earnings
(deficit) at quarter
end

($758,274)

($1,677,974)

($2,365,177)

($3,284,877)
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September 30, 1995

($13,630,317)

($21,740,295)

See Report attached to Affidavit of Kenneth E. Hooper ("Hooper Report"); Gordon Aff., Exhs.
E,M.
AlA Services was unable to pay the $1.5 million down payment note to Reed Taylor
when it became due October 20, 1995. See Gordon Aff., Exh. D at AIA0027755-756 (Note 21 to
the 1994 audited financial statements). As early as November 1995, Reed Taylor began
asserting that AlA Services was in default. Duclos Aff., Exhs. Q-R (minutes of meetings ofthe
AlA Services Corporation Board of Directors on November 17, 1995 and December 14, 1995 at
AIA0025531-25534, AlA0025536-37). By letters dated April 18, 1996, April 25, 1996 and June
4, 1996, Reed Taylor notified AlA Services that it was in default for, among other things, failing
to pay the $1.5 million down payment note when due on October 21, 1995 and failing to make
interest payments on the $6M Note. See Duclos Aff., Exhs. S-U (RJT0000590-591;
AIA0027786-789; AI0027779-780).
G.

The 1996 Stock Redemption Restructure Agreement
AlA Services' inability to satisfy even its initial $1.5 million down payment note

obligation under the 1995 Stock Redemption Agreement resulted in negotiation and execution of
the July 1, 1996 Stock Redemption Restructure Agreement. See Duclos Aff., Exh. X. The 1996
Stock Redemption Restructure Agreement called for the $1.5 million down payment note to be
paid in full on October 31, 1996; and the $6M Note was payable interest only for ten years,
payable in full on July 1, 2005.
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H.

AlA Services Defaulted Again
At the time of the Stock Redemption Restructure Agreement, AIA Services Corporation's

retained earnings (deficit) stood at ($17,037,673) even ifit is assumed that the entire $1,722,454
of net income earned during 1996 was earned prior to the July 1,1996 date of the agreement.
Hooper Report Opinion 2 ~~ 11 and 12.
Once again, AlA Services was unable to pay the down payment note on October 31, 1996
as required by the 1996 Stock Redemption Restructure Agreement. AlA Services sporadically
made interest payments on the $6M Note, quickly falling behind on its obligations to Reed
Taylor, and was never able to make payments in conformance with the 1996 Stock Redemption
Restructure Agreement. See Gordon Aff., Exh. W. The $l.5 million obligation was not paid off
until June 2001 - six years after it was initially due. Gordon Aff.,

I.

~

26.

Total Payments to Reed Taylor
Notwithstanding the company's inability to pay cash to Reed Taylor on the notes,

following redemption of Reed's stock in 1995, AlA Services transferred property (airplanes),
forgave indebtedness to the company and made other payments in the aggregate amount of
$1,701,72l. Gordon Aff., Exh. W. In connection with the 1996 Stock Redemption Restructure
Agreement, Reed Taylor received additional compensation in the amount of$I,049,584. Id To
date, since entering into the Stock Redemption Agreement in 1995, Reed Taylor has received
payments of cash and other property from AlA Services totaling $9,709,367, consisting of
$6,592,648 cash and $3,116,718 of airplanes, debt forgiveness and other payments made to or on
Reed Taylor'S behalf. Id
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III. ILLEGALITY STANDARD
"Whether a contract is illegal is a question of law for the court to determine from all the
facts and circumstances of each case." Farrell v. Whiteman, 2009 WL 198516 (Idaho, January
22,2009). "The illegality of a contract can be raised at any stage in litigation." Id. "In fact, the
court has the duty to raise the issue of illegality sua sponte." Id In fact, the legality of a contract
must be analyzed by a Court even if the issue is raised for the first time on appeal. Trees v.

Kersey, 138 Idaho 3, 6, 56 P.3d 765, 768 (2002).

IV. ARGUMENT
A.

Under Common Law, A Corporation Could Not Redeem Its Shares While Insolvent
Idaho Courts have long recognized a common law rule prohibiting a corporation from

redeeming its shares when the corporation is insolvent, or when such a redemption would render
the corporation insolvent. See, e.g., La Voy Supply Co. v. Young, 84 Idaho 120, 127,369 P.2d
45,49 (1962) ("Idaho follows the rule that an insolvent corporation may not repurchase its
stock."). Moreover, Idaho Courts have long held that a contract to redeem a corporation's shares
that violates this common-law rule is void and unenforceable. See id; see also White v.

Lorimer's City Dye Works, 269 P. 90, 90 (Idaho 1928) ("A contract by a corporation to
repurchase its capital stock is not enforceable against the corporation while insolvent."); Brown
v. TB. Reed & Co., 174 P. 136, 138 (Idaho 1918) ("While there is a conflict in the authorities as

to the capacity of a corporation to purchase its own stock, the rule appears to be universal that
such a purchase is void if made while the corporation is insolvent.").
While recognizing the common-law rule that a corporation cannot redeem its stock under
circumstances that would render it insolvent, none of the early Idaho cases addressed statutory
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restrictions on stock redemption. That is because statutory restrictions on stock redemption were
not enacted until 1979 by Idaho Code § 30-1-6 and 30-1-46. Those statutes, while including a
solvency requirement similar to the common-law rule cited above, also restricted stock
redemption in the more technical terms of "earned surplus" (Idaho Code § 30-1-6) and "capital
surplus" (Idaho Code § 30-1-46). In the case of AlA Services Corporation, the restrictions under
Idaho Code § 30-1-6 are pertinent)

B.

The Statutes In Effect In 1995 And 1996 Imposed Restrictions On The Redemption
Of Stock
Former Idaho Code § 30-1-6 provided in relevant part4 :
A corporation shall have the right to purchase ... or otherwise
acquire ... its own shares, but purchases of its own shares,
whether direct or indirect, shall be made only to the extent of
unreserved and unrestricted earned surplus available therefor ....
. . . . No purchase of or payment for its own shares shall be made at
a time when the corporation is insolvent or when such purchase or
payment would make it insolvent.

3

The previously filed briefing focused on former Idaho Code § 30-1-46 rather than § 30-1-6.
While § 30-1-46 is applicable to shareholder distributions (including redemption of stock)
from capital surplus, all parties have since recognized that § 30-1-6 is the statute more
directly applicable to a stock redemption agreement. For the Court's convenience, a copy of
the relevant sections of the Idaho Code as of 1995 and 1996 is attached to this Memorandum
as Exhibit A.

4

In 1997, Idaho Code §§ 30-1-6 was superseded by Idaho Code § 30-1-640, which did away
with the earned surplus restriction and adopted a solvency test. However, the statutes in
effect at the time of the 1995 Stock Redemption Agreement and the 1996 Stock Redemption
Restructure Agreement should be applied to this case. See In re Lake Country Investments,
255 B.R. 588, 600 (Bkrtcy. D. Idaho 2000) (applying the savings provision in I.e. § 30-11703 to determine that former Idaho Code § 30-1-6 applies to a 1996 stock redemption
agreement because it was executed prior to the July 1, 1997 effective date ofI.C. § 30-1640).
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Id (emphasis added).
Thus, the Idaho statute at the time set forth two separate restrictions on AlA Services'
redemption of its common stock from Reed Taylor: (l) The statute prohibited redemption of
AlA's common stock from Reed Taylor except "to the extent of unreserved and unrestricted
earned surplus available therefor"; and (2) the statute also prohibited purchase or payment for
AlA's common stock "at a time when the corporation is insolvent 5 or when such purchase or
payment would make it insolvent." Moreover, the statute specifically provided that the solvency
test restricts both the "purchase of or payment for" a corporation's own shares. (Emphasis
added.) Thus, a corporation was prohibited from entering into the transaction at a time in which
it either lacked sufficient "earned surplus" or was insolvent (or would be rendered insolvent by
the transaction) at the time of the transaction; and, in addition, the statute prohibited future
payment for the corporation's own shares "at a time when the corporation is insolvent or when
such ... payment would make it insolvent." Id
"Earned surplus" is defined as "the portion ofthe surplus of a corporation equal to the
balance of its net profits, income, gains and losses from the date of incorporation, or from the
latest date when a deficit was eliminated by an application of its capital surplus or stated capital
or otherwise, after deducting subsequent distributions to shareholders and transfers to stated
capital and capital surplus to the extent such distributions and transfers are made out of earned

5

Section 30-1-1 02(n) defined "insolvent" as "inability of a corporation to pay its debts as they
become due in the usual course of its business."
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surplus." See I.C. § 30-1-2(1).6 In essence, earned surplus represents the accumulated profits
and losses from inception of the corporation. From his review of the financial statements of AlA
Services Corporation, CPA Kenneth Hooper has determined that there have occurred no transfers
between the earned surplus account and either stated capital or capital surplus and that,
accordingly, the corporation's earned surplus (deficit) equals its retained earnings (deficit) as
reported in the corporation's financial statements. See Hooper Report, Opinion 1.
The definition of "earned surplus" was based on one formulated by the American
Institute of Accountants Committee on Terminology. See Seward, "Earned Surplus - Its
Meaning and Use in the Model Business Corporation Act", 38 Va. L. Rev. 435, 436 (1952)
(hereinafter "Seward"), citing Acc. Research Bull. No.9, p.75 (Comm. Acc. Proc., Amer. Inst.
Acc. 1941).

The Idaho Business Corporation Act is based on the Model Business Corporation

Act ("MBCA"). Seward explains:
As used in the Model Act surplus has two components, capital
surplus and earned surplus. Capital surplus is the name for the
portion of capital which is in excess of what is defined as "stated
capital".
"Earned surplus" is a concept entirely different from capital
surplus. It is the net cumulative balance of profits and losses. It
could be called "undivided profits" or "retained income" or
accumulated earnings", or even "accumulated losses."
Although capital surplus and earned surplus are both surplus in that
each is a portion of the excess value of the assets over the
aggregate of all debts and stated capital, yet, as is apparent from
the definitions, the two are entirely different in origin. Moreover,

6

"Stated capital" essentially means the capital received by the corporation upon issuance of
capital stock. Former Idaho Code § 30-1-2(j). "Capital surplus" is defined as "the entire
surplus of a corporation other than its earned surplus." See former Idaho Code § 30-1-2(m).
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the Model Act differentiates them still further as to their
availability for use in corporate affairs.
In keeping with this distinction, Idaho Code Section 30-1-6 provided that a corporation's stock
may be redeemed only out of unrestricted and unreserved earned surplus (i.e., the corporation's
accumulated net earnings), thereby preserving the corporation's capital surplus and stated
capital.
"Earned surplus", as defined in the Idaho Business Corporation Act and as used in Idaho
Code § 30-1-6, is equivalent to "retained earnings" as determined under generally accepted
accounting principles. See Hooper Report Opinion 1, citing Accounting Terminology,
Accounting Terminology Bulletin No.1 (1953), as published in 2 AICPA, APB Accounting
Principles 9503 (1973). In short, this bulletin links the older "earned surplus" concept embodied
in the MBCA scheme adopted by Idaho in 1979 and the modem "retained earnings" terminology
in connection with the balance sheet presentation of stockholders' equity.
Further, the Hooper Report Opinion 1 concludes that, in the case of AlA Services
Corporation: "Earned surplus of AlA Services Corporation as defined by Idaho Code was
equivalent to GAAP retained earnings of AlA Services Corporation at the time of the stock
redemption transactions." Accordingly, the existence of retained earnings (deficits) in AlA
Services Corporation's GAAP financial statements in 1994, 1995 and 1996 means that the
corporation lacked any earned surplus from which to redeem its stock from Reed Taylor in either
1995 or 1996. Further, the redemption of Reed's stock at any time when a retained earnings
(deficit) exists violates the statutory prohibition of redemption except to the extent of
unrestricted and unreserved earned surplus.
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C.

The 1995 and 1996 Stock Redemption Agreements Were Illegal Because They
Violated Express Statutory Prohibitions
It is indisputable that the stock redemption agreements violated both the "earned surplus"

restriction and the insolvency provision of the Idaho Business Corporation Act as in effect in
1995 and 1996. However, as of the dates of the Stock Redemption Agreement and the Stock
Redemption Restructure Agreement, AlA Services did not have any earned surplus with which
to redeem Reed Taylor's stock. Instead, AlA Services had enormous accumulated deficits in
both years, far in excess of the redemption price agreed to be paid to Reed. Further, when AlA
Services incurred the redemption obligation to Reed Taylor, the company was already insolvent
or was rendered insolvent by the obligation.

1. Violation of Earned Surplus Restriction
Idaho Code § 30-1-6 would have allowed the redemption of Reed's common stock only
"to the extent of unreserved and unrestricted earned surplus available therefor." In order to be
lawful under the applicable statute, AlA Services was required to have had at least $7.5M (the
total redemption price) in earned surplus to lawfully redeem Reed Taylor'S shares.

It is clear from AlA Services' audited consolidated financial statements for 1994, 1995
and 1996 that AlA Services did not have the more than $7.5 million earned surplus that would
have been required to legally redeem those shares. The December 31, 1994 audited
consolidated financial statements of AlA Services Corporation report net income (loss) of
($4,867,962) during 1994 and negative retained earnings (deficit) of($919,700) at year end. See
Gordon Aff., Exh. Cat 28663. The unaudited 3/31/95 consolidated financials report negative net
income (loss) of ($758,274) during the first quarter of 1995 and negative retained earnings
(deficit) of ($1,677,975). Id at Exh. E (AIA0028203-209). The corporation continued to
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sustain additional losses and to increase its retained earnings (deficit) during the second and third
quarters of 1995. The year-to-date losses at June 30,1995 and September 30,1995 were
($2,365,177) and ($13,630,317), respectively; and the corresponding retained earnings (deficits)
were ($3,284,877) and ($21,740,295). See Hooper Report Opinion 2 ~~ 4-8; Gordon Aff., Exhs.
E, M. Prorating the year-to-date loss at June 30 and September 30, 1995, the retained earnings
(deficit) at the date of the Stock Redemption Agreement (July 22, 1995) would have been
between ($3,572,301) and ($11,055,084). Hooper Report Opinion 2 ~ 6.
The 1995 year end consolidated financial statements of AlA Services Corporation report
net income (loss) for the year of ($1 0,650,150) and negative retained earnings (deficit) of
($18,827,250). See Gordon Aff., Exh. C (1994-1995 Audited Financial Statements). The $1.5

million of new capital raised from the sale of Series C stock shows up as capital in the
stockholders equity (deficit) section of the 1995 year end balance sheet and does not affect
retained earnings (deficit). Thus, the new capital did not increase "earned surplus", which was
affected primarily by the net loss incurred during the year. Given that the 1995 year started with
negative retained earnings (deficit) and that the company incurred a substantial net loss of over
($10 million) during the year, there is no possible way that there could have been positive
retained earnings or "earned surplus" for purposes of Idaho Code section 30-1-6 at the time of
the Stock Redemption Agreement in mid-1995. See Hooper Report Opinion 2 ~ 6.
Nor did the company's financial condition materially improve in 1996. Notwithstanding
net income of$1,722,454 during 1996, AlA Services' retained earnings (deficit) (which is called
"accumulated deficit" in the 1996 audited financial statements) stood at ($14,792,476) at
December 31, 1996 (i.e., after the 1996 Stock Redemption Restructure Agreement). Gordon
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Aff., Exh. B at AIA0025039 (199611995 Audited Consolidated Financial Statements). Thus,
AlA Services had an enormous retained earnings (deficit) at the time of the Stock Redemption
Restructure Agreement in July 1996. See Hooper Report Opinion 2. It is clear that, during 1995
and 1996, AlA Services did not at any time have any earned surplus whatsoever with which to
redeem Reed's shares as required by Idaho Code § 30-1-6.

2. Violation of Insolvency Test
It is equally clear that the 1995 Stock Redemption Agreement and 1996 Stock
Redemption Restructure Agreement violated the solvency requirement of Idaho Code § 30-1-6 in
that AlA was either unable to pay its obligations as they became due prior to the redemption
transaction or was rendered unable to pay its obligations as they became due as a result of the
redemption transaction. "Insolvent" is defined in former Idaho Code § 30-1-2(n) as the
"inability of a corporation to pay its debts as they become due in the usual course of its
business. "
AlA Services' insolvency was readily apparent immediately at the time the parties
entered into the 1995 Stock Redemption Agreement. As that agreement was initially drafted,
AlA Services undertook to pay $1.5 million cash to Reed Taylor at the time of closing. See
Stock Redemption Agreement,

~

2.1.2. However, AlA Services was not even able to satisfy this

initial obligation under the 1995 Stock Redemption Agreement. Because of AlA Service's
immediate inability to make this payment, the parties entered into an Addendum, pursuant to
which the $1.5 million down payment obligation was turned into a promissory note that was to
be paid on October 22, 1995. See Duclos Aff., Exh. W. Notwithstanding this payment deferral,
AlA was unable to pay even the initial $1.5 million when it came due. Duclos Aff., Exhs. Q-R
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(minutes of AlA Services Corporation Board meetings on November 17 and December 14,
1995). Reed Taylor notified AlA Services that it was in default by letters dated April 18, 1996,
April 25, 1996 and June 4, 1996. Id. at Exhs. S-U.
AlA's inability to satisfy even its initial obligations under the 1995 Stock Redemption
Agreement resulted in the July 1, 1996 Stock Redemption Restructure Agreement. See Duclos
Aff., Exh. X. The 1996 Stock Redemption Restructure Agreement called for the $1.5 million
down payment obligation to be paid in full on October 31, 2006. AIA Services, again, was not
able to make the payment. AlA Services sporadically made interest payments, but was never
able to make payments in conformance with the 1996 Stock Redemption Restructure Agreement.
See Gordon Aff., Exh. W. The $1.5 million note was not paid off until June 2001. Id. at ~ 26.

In addition, AlA Services did not have the financial resources to redeem Donna Taylor's
Series A Preferred Stock which, pursuant to the subordination provisions in the 1995 Stock
Redemption Agreement and related July 18, 1995 letter agreement, as well as the Series A
Preferred Shareholder Agreement executed in connection with the 1996 Stock Redemption
Restructure Agreement, was required to be redeemed in full prior to any payment of principal on
the $6M Note payable to Reed Taylor. See Duclos Aff., Exh. X.
Finally, in addition to the indisputable fact that AlA Services was insolvent prior to or
rendered insolvent by the 1995 and 1996 stock redemption agreements, Plaintiff has
affirmatively asserted in this litigation that AIA Services is now insolvent and has been insolvent
since at least 2001, six years prior to Reed Taylor filing his Complaint. See Fifth Amended
Complaint, ~ 2.23. Regardless ofthe date on which AlA Services initially became insolvent, the
clear language of the applicable statutes (both the former and current versions) prohibits AlA
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Services from making any payments for redemption of Reed Taylor's shares now that AlA
Services is insolvent. See former

I.e. § 30-1-6 ("No purchase of or payment for its own shares

shall be made at a time when the corporation is insolvent or when such purchase or payment
would make it insolvent.") (emphasis added); see also current Idaho Code § 30-1-640 ("No
distribution may be made if, after giving it effect ... [t]he corporation would not be able to pay
its debts as they become due in the usual course of business."). Thus, any payment made or due
to Reed Taylor for redemption of his AlA Services stock at any time since at least 2001 for
redemption of his shares is unlawful.

D.

The Stock Redemption Agreement, And All Obligations Arising Out Of It, Are
Illegal, Void and Unenforceable
Given the fact that the redemption of Reed Taylor's shares was and remains unlawful, the

agreement to redeem Reed Taylor's shares, and the obligations arising out of that agreement, are
void and unenforceable. See, e.g., Naples Awning & Glass, Inc. v. Cirou, 358 So.2d 211, 214
(Fla. App. 1978) ("We conclude that under the 1973 statute a stock purchase agreement which at
time of execution would require payment of an amount for the stock in excess of the
corporation's 'surplus of its assets over its liabilities including capital' is void"); American
Heritage Inv. Corp. v. fllinois Nat. Bank ofSpringfield, 386 N .E.2d 905, 908-910 (Ill. App.
1979) (concluding that a stock redemption agreement was illegal and void because the stock
redemption agreement was in violation of a specific statute prohibiting the purchase of shares
when the corporation lacks sufficient capital surplus to do so); Baird v. McDaniel Printing Co.,
153 S.W.2d 135 (Tenn. App. 1941) (concluding that a promissory note executed in connection
with a stock redemption agreement in violation of a statute prohibiting a stock redemption
without sufficient capital surplus was void and unenforceable, and holding that the corporation
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was entitled to recover the amount already paid pursuant to the promissory note); McGinley v.

Massey, 71 Md.App. 352, 356, 525 A.2d 1076, 1078 (Md. App. 1987) (stock redemption
agreement unenforceable when the corporation was insolvent because "[s]uch contracts when
executed by a corporation are illegal and not merely ultra vires."); In re Trimble Co., 339 F.2d
838, 845 (3rd Cir. 1964) (stock redemption agreement is unenforceable where made in violation
ofa statute because it is "not merely ultra vires but illegal and void," and "[a]n illegal contract
may be defended against and avoided by any ofthe parties thereto") (citations omitted); Stevens

v. Boyes Hot Springs Co., 298 P. 508, 509 (Cal. App. 1931) (concluding that a promissory note
given in connection with an illegal stock redemption agreement is unenforceable and that the
corporation is entitled to the return of payments already made pursuant to the note).
Idaho courts have not yet addressed a stock redemption agreement that is in violation of a
statute. However, Idaho courts have squarely held that a stock redemption agreement that
violates the common law rule against stock redemption that would render a corporation insolvent
is void and unenforceable. See White v. Lorimer's City Dye Works, 269 P. 90, 90 (Idaho 1928)
("A contract by a corporation to repurchase its capital stock is not enforceable against the
corporation while insolvent."); Brown v. T.B. Reed & Co., 174 P. 136, 138 (Idaho 1918) ("While
there is a conflict in the authorities as to the capacity of a corporation to purchase its own stock,
the rule appears to be universal that such a purchase is void if made while the corporation is
insolvent.").
The Idaho Supreme Court has broadly held that all illegal contracts are void and
unenforceabl e:
The law is well settled, however, that illegal contracts are void and
cannot be enforced. Miller v. Haller, 129 Idaho 345, 351, 924 P.2d
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607, 613 (1996). A party to an illegal contract cannot ask the Court
to have his illegal objects carried out, as the law will not aid either
party to an illegal agreement.

Zollinger v. Carrol, 137 Idaho 397, 400, 49 P.3d 402,405 (2002) (emphasis added). Moreover,
the Idaho Supreme Court in Farrell v. Whiteman, 2009 WL 198516, just recently reaffinned that
illegal contracts are void and unenforceable; and the Court shed further light on what makes a
contract illegal. The Court explained that "[a]n illegal contract is one that rests on illegal
consideration consisting of any act or forbearance which is contrary to law or public policy." Id.
"Generally, when the consideration for a contract explicitly violates a statute, the contract is
illegal and unenforceable." Id.
Here the Stock Redemption Agreement was illegal because the "consideration" for the
redemption of Reed Taylor's shares "explicitly violates a statute." Id. Idaho Code § 30-1-6
limited the consideration that could be paid for the redemption of stock and specifically
prohibited the payment of consideration out of any source other than unreserved and unrestricted
earned surplus. Because the Stock Redemption Agreement with Reed Taylor violated Idaho
Code Section 30-1-6, it is void and unenforceable.
The Idaho Supreme Court also reaffinned the longstanding principal that, when faced
with an illegal contract, the Court will generally leave the parties as it finds them:
Idaho has long disallowed judicial aid to either party to an illegal
contract. McShane v. Quillin, 47 Idaho 542, 547, 277 P. 554,559
(1929) ("No principle in law ... is better settled than that which,
with certain exceptions, refuses redress to either party to an illegal
contract.") .... In most cases, the court will leave the parties to an
illegal contract as it finds them. Id.

Farrell v. Whiteman, 2009 WL 198516.
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E.

Reed Taylor's Standing Argument Lacks Merit
Reed Taylor has asserted at various times in this litigation that none of the parties has

standing to assert the illegality of the stock redemption agreements. He is wrong.

1. Under Idaho Law, Illegal Contracts Are Void and Unenforceable
Reed Taylor relies on The Minnelusa Company v. A.G. Andrikopoulos, 929 P.2d 1321
(Colo. 1997), which recognizes a split in authorities as to how courts treat illegal contracts.
Cases from other jurisdictions pointing to a split in authorities, however, are irrelevant because
Idaho courts have repeatedly held that contracts in violation of a statute are void, not merely
voidable at the option of certain parties. For example, in Kunz v. Lobo Lodge, Inc., 133 Idaho
608,611-12,990 P.2d 1219, 1222-1223 (Ct. App. 1999), the Court refused to enforce a lease
agreement that violated a city billboard ordinance. The Court held that "[cJontracts to do acts
forbidden by law are void and cannot be enforced" because "a contract which is made for the
purpose of furthering any matter or thing prohibited by statute ... is void." Id. at 611 (citations
omitted; emphasis added). Notably, the Court did not say that this rule of a contract being void
applies only to certain contracts or that only those persons the applicable statute is intended to
protect can assert the illegality of a contract. Instead the Court explained that the bright-line rule
that illegal contracts are void "applies to every contract which is founded on a transaction malum
in se, or which is prohibited by statute, on the ground of public policy." Id. (citations omitted).
This rule has long been recognized in Idaho:
No principle of law is better settled than that a party to an illegal
contract cannot come into a court of law and ask to have his illegal
objects carried out; ... the law in short will not aid either party to
an illegal contract; it leaves the parties where it finds them. The
general rule is the same at law and in equity, and whether the
contract is executory or executed.
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Id (quoting Hancockv. Elkington, 67 Idaho 542, 186 P.2d 494 (1947)). See also Wheaton v.
Ramsey, 92 Idaho 33,35,436 P.2d 248, 250 (1968) (finding that a contract in violation of a real
estate broker licensing statute was illegal and void: "A void contract cannot be enforced, no
matter what hardship it may work, or how strong the equities may appear.").
Contrary to Reed Taylor's assertion that the illegality of a contract can only be asserted
by certain parties at certain times, the Idaho Supreme Court has made clear that the illegality of a
contract can be raised at any time and should even be raised sua sponte by the Court. See Hyta v.

Finley, 137 Idaho 755, 758, 53 P.3d 338,341 (2002) ("[I]n Idaho a court may not only raise the
issue of whether a contract is illegal sua sponte ... but it has a duty to raise the issue of illegality,
whether pled or otherwise, at any stage in the litigation. ").
2.

The Stock Redemption Transaction Is Illegal And Unenforceable

Reed Taylor is asking the Court to follow Minnelusa. In that case, the court adopted the
view that a stock redemption agreement in violation of a statute should only be voided if voiding
the stock redemption agreement would protect the individuals the stock redemption statute was
intended to protect. As an initial matter, Minnelusa is contrary to the Idaho authorities cited
above, which hold that all illegal contracts are void and unenforceable. Moreover, Minnelusa is
contrary to a published Idaho Supreme Court decision that expressly rejects the argument that
only a party whom a statute is intended to protect can assert the illegality of a contract. See

Wheaton v. Ramsey, 92 Idaho 33, 35,436 P.2d 248,250 (1968) (rejecting the argument that only
the individuals whom a statute was intended to benefit could assert its illegality). Nevertheless,
even if the Court were to follow the line of authority adopted in Minnelusa, the Court should
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invalidate the illegal stock redemption agreement to protect the minority shareholders that Idaho
Code § 30-1-6 was intended to protect.
In Minnelusa, the court began its analysis by explaining that "[s]tock repurchase statutes
are designed to protect creditors and minority shareholders." Id at 1323 (emphasis added).
With regard to minority shareholders, the court explained that "minority stockholders can suffer
harm because stock repurchase agreements deplete the capital of the corporation." Id The court
recognized that a stock redemption agreement should be voided if voiding the agreement would
protect the individuals or entities that the statute was intended to protect, i.e., creditors and
minority shareholders. The court then went on to explain that a stock redemption agreement
would not be voided to protect a shareholder "who is fully aware of, and consents to" the stock
redemption agreement. The cases cited for this proposition are cases mostly involving closely
held corporations where all shareholders consented to the stock redemption agreement, i.e.,
where there was not a single shareholder that did not consent. For example, the Minnelusa Court
quoted Hayes v. Belleair Development Co., 120 Fla. 326, 162 So. 698, 700 (1935) as follows:
[W]e are of the opinion that the statute relative thereto is primarily
to protect creditors and other stockholders from fraud and damages
resulting therefrom. There is no evidence of fraud, nor of damage
to creditors and there are no other stockholders to complain, so we '
conclude that this contention under the facts in this cause is
without merit.
(Emphasis added).
The court also relied on Swaffordv. Berry, 152 Colo. 493, 498-500, 382 P.2d 999, 1002
(Colo. 1963), which refused to invalidate a stock redemption agreement where all shareholders
in the closely held corporation had consented to the stock redemption agreement. The court
further relied on American Family Care, Inc. v. Irwin, 571 So,2d 1053, 1060 (Ala. 1990), which
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refused to invalidate a stock redemption agreement because there was "no evidence that thirdparty creditors or minority stockholders who had not participated in the improper schemes would
be harmed .... " Thus, Minnelusa and the cases it cites stand for no more than the proposition
that a stock redemption agreement should not be invalidated if doing so would not protect any
individuals or entities that the stock redemption statute is intended to protect, i.e., where all
shareholders consent to the stock redemption agreement.
Such is not the case here. Even if the Court were persuaded to follow the Minnelusa line
of cases, the present case is not a case where there are no individuals or entities that the stock
redemption statutes are intended to protect. This is not a case where all shareholders voted in
favor of the Stock Redemption Agreement. In fact, neither the 1995 Stock Redemption
Agreement nor the 1996 Stock Redemption Restructure Agreement was voted on by the
shareholders. The shareholders approved a substantially different transaction in the March 1995
vote (i.e., the shareholders approved the purchases of 500,000 shares of Reed's stock in
connection with additional capital to be raised in the Kinnard Private Placement and the merger
ofR J Holding Corp. with and into AlA Services). However, that transaction did not ever occur
because of the failure of the Kinard Private Placement. Moreover, the September 30, 1994
unaudited balance sheet provided to the shareholders at the time of the March 1995 vote reported
$3,156,044 in retained earnings, a serious overstatement in light of the retained earnings (deficit)
of ($919,700) at December 31, 1994 as reported in the 1994 year-end audited consolidated
financial statements. See Gordon Aff., Exh. D at AIA0027728. Moreover, some shareholders
voted against this transaction and others abstained.
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The shareholders did not ever vote to approve the 1995 Stock Redemption Agreement,
i.e., to approve the purchase of all of Reed Taylor's shares. While the shareholders did approve
of certain transactions in a July 1995 vote, the redemption of Reed Taylor's stock was not put to
a shareholder vote. The redemption of Reed Taylor's stock was not even mentioned in the June
12, 1995 Amended Notice of Special Meeting of AlA Services Shareholders; nor was it
mentioned in the June 12, 1995 Disclosure Statement. Similarly, the proxy form delivered with
the Amended Notice and Disclosure Statement does not reference the redemption transaction
with Reed Taylor. Accordingly, the AlA Services shareholders were not asked to approve, and
did not approve, the terms of the redemption of Reed's common stock at the July 1995
shareholder meeting. Nor did the shareholders vote on the 1996 Stock Redemption Agreement.
3.

The Stock Redemption Agreements Must Be Voided To Protect The
Minority Shareholders

Not only does Reed Taylor mistakenly assert that the illegality of a contract can only be
asserted by those whom the statutes are intended to protect, but he mistakenly asserts that the
only purpose ofIdaho Code § 30-1-6 is to protect innocent creditors. Reed Taylor, of course, is
far from innocent. He was the Chairman of the Board of Directors, Chief Executive Officer, and
majority and controlling shareholder of AlA Services at the time the corporation entered into the
Stock Redemption Agreement. He knew as well as anyone involved the corporation's financial
condition, the regulatory and other problems it faced at the time, and the corporation's inability
to pay the redemption price. In fact, in Article IV of the Stock Redemption Agreement, Reed
affirmed that ALA Services' financial representations and warranties were true and correct in all
material respects.
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Allowing Reed Taylor to enforce the stock redemption agreements would eviscerate the
purpose of the statute, part of which is to protect minority shareholders. Unlike in Minnelusa
and the cases cited therein, this case involves many minority shareholders whose investments in
AlA Services would be wholly wiped out if Reed Taylor is permitted to enforce the illegal stock
redemption agreements. In fact, as recognized even in Minnelusa, one of the central purposes of
stock redemption statutes is to prevent an insider majority shareholder like Reed Taylor from
stepping in front of the minority shareholders through a stock redemption agreement.

Minnelusa, 929 P.2d at 1323 (explaining that "[s]tock repurchase statutes are designed to protect
... minority stockholders" and that "minority stockholders can suffer harm because stock
repurchase agreements deplete the capital of the corporation.").
More specifically, the statutory restrictions on stock redemption were designed to assure
that all equally situated shareholders will share equally in the corporation's assets and to
preclude distribution of the corporation's assets that favors an insider. Brudney, "Equal
Treatment of Shareholders in Corporate Distributions and Reorganizations", 71 Cal. L. Rev.
1072, 1106 (1983), observes:
Like a dividend distribution, a corporate purchase of its own stock
is a distribution of a part of the corporation's assets to its
stockholders. But it is a distribution which differentiates among
stockholders. The sellers get cash and the surviving stockholders
receive larger proportionate claims to the remaining assets.
Of course, this premise applies only if the corporation has sufficient surplus. If its liabilities
exceed its assets either before or as a result ofthe repurchase of shares from a selling
shareholder, then the seller receives greater value per share than the remaining shareholders left
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behind to split the dregs of the assets. Idaho's statutory restrictions on distributions are intended
to prevent an insider from obtaining an unequal distribution of corporate assets. Thus:
State statutes permit a corporation to repurchase its stock at the
discretion of the directors if the corporation has a source in surplus
for the funds used in the repurchase. ... Fiduciary notions in the
cases impose both restrictions on directors' discretion and
disclosure obligations in order to preclude a use of corporate assets
which favors insiders.

Id. at 1107-8.
Through the Stock Redemption Agreement here, Reed Taylor sought to extract $7.5
million plus other property and debt forgiveness worth nearly $2 million from a corporation that
had no earned surplus whatsoever at the time of the redemption, thereby obtaining a preference
over the other common shareholders. Prior to entering into the agreement for the redemption of
his shares, Reed Taylor stood on equal footing with all other common shareholders. In the event
of dissolution of the corporation, Reed Taylor would have received the same pro-rata return on
his investment as all other common shareholders.
Through the stock redemption agreement, however, Reed Taylor attempted to jump in
front of all other common shareholders. According to Reed Taylor, he is entitled to all assets of
the corporation, and all other shareholders are entitled to nothing. See Plaintiff's Reply in
Support of Motion To Dissolve And Relinquish Collateral, filed September 9, 2008 ("Moreover,
as everyone is fully aware, there are insufficient assets to pay Reed and Donna Taylor and the
Plan shares are subordinate to the moneys owed to Reed and Donna Taylor."). Thus, if Reed
Taylor prevails on this motion, he will have succeeded in stepping in front of all other
shareholders - taking the entire value of the corporation for himself and leaving all other
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similarly situated common shareholders empty handed. This is precisely what Idaho Code § 301-6 was intended to prevent.
Connie Taylor and Jim Beck, as directors of AlA Services and fiduciaries for the
corporation's shareholders, have a fiduciary obligation to protect the shareholders by raising the
illegality defense to Reed Taylor's note collection suit, especially given Reed Taylor's admission
that the corporation has insufficient assets to satisfY his note and therefore that there are no assets
whatsoever left for the shareholders if his note is enforced.

4.

Connie Taylor And Jim Beck Have Standing To Assert The Illegality Of The
Stock Redemption Agreement

Under Idaho law, as explained above, an illegal contract is void and unenforceable.
Thus, Reed Taylor cannot enforce the illegal Stock Redemption Agreements; and there is no
limitation on which parties can asset the defense. Nevertheless, even if standing were restricted
to individuals harmed by the illegal contract, Connie Taylor and Jim Beck easily meet that
standard. See, e.g., Minnelusa, 929 P.2d at 1324 (adopting the view - contrary to Idaho lawthat "a corporate stock repurchase may be attacked only by persons who are injured or
prejudiced thereby"). Connie Taylor and Jim Beck were not directors at the time of the
redemption of Reed's stock in 1995. Jim Beck was a director in 1996; but there was no vote by
the Board of Directors concerning the 1996 Stock Redemption Restructure Agreement. Thus,
neither Connie Taylor nor Jim Beck voted to approve the redemption of Reed's stock. However,
for the reasons detailed below, Connie Taylor and Jim Beck would now face exposure to
enormous personal liability if they were to allow any payments to be made to Reed Taylor for
the redemption of his stock pursuant to an illegal contract and while the corporation is insolvent
(according to Reed's own admission).
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Fonner Idaho Code § 30-1-6 does not just prohibit the act of entering into a stock
redemption agreement if at the time the corporation lacks earned surplus or if the transaction
would render the corporation insolvent. Instead, the statute also prohibits any future "payment"
at a later time when the corporation is insolvent or when such payment would render the
corporation insolvent: "No purchase of or payment for its own shares shall be made at a time
when the corporation is insolvent or when such purchase or payment would make it insolvent."
Thus, the statutory prohibitions are ongoing and continue to prohibit the current board of
directors from making payments in connection with the redemption of Reed Taylor'S stock.
Under both the fonner and current provisions of the Idaho Business Corporation Act, any
director who votes for or assents to a distribution to shareholders in violation of the prohibitions
on stock redemption or shareholder distributions is personally liable for any amount unlawfully
paid to the shareholder:
(a) A director who votes for or assents to the ... distribution of the
assets of a corporation to its shareholders contrary to the provisions
ofthis act or contrary to any restrictions contained in the articles of
incorporation, shall be liable to the corporation, jointly and
severally with all other directors so voting or assenting, for the
amount of such ... distribution which could have been paid or
distributed without a violation of the provisions of this act or the
restrictions in the articles of incorporation.
(b) A director who votes for or assents to the purchase of the
corporation's own shares contrary to the provisions of this act shall
be liable to the corporation, jointly and severally with all other
directors so voting or assenting, for the amount of consideration
paid for such shares which is in excess of the minimum amount
which could have been paid therefore without a violation of the
provisions of this act.

See fonner I.e. § 30-1-48; see also current I.C. § 30-1-833 ("A director who votes for or assents
to a distribution in excess of what may be authorized and made pursuant to section 3 0-1-640( 1)
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· .. is personally liable to the corporation for the amount of the distribution that exceeds what
could have been distributed without violating section 30-1-640(1) .... ").
Connie Taylor and Jim Beck are stuck between a rock and a hard place. On the one hand,
Reed Taylor has sued Connie Taylor and Jim Beck, personally, for refusing to direct the
corporation to immediately pay Reed Taylor all amounts owed him pursuant to the Stock
Redemption Agreement. On the other hand, if Connie Taylor or Jim Beck were to authorize
payment to Reed Taylor in violation of the statutory prohibitions, they would face the very real
possibility of enormous personal liability under Idaho Code § 30-1-833. In light of this risk of
personal liability, Connie Taylor and Jim Beck have standing to assert the illegality of the stock
redemption agreements.

F.

The Voiding Of The Stock Redemption Agreement Is Fair And Equitable
In light of the illegality of the Stock Redemption Agreement, that agreement is void and

cannot be enforced by Reed Taylor. Reed Taylor cannot seek aid from this Court in enforcing
the illegal contract. As explained in Farrell v. Whiteman, 2009 WL 198516, the court will
generally "leave the parties to an illegal contact as it finds them." Id While Farrell v.
Whiteman recognizes that some cases may call for a different remedy based on equitable
circumstances, the most fair and equitable resolution of this case may be to leave the parties
where the court finds them.
Reed Taylor is not the victim in this case, nor is he being left without compensation for
his shares in AlA Services. To date, Reed Taylor has received more that $9 million in
distributions of cash and other property by AlA Services pursuant to the Stock Redemption
Agreement, which is more than the redemption price. See Gordon Aff., Exh. W. Especially in
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light ofthe fact that the decision to redeem his shares was entirely up to Reed Taylor - the Board
Chairman, CEO and controlling shareholder who must have understood the financial condition
of the corporation and the one individual with enough shares to single-handedly decide whether
the transaction would go forward - leaving the parties where the Court find them is fair and
equitable.
Nevertheless, this Motion for Summary Judgment seeks only resolution of the dispositive
illegality issue. The issue of whether some remedy other than leaving the parties where the
Court finds them is best left for another day.

V. CONCLUSION
The agreement to redeem Reed Taylor's shares was and is illegal, void and unenforceable
because AlA Services did not and does not have sufficient (or any) earned surplus with which to
redeem Reed Taylor's shares.
DATED THIS Qt'-day of February, 2009.

By~~~~~~_____________________

avid
Attorneys r Connie Taylor, James Beck and
Corrine Beck
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(b) "Foreign corporation" means a corpOlation organized under laws other than the laws of this state

(c) "Articles of incorpOlation" mean the original or restated articles of incOlporation or articles of consolidation
and all amendments thereto, including articles ofmerger.
(d) "Shar'es" mean the units into which the propdetary interests in a cotporation are divided
(e) "Subscriber" means one who subscribes fot shares in a corpOIation, whether before or after incotpotation

(f) "Shar-eholder" means one who is a holde! ofrecord of shares in a corporation and is synonymous with the tetm
"stockholdeI " If the articles of incorporation or the bylaws so provide, the board of directors may adopt by resolution a
procedure whereby a shar'eholder of the corporation may certify in writing to the corporation that all or a portion of the
shares registered in the name of such shar'eholdet are held for the account of a specified person or persons The lesolu-
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tion shall set forth (1) the classification of shareholder who may certify, (2) the pUlpose or pUlposes for which the certification may be made, (3) the form of certification and information to be contained therein, (4) the number of days before or aftel any record date or date of closing of the stock u ansfeI books, by which time the certification must be received by the cOIpolation to be effective for the record date 01 date of closing of the stock tra,nsfer books, and (5) such
other provisions With respect to the procedure as are deemed necessary or desitable Upon receipt by the corporation of
a certification complying with the procedure, the persons specified in the celtification shall be deemed, for the pUlpose
or purposes set forth in the celtification, to be the holders ofl'ecord of the number of shares specified in place of the
shar'eholder making the celtification.
'
(g) "AuthOIized shar'es" mean the shares of all classes which the corporation is authOlized to issue
(h) "Treasury shares" mean shar'es ofa corpOlation which have been issued, have been subsequently acquired by
and belong to the corp01ation, and have not, either by reason of the acquisition or thereafter, been cancelled or restored
to the status of authorized but unissued shar'es Treasury shares shall be deemed to be "issued" shares, but not "outstanding" shares,
(i) "Net assets" mean the amount by which the total assets ofa cOlporation exceed the total debts of the cOlpOlation

(j) "Stated capital" means, at any particular time, the sum of(l) the aggregate par value of all shar'es ofthe COlpOation having a pat value that have been issued, (2) the amount of the consideration received by the corporation for all
shares ofthe corporation without par value that have been issued, except such part ofllie consideration therefol as may
have been allocated to capital surplus in a manner pelmitted by law, and (3) such amounts not included in clauses (1)
and (2}ofthis paragraph as have been uansfened to stated capital of the cOlporation, whether upon the issuance of
shares a share dividend Ol othelwise, minus all reductions fi'Om such sum as have been effected in a manner pelmitted by law
I

as

(k) "Surplus" means the excess ofllie net assets ofa corporation over its stated capital.

(l) "Earned surplus" means the portion ofthe surplus of a cOlporation equal to the balance of its net profits, income, gains and losses from the date of incorporation, or fi'om the latest elate when a deficit was eliminated by an application of its capital sUlpius or stated capital or otherwise, after deducting subsequent distributions to shareholders and
uansfers to stated capital and capital surplus to the extent such distlibutions and transfers are made out of earned SUIplus, Earned smplus shall include also any portion of surplus allbcated to earned SUI plus in mer gel'S, consolidations, or
acquisitions of all or substantially all of the outstanding shares or of the propelty and assets of another corporation, domestic or foreign
(m) "Capital surplus" means the entire surplus of a corporation other than its earned surplus
Cn) "Insolvent" means inability ofa corporation to pay its debts as they become due in the usual course of its
business,

(0) "Employee" includes officers but not dit'ectors A directOI may accept duties which make him also an employee,
(P) "Nonproductive mining corporation" means a corpOlation whose specific purposes or objects ate limited to
mining, although its generally stated powers may extend beyond min.ing, To be classified as nonproductive in anyone
(1) fiscal year, the corpolation must neither be actually engaged in any business other than min.ing nor own any producing mines at any time dUling the entit'e fiscal year
HISTORY: I C , § 30-1-2, as added by 1979, ch 105, § 2, P 251; an 1980, ch 197, § 1, P 433,
NOTES:
COMPILER'S NOTES" FOl words "this act" see compiler's notes, § 30-1-1
Section 2 ofS L, 1980, ch, 197 is compiled as § 30-1-14
SEC, 10 SEC. REF" This section is refened to in §§ 30-1-19A and 30-1-29,
DECISIONS UNDER PRIOR LAW
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expenses may be entitled under any bylaw, agreement, vote of shareholders 01 disinterested directors 01 otherwise, both
as to action in his official capacity and as to action in anothel capacity while holding such office.
(g) A corporation shall have power to purchase and maintain insurance on behalf of any person who is or was a director, officer, employee or agent of the corporation, or is OJ was serving at the request of the cOIporation as a director,
officer, employee or agent of another cmporation, partnership, joint venture, trust or other enterprise against any liability asserted against him and incwred by him in any such capacity 01' arising out of his status as such, whether or not the
corporation would have the power to indemnify him against such liability under the provisions of this section; provided
that banks, savings and loan associations and credit unions chartered under the laws of the state ofIdaho may provide
indemnification only by insurance.
(h) For the purposes of this section, the term "corporation" includes, in addition to the resulting corp01ation, all
constituent c01porations and their predecessors absor bed in a consolidation or merger, which, if separate existence had
continued, would have had powel and authority to indemnify its directors, officers, employees, or agents

(i) The indemnification and advancement of expenses provided by, or granted pursuant to, this section shall, unless
otherwise provided when authorized or ratified, continue as to a person who has ceased to be a director, officer, employee 01 agent and shall inure to the benefit of the heirs, and personal representatives of such a pel son
HISTORY: I C, § 30-1-5, as added by 1979, ch. 105, § 2, p_ 251; am 1987, ch . 221, § 1, p. 471
NOTES:
CO!vl,PILER'S NOTES. The words in parentheses so appeared in the law as enacted
Section 2 ofS L 19&7, ch 221 is compiled as § 30-1-54
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Idaho Code § 30-1-6 (1995)

§ 30-1-6 Right of cor pOI ation to acquir'e and dispose of its own shares

A cOlporation shall have the light to pur'chase, take, leceive Ot othelwise acquire, hold, own, pledge, trarrsfer 01 otheIwise dispose of its own 'shar'es, but pUl'chases of its own shares, whether direct or indirect, shall be made only to the
extent of un'res erved and unrestricted earned surplus available therefOI, and, if the articles ofincorpoIation so permit or
with the affirmative vote of the holders of a majority of all shares entitled to vote thereon, to the extent of unreserved
and uruestricted capital surplus available therefOI
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To the extent that earned surplus or capital SUIplus is used as the measur'e of the corporation's right to purchase its own
shares, such surplus shall be restricted so long as such shares are held as treasury shares, and upon the disposition or
cancellation of any such shares the restriction shall be removed pro tanto.
Notwithstanding the foregoing limitation, a cmpmation may purchase or othe:rwise acquire its own shares for the purpose of:
(a) Eiiminating fractional shares.
(b) Collecting 01 compromising indebtedness to the corporation
(c) Paying dissenting shareholders entitled to payment fm their shares under the provisions of this act.
(9) Effecting, subject to the other provisions of this act, the retirement of its redeemable shares by redemption or
by purchase at not to exceed the redemption price.
No purchase OfOI payment for its own shares shall be made at a time when the corpOlation is insolvent or when such
purchase OI payment would make it insolvent

HISIORY: I.C., 30-1-6, as added by 1979, cb 105, § 2, p. 251.
NOTES:
COMPILER'S NO TES. For words "this act" see compiler's notes, § 30-1-1
DECISIONS UNDER PRIOR LAW
ANALYSIS
Insolvent Corporation Purchasing Own Stock
Reduction of Capital Stock.
INSOLVENT CORPORATION PURCHASING OWN SIOCK
Pmchase of its own stock by an insolvent cOlporation is void Brown v. I.E. Reed & Co , 31 Idaho 529, 174 P 136
(1918)
REDUCTION OF CAPITAL STOCK
Purchase by COl pOi ation of its own stock amounted to a reduction ofthe capital stock of company in violation offmmer statute Dietrich v. Copeland Lumbel Co, 28 Idaho 312,154 P. 626 (1916).
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FILED
2fll& FEB 12 M l, tI
David R. Risley, ISB No. 1789
RANDALL, BLAKE & COX, PLLC
P.O. Box 446
1106 Idaho Street
Lewiston, ID 83501
(208) 743-1234
(208) 743-1266 (Fax)
Attorneys for Connie Taylor, James Beck and
Corrine Beck
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person,

)
)

Plaintiff,

)
)
)
AIA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho )
corporation; AIA INSURANCE, INC., an
)
Idaho corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and
)
CONNIE TAYLOR, individually and the
)
community property comprised thereof;
)
BRYAN FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE )
DUCLOS, a single person; CROP USA
)
INSURANCE AGENCY, INC., an Idaho
)
Corporation; and JAMES BECK and
)
CORRINE BECK, individually and the
)
community property comprised thereof,
)
)
Defendants.
)

Case No. CV-07-00208

vs.

)

----------------------------~)

AIA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho )
corporation; and AIA INSURANCE, INC., an )
Idaho corporation,
)
)

Counterciairnants,
vs.
REED J. TAYLOR, a single person,

)
)
)
)
)

Counterdefendant.

)
)

----------------------------~)
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AFFIDAVIT OF KENNETH E. HOOPER

KENNETH E. HOOPER, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1. I am a Certified Public Accountant (CPA) in Washington, Idaho and Georgia. I am a
partner with Hooper Cornell, PLLC. I have worked as an accountant and consultant since
1979.
2. I make this affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge.
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and accurate copy of a report that I have prepared
in connection with this matter.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss.
)

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this _,_1_ day of Febru

arne:

.J ,

t1 N

,2009.

J <s

I<o.J,

~

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at
(3 ~ <" S.:::- \
rJ fA; MO
My commission expires __7J..::..-!/,-3_<::l--,-7-,2..,,-~_r_<1 _ __
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this J:L,.day of February, 2009, I caused to be served a true
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF KENNETH E. HOOPER by the method indicated below,
and addressed to each of the following:
Roderick C. Bond
Ned A. Cannon
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC
508 Eighth Street
Lewiston, ID 83501
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
~ Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Telecopy
Email

Michael S. Bissell
CAMPBELL, BISSELL & KIRBY, PLLC
416 Symons Building
7 South Howard Street
Spokane, WA 99201
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]

-X- U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

David A. Gittins
LAW OFFICE OF DAVID A. GITTINS
P.O. Box 191
Clarkston, W A 99403
[Attorney for Defendants Duclos and Freeman]

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Telecopy
Email

Michael E. McNichols
CLEMENTS BROWN & MCNICHOLS
321 13th Street
Lewiston, ID 83501
[Attorneys for Defendant R. John Taylor]
Gary D. Babbit
D. John Ashby
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for AIA Services and AIA Insurance]
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Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
Email

I

_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
~ Hand Delivered

_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Telecopy
Email
~ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Telecopy
Email

James J. Gatziolis
Charles E. Harper
QUARLES & BRADY LLP
500 West Madison Street, Suite 3700
Chicago,IL 60661-2511
[Attorneys for Crop USA Insurance]
Charles A. Brown, Esq.
324 Main Street
Lewiston, ID 83501
[Intervenor, 401(k) Profit Sharing Plan]
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-A U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Telecopy
Email
_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

-X- Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
E-mail
_ _ Telecopy

EXHIBIT A

AFFIDA VII OF KENNETH E.HOOPER

EXPERT WITNESS REPORT
Reed J . Taylor

v.
AlA Services Corporation, AlA Insurance Inc., R. John and Connie Taylor, Bryan Freeman,
Jolee Duclos, Crop USA Insurance Agency, Inc. and James and Corrine Beck
District Court of the Second Judicial District of the State of Idaho,
in and for the County of l\Iez Perce
Case 1\10. CV-07 -00208

Prepared for:
Randall, Blake & Cox, PLLC

Prepared by:
Kenneth E. Hooper, CPA, CFE, CHC
Hooper Cornell, P.L.L.C.
250 Bobwhite Court, Suite 300
Boise, 10 83706

February 11,2009
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QUALIFICATIONS
I am a Certified Public Accountant (CPA) in Washington, Idaho and Georgia. I am also a
Certified Fraud Examiner (CFE), certified by the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners and
Certified in Health Care Compliance (CHC) by the HealthCare Compliance Association. I have
worked as an accountant and consultant since 1979. My work involves tax and financial
statements preparation.
My consulflng experience also includes serving as an expert witness on issues concerning
financial matters. A listing of cases testified or deposed on within the last four years is
contained within my curriculum vitae in Appendix 1 to this report.
Hooper Cornell, P.L.L.C. is compensated at standard hourly rates for the work we perform in
this matter. My hourly rate is $295, and the range of hourly rates of others assigned to this
project that work under my direction is $60 to $250. Compensation is unaffected by the
outcome of this matter.
SCOPE OF ASSIGNMENT
I was asked to provide an expert opinion as to the following issues:
1.

2.

The correlation of Idaho Code Section 30-1-2(1) calculation of earned surplus (deficit) to
retained earnings (deficit) as defined by Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
{GAAP}.
Determine whether earned surplus was positive (surplus) or negative (deficit) at July 22,
1995 and July 1, 1996 respectively.

During the course of my work on this matter I, and Hooper Cornell, P.L.L.C. professional staff
working under my direction, have reviewed documents relevant to the issues in this case. Data
relied upon in support of the opinions contained herein are as noted in each opinion and/or
listed in Appendix 2, which follows my opinions. In addition to documents referenced in this
report, I may summarize information contained in such documents in exhibit form to assist in
the explanation of my opinions.
The information and opinions in this report are based on discovery and materials made
available to me in sufficient time to review by the date of this report. As additional information
or testimony becomes available, I may find it appropriate to revise or supplement the opinions,
analyses and conclusions stated herein.

:rt~

Kenneth E. Hooper, CPA, CFE, CHC

G:\63176\0·13 AlA Services\wpdocs\Taylor v AlA expert report.doc
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OPINION 1
Earned surplus of AlA Services Corporation as defined by Idaho Code was equivalent to GAAP
retained earnings of AlA Services Corporation at the time of the stock redemption transactions.
My opinion is supported by the following:
1.

Former Idaho Code section 30-1-2(1) defined earned surplus as:
" ... the portion ofthe surplus of a corporation equal to the balance of its net profits,
income, gains and losses from the date of incorporation, or from that latest date when a
deficit was eliminated by an application of its capital surplus or stated capital or
otherwise, after deducting subsequent distributions to shareholders and transfers to
stated capital and capital surplus to the extent such distributions and transfers are
made out of earned surplus. Earned surplus shall include also any portion of surplus
allocated to earned surplus in mergers, consolidations, or acquisitions of all of the
outstanding shares or of the property and assets of another corporation, domestic or
foreign."

2.

Idaho Code section 30-1-70 in part indicates that a corporation may allocate capital
surplus to eliminate an earned deficit, which is inconsistent with GAAP. Had such an
allocation occurred, the allocation would have been disclosed in audited financial
statements. However, in my review I did not observe any instance where the capital
surplus was reclassified to eliminate a negative earned surplus (deficit) or negative
retained earnings (deficit) in GAAP terminology.

3.

Idaho Code section 30-1-21 in part indicates that a corporation may issue shares in
merger or consolidation of a corporation or in the acquisition of a\l of the outstanding
shares or the property and assets of another corporation and any amount that would
otherwise constitute capital surplus of the acquired corporation may be allocated to
earned surplus of the acquiring corporation by the board of directors of the issuing
corporation, which in some cases may be inconsistent with GAAP. I have been asked
to assume that the board of directors did not elect to consolidate the capital surplus of
acquired companies with the earned surplus of AlA Services Corporation, which
eliminates any possible inconsistency with GAAP.

4.

The GAAP definition of earned surplus or retained earnings (a subset of stockholders'
equity) has its origins in accounting terminology bulletin number 1 (ATB-1) published in
1953.
"The balance of net profits, income, gains and losses of a corporation from the date of
incorporation (or from the latest date when a deficit was eliminated in a quasireorganization) after deducting distributions therefrom to shareholders and transfers
therefrom to capital stock or capital surplus accounts."1

1 ATB-1. paragraphs 33 and 34.
References to capHal stock and capHal surplus accounts have the same meaning
as paid.in or contributed capital.
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5.

ATB-1 is further referenced in Accounting Research Bulletin 43 (ARB-43). Subsequent
revisions to that bulletin do not change the definition of retained earnings up and
through the date of this report. 2

Supporting Data
The opinion relied upon the above noted sources and information and/or documents identified
in Appendix 2.

2

The current ARB-43 still refers to the original accounting terminology bulletins as of the dale 01 this report.
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OPINION 2
A!A Services Corporation did not have retained earnings (GAAP) or earned surplus (!daho
Code) as of Ju!y 22, 1995 or Ju!y 1, 1996 and Instead had a negative earned surplus (deficit) in
the amount of the retained earnings (deficit) shown on the financial statements.
My opinion is supported by the following:
1.

Based on Opinion 1, AlA Services Corporation earned surplus (deficit) is equal to the
retained earnings (deficit) in the A!A Services Corporation financial statements (al!
numbers in ( ) denote negative numbers).

2.

A!A Services Corporation had a retained earnings (deficit) of ($919,700) at December
31, 1994 based on the audited financial statements prepared in accordance with the
GAAP basis of accounting. 3

3.

The December 31, 1994 auditors' report notes that the company audit report was
prepared assuming that the company would continue as a going concern. The report
also notes that the company was out of compliance with certain covenants on bank
loans and that the company's 1994 net loss and stockho!ders' deficit raised substantia!
doubt about the entity's ability to continue as a going concern.

4.

AI.A Services Corporation had retained earnings (deficits) of ($1,677,974) at March 31,
1995 based on internal financial statements.

5.

AlA Services Corporation had retained earnings (deficits) of ($3,284,877) at June 30,
1995 based on internal financial statements.

6.

Based on the June and September 1995 internal financial statements, AlA Services
Corporation would have had between a ($3,572,301) and ($11,055,084) deficit at Ju!y
22, 1995 as follows:

Year to Date Losses
Days in the year
Loss per day
Days from January 1 to Ju!y 22, 1995
Calculated year to date losses
Beginning retained earnings (deficit)
Pro-rata earned surplus (deficit) and/or retained
earnings (deficit) Ju!y 22, 1995
7.

3

June 30, 1995
($2,365,177)
181
($13,067)
203
($2,652,601 )
($919,700)

September 30, 1995
($13,630,317)
273
($49,928)
203
($10,135,384)
($919,700)

($3,572,301 )

($11,055,084)

AlA Services Corporation Pro forma Consolidated Balance Sheets as of June 30, 1995
(prepared on July 17, 1995) show earned surplus (deficit) and retained earnings

I reviewed audited financial statements prepared according to GAAP lor the calendar years 1986 through 1997.
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(deficit) from operations of ($3,389,000) which is comprised of a March 31. 1995 deficit
of ($1 ,678,000) and a projected April through June 1995 loss of ($1.711,000).
8.

AlA Services Corporation had a retained deficit of ($21,740,294) at September 30, 1995
based on internal financial statements.

9.

AlA Services Corporation had a retained earnings (deficit) of ($18,760,127) at
December 31. 1995 based on the audited financial statements. The audit report
disclosed a departure from GAAP. Had AlA Services Corporation presented their
financial statements in conformity with GAAP, the retained deficit would have increased
to ($21,059,B87) as shown on Page 1 of the audit report.4

10.

The December 31, 1995 auditors report notes that tile company financial statements
were prepared assuming the company would continue as a going concern, but also
notes that recent losses, negative cash flows from operations, obligations to former and
current stockholders and negative stockholders' equity raised substantial doubt about
the entity's ability to continue as a going concern.

11.

AlA Services Corporation had an annual net income of $1,722,454 and retained
earnings (deficit) of ($17,037,673) at December 31,1996 based on the audited
financial statements. 5

12.

Even assuming all of the 1996 net income was earned between January 1, and July 1,
1996, the retained deficit at July 1, 1996 would still have been ($17,037,673).

Supporting Data
The opinion relied upon the above noted sources and information and/or documents identified
in Appendix 2.

·'Ibid.
S Ibid.
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APPENDIX 1

AFFIDAVIT OF KENNETH E.HOOPER

KENNETH E. HOOPER, CPA, CFE, eHC
E(iu cation:

San Francisco State University
Bachelor of Business with an emphasis in Accounting, 1976

Certification:

Licensed in Washington as CPA, 1979
Licensed in Idaho as CPA, 1983
Licensed in Georgia as CPA, 2004
CHC designation, 2005
CFE designation, 2006

Career
Experience:

I-looper CornelI, PLLC
Partner

1986 - Present

Over 20 years of expenence m public practice including consulting, litigation
support, audit, tax and accounting services. Areas of emphasis are healthcare
consulting and litigation support services. Experience includes:
Health Care: Healthcare consulting on over 200 engagements including, cost
reporting, non-statistical and statistical reviews of claims for both government and
non-government payors, compliance investigations, revenue cycle analysis, self
reporting to government agencies, risk assessments, contractual dispute mediations
and arbitrations, and settlement negotiations with federal agencies.
Interim Director: Served as the National Director of Audit and Monitoring for a
national third-party billing company.
Business Losses: Analysis oflosses related to contractual disputes, lender liability,
insurance loss, and business intelTuption for a variety of businesses and investors.
Personal Injury and \Vrongful Death: Present value calculations oflost future
eamings, household senrices, and personal consumption.
Testimony Experience: Testified, deposed, or consulted on over 100 cases in both
State and Federal courts.

Professio11al
111embersiIips
and Activities:

Presel1t
Idaho Society of CPAs, member
American Institute of CPAs, member
American Health Lmvyers Association, associate member
Healthcare Financial Management Association, associate member
National Association ofI-Iome Care, associate member
National Association of Forensic Economists, associate member
Association of Certified Fraud Examiners
Health Care Compliance Association, associate member
Medical Group Management Association, associate member
Healthcare Billing and Management association, associate member
Prior
Idaho Society of CPAs - Committee member on Auditing Standards and Accounting
Principles Committee for three years.
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KENNETH E. HOOPER, CPA, CFE, CHC (CoutiTllled)

Pllblic Service
and COllllllllllitJ'
Activities:

Prior
SCORE - lectures on starting a new business
Small Business Administration - lectures on starting a new business
Lectured on various healtbcare subjects 10 state associations
Lectured on various healthcare subjects to the National Association for I-lome Care
Participated in a panel discussion with the American Bar Association concerning
health care fraud
Instructed various classes on individual and corporate taxes and forensic accounting
Board member Idaho Food Bank
Corporate contributions chair for Idaho Easter Seals
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LITIGATION LISTING FOR THE LAST FOUR YEARS
(CASES TEST[FIED IN OR DEPOSED ON)
TYPE

LAW FIRM

Lost Wages and Medical
Expenses

Cosho, Humphrey, Greener &
Welsh, P.A.

Contractual Dispute

Folger Levin & Kahn, LLP

EEOC v. AmeriPride Services. Inc.

Employment discrimination

Moffatt Thomas Barrell Rock &
Fields, Chtd

PMG, Inc. v. Lockheed Martin & Bechtel

Contractual Dispute

Cosho, Humphrey, Greener &
Welsh, P.A.

Martyn & Traci Mallory, Sara Mallory v.
Douglas E. Smith, M.D.

Personal Injury Claim

Quane Smith, LLP

General Auto Parts Company v. Genuine
Parts Company and Dynaparts, LLC *

Lost Profits

Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley,
LLP and Alston & Bird, LLP

Bill Millenkamp. Millenkamp Cattle v.
Jerome Cheese, Divisco Foods, Cargill Inc .

Lost Profits

Howard Lopez & Kelly, PLLC

Millennium Alarm Systems, Inc. v. RS&I
Security, Inc. 1\

Lost Profits

Quane Smith, LLP

Whitehead et al. v. Estate of Mathew S.
Brown, and Jackie Montgomery 1\

Wrongful Death

Anderson, Julian & Hull LLP

Tilley v. FedEx Ground Package System,
Inc., e\ al.

Personal Injury

Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton,
P.A.

Claire Blechmann v. Estate 01 Frederidl H.
Blechmann

Trust Litigation

Greener Banducci Shoemaker,
P.A.

Insurance Bad Faith Claim

Anderson Julian & Hull, LLP

PMG, Inc. v. Lockheed Martin Idaho
Technologies Company & Bechtel BWXT
Idaho' /\

Contractual Dispute

Greener Banducci Shoemaker,
P.A.

Transport Truck & Trailer, Inc. et al. v.
Freightliner, LLC et. al

Dealership Litigation

Greener Burke Shoemaker, P.A.

Cherri Suter, Mindy Harmer, et al. v. Magic
Valley Regional Medical Center *

Wrongful Termination

Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock &
Fields, Chtd

F. Ryan Bemis dba Frank Bemis &
Associates v. Safeco Insurance Company
of American and Safeco Insurance
Company of Illinois 1\

Usual, Cuslomary and
Reasonable Charges

Alston & Bird, LLP

Charles Stephen Perry and Niki Perry v.
Meridian Ford Sales, Inc. and Anthony J.
Vanderfin /\

Personal Injury

Anderson Julian & Hull, LLP

United States 01 America, ex reI., Ted
Whitten (Realtor) v. Community Health
Systems, Inc. et al:

Medical Billing and Cost
Reimbursement

BlaSingame Burch Garrard
Ashley, P.C.

CLIENT
LHly v. Primary Health. 81 al

1\

Houston Northwest Radiology v. Per-Se

'1\

• 1\

Weinstein et al.

v.

Prudential

A

Testified
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APPENDIX 2

1.

AlA Services Corporation, Financial Statements - Statutory Basis, For the Years Ended
December 31, 1987 and 1986, Accompanying Data

2.

AlA Services Corporation, Consolidated Financial Statements, For the Year Ended
December 31,1987

3.

AlA Services Corporation Consolidated and Combined Financial Statements, For the
Years Ended December 31,1988 and 1987

4.

AlA Services Corporation Consolidated Financial Statements, For the Years Ended
December 31, 1989 and 1988

5.

AlA Services Corporation Consolidated Financial Statements, For the Years Ended
December 31, 1990 and 1989

6.

AlA Services Corporation Consolidated Financial Statements, December 31, 1991 and
1990

7.

AlA Services Corporation, Consolidated Financial Statements, December 31, 1992 and
1991, Bates Nos. AIA0028526 - AIA0028540

8.

AlA Services Corporation, Consolidated Financial Statements, December 31, 1993 and
1992, Bates Nos. AIA0028502 - AIA0028525

9.

AlA Services Corporation, Consolidated Financial Statements, December 31, 1994,
1993 and 1992, Bates Nos. AIA0027725 -AIA0027756

10.

AlA Services Corporation, Consolidated Financial Statements, September 30,1994,
Bates Nos. AIA0028541 - AIA0028547

11.

AlA Services Corporation, Consolidated Financial Statements, March 31, 1995, Bates
Nos. AIA0028203 - AIA0028209

12.

AlA Services Corporation and Subsidiaries, Consolidated Financial Statements, Years
Ended December 31,1995 and 1994, Bates Nos. AIA0028658 - AIA0028701

13.

AlA Services Corporation and Subsidiaries, Consolidated Financial Statements, Years
Ended December 31, 1996 and 1995, Bates Nos. AIA0025034 - AIA0025076

14.

AlA Services Corporation and Subsidiaries, Consolidated Financial Statements, Years
Ended December 31,1997 and 1996, Bates Nos. AIA0028702 - AIA0028745

15.

AlA Services Corporation, Consolidated Balance Sheet, December 31, 1986
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16.

AlA Services Corporation, Consolidated Balance Sheets, September 30, June 30,
March 31,1995 and December 31,1994

17.

AlA Services Corporation, Assumptions to Pro Forma Balance Sheets, June 30, 1995,
Bates No. AIA0028164

18.

AlA Services Corporation, Consolidated Pro Forma Balance Sheet, June 30, 1995,
Bates No. AIA0028165

19.

AlA Services Corporation, Consolidated Statements of Income, For the Three Months
Ended September 30, 1995 and 1994 and For the Nine Months Ended September 31,
1995 and 1994

20.

AlA Services Corporation, Consolidated Statements of Stockholders' Equity, For the
Nine Months Ended September 30, 1995

21.

AlA Services Corporation, Consolidated Balance Sheets, December 31, 1994, Bates
Nos. AIA0028200 - AIA0028201

22.

AlA Services Corporation, Consolidated Statement of Income, For the Year Ended
December 31, 1994, Bates No. AIA0028202

23.

Idaho Code, General laws Title 30, Corporations, in effect for 1995 and 1996

24.

Accounting Terminology Bulletin Number 1 (ATB-1)

25.

Accounting Researcll Bulletin No. 32 (ARB 32)

26.

Accounting Research Bulletin No. 43 (ARB 43)

27.

Forward to Accounting Research Bulletins.

28.

Accounting Principles Board Opinion NO.6 (APB 6)

29.

Accounting Principles Board Opinion No. 12 (APB 12)

30.

Accounting Principles Board Opinion No. 14 (APB 14)

31.

Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 129

32.

Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts No.1

33.

Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts NO.3

34.

Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts NO.6

35.

1996 Miller GAAP Guide 46.03 - 46.16
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v
David R. Risley, ISB No. 1789
RANDALL, BLAKE & COX, PLLC
P.O. Box 446
1106 Idaho Street
Lewiston,ID 83501
(208) 743-1234
(208) 743-1266 (Fax)
Attorneys for Connie Taylor, James Beck and
Corrine Beck
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE

REED J. TAYLOR, a single person,

)
)
Plaintiff,
)
vs.
)
)
AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho )
)
corporation; AlA INSURANCE, INC., an
)
Idaho corporation; R. JOHN TAYLOR and
CONNIE TAYLOR, individually and the
)
community property comprised thereof;
)
BRYAN FREEMAN, a single person; JOLEE )
DUCLOS, a single person; CROP USA
)
INSURANCE AGENCY, INC., an Idaho
)
Corporation; and JAMES BECK and
)
CORRINE BECK, individually and the
)
community property comprised thereof,
)

Defendants.

Case No. CV-07-00208
AFFIDAVIT OF JOLEE DUCLOS

)
)
)

AlA SERVICES CORPORATION, an Idaho )
corporation; and AlA INSURANCE, INC., an )
Idaho corporation,
)
)
Counterclaimants,
)
vs.
)
)
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REED J. TAYLOR, a single person,
Counterdefendant.

)
)
)
)

----------------------------)

JoLee Duclos, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

I am over the age of eighteen and competent to attest to the following matters of

my own personal knowledge.
2.

I am the corporate Secretary of AlA Services Corporation and AlA Insurance,

Inc. In that capacity, I am the custodian of the corporations' records pertaining to meetings of
their respective shareholders and boards of directors. In 1995, I was an Assistant Secretary of
AlA Services Corporation.
3.

In 1995, Reed Taylor was the Chairman of the Board of Directors and the Chief

Executive Officer of AlA Services Corporation.
4.

As of the beginning of 1995, Reed Taylor held 613,493.5 shares of common stock

of AlA Services Corporation, Mr. John Taylor held 186,611.5 shares, and other shareholders
(approximately 27, including an ESOP) held 173,228.5 shares.
5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and accurate copy of the minutes of a

January 12, 1995 AlA Services Board of Directors Meeting. (AIA0025224-228)
6.

Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and accurate copy of a Notice of March 7,

1995 Special Meeting of Shareholders of AlA Services. (AIA0025254-255)
7.

Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and accurate copy of the Disclosure

Statement, including 1991, 1992 and 1993 audited financial statements and September 30, 1993
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and 1994 unaudited financial statements of AlA Services Corporation, that accompanied the
Notice of March 7,1995 Special Meeting of Shareholders. (AIA0025259-25349)
8.

Attached hereto as Exhibit D is a true and accurate copy of the Minutes of a

Special Meeting of AlA Services Shareholders, dated March 7, 1995. AIA0025252-53.
9.

Attached hereto as Exhibit E are true and accurate copies of certain proxy votes

with regard to the March 7,1995 shareholder vote. (AIA0025376-25381)
10.

Attached hereto as Exhibit F is a true and accurate copy of records taken of the

March 7, 1995 shareholder vote. (AIA0028554-555).
11.

Attached hereto as Exhibit G is a true and accurate copy of the Minutes of a

March 7,1995 AlA Services Board of Director Meeting. AIA0025230-247.
12.

Attached hereto as Exhibit H is a true arid accurate copy of a July 10, 1995 letter

sent to AlA Service Shareholders. AIA0025490-92.
13.

Attached hereto As Exhibit I is a true and accurate copy of a June 1, 1995 Private

Placement Memorandum, which was sent to AlA Services Shareholder along with a letter dated
July 10, 1995, a true and accurate copy of which was attached to my December 29,2008
affidavit as Exhibit B. AIA00280 15-072
14.

The Private Placement Memorandum attached draft audited 1991,1992, 1993 and

1994 financial statements and unaudited March 31, 1994 and 1995 financial statements of AlA
Services Corporation, true and accurate copies of which are attached hereto as Exhibits J and K.
(AIA0028166-197; 0028203-209).
15.

Attached hereto as Exhibit L is a true and accurate copy of a Notice of July 18,

1995 Special Meeting of AlA Services Shareholders, which was sent to AlA Services
shareholders on June 27, 1995. AIA0025495-496.
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16.

Attached hereto as Exhibit M is a true and accurate copy of an Amended Notice

of July 18, 1995 Special Meeting of AlA Services Shareholders, which was sent to AlA Services
shareholders on July 12, 1995. AIA0025493-494. This Amended Notice superseded and
replaced the June 27, 1995 Notice.
17.

Attached hereto as Exhibit N is a true and accurate copy of a July 12, 1995

Disclosure Statement, which was provided to AlA Services shareholders. AIA0025497-504.
18.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 0 is a true and accurate copy of the proxy that was

provided to shareholders along with the July 12, 1995 Disclosure Statement. AIA0025484-485.
19.

Attached hereto as Exhibit P is a true and accurate copy of the Minutes of a July

18, 1995 Meeting of the AlA Services Board of Directors. AIA0025505-522.
20.

Attached hereto as Exhibit Q is a true and accurate copy of the minutes of an AlA

Services Board of Directors Meeting dated November 17, 1995. AIA0025531-25534.
21.

Attached hereto as Exhibit R is a true and accurate copy of the minutes of an AlA

Services Board of Directors Meeting dated December 14, 1995. AIA0025536-37.
22.

Attached hereto as Exhibits S through U are true and accurate copes of

correspondence dated April 18, 1996, April 25, 1996 and June 4, 1996. RJT0000590-591;
AIA0027786-789; AI0027779-780.
23.

Attached hereto as Exhibit V is a true and accurate copy of the 1995 Stock

Redemption Agreement with various attachments.
24.

Attached hereto as Exhibit W is a true and accurate copy of a Addendum to Stock

Redemption Agreement. (RJT0000806-807)
25.

Attached hereto as Exhibit X is a true and accurate copy of the 1996 Stock

Redemption Restructure Agreement.
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26.

Attached hereto as Exhibit Y is a true and accurate copy of minutes from the May

7, 1996 meeting of the ALA Services Board of Directors. ATA0025590-592.
27.

Attached hereto as Exhibit Z is a true and accurate copy of mrnutes from the

October 25,1996 meeting of the AlA Services Board of Directors, ATA0025593-94.
28.

Each of the above documents are business records of ALA Services Corporation

kept in the ordinary course ofb1..lsiness,l
FUlther your affiant sayeth naught.

STATE OF IDAHO

Natue: , ," SOp 'K. &U.£:" f'nCL."-.Notary Public for Idaho
\
"':bzn
Rest'd'lUg at . :SJ.\0
I£.~<
My commission expires
,\O~ :3:,:::09

1 Some of the documents attached to this affidavit are already in the record. They have been
attached to this affidavit for ease of reference,
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thisbt day of February, 2009, I caused to be served a true
copy ofthe foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF JOLEE DUCLOS by the method indicated below, and
addressed to each of the following:
Roderick C. Bond
Ned A. Cannon
SMITH, CANNON & BOND PLLC
508 Eighth Street
Lewiston,ID 83501
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]
Michael S. Bissell
CAMPBELL, BISSELL & KIRBY, PLLC
416 Symons Building
7 South Howard Street
Spokane, W A 99201
[Attorneys for Plaintiff]
David A. Gittins
LAW OFFICE OF DAVID A. GITTINS
P.O. Box 191
Clarkston, W A 99403
[Attorney for Defendants Duclos and Freeman]
Michael E. McNichols
CLEMENTS BROWN & MCNICHOLS
321 13th Street
Lewiston, ID 83501
[Attorneys for Defendant R. John Taylor]
Gary D. Babbit
D. John Ashby
HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for AlA Services and AlA Insurance]
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_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Telecopy
Email

L-

~ US. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
Email

_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

L- Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Telecopy
Email

_ _ US. Mail, Postage Prepaid
~ Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Telecopy
Email

-L US. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Telecopy
Email

S5J(

James 1. Gatziolis
Charles E. Harper
QUARLES & BRADY LLP
500 West Madison Street, Suite 3700
Chicago, IL 60661-2511
[Attorneys for Crop USA Insurance]
Charles A. Brown, Esq.
324 Main Street
Lewiston,ID 83501
[Intervenor, 401(k) Profit Sharing Plan]

~ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Telecopy
Email

_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
E-mail
_ _ Telecopy

~
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AlA SERVICES CORPORATION
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
January 12, 1995
A special meeting of the Board of Directors of AlA Services Corporation was held, pursuant to notice, on January 12, 1995. Chairman,
Reed J. Taylor, called the meeting to order at 8:10 a.m. PST, in
the second floor conference room of The Universe Life Insurance
Company, Lewiston, Idaho.
Roll call was taken and the following Directors were present:
ReeQ J. Taylor
R. John Taylor
Paul D. Durant
Daniel L. spickler
Bruce Sweeney by telephone
Al Cooper by telephone
Cumer Green by telephone
others in attendance were:
Rick L Johnson
JoLee Duclos
Dick Riley by telephone
Mickey Turnbow by telephone

\

John Taylor explained the private placement offering with J.G.
Kinnard & Company, to include changes in the stock structure I
redemption of Reed Taylor I s stock and proposed pay-off of the
preferred stockholder's debt. Mr. Taylor also described the new
marketing team headed by Richard Campanaro.
Al Cooper requested that the Offering Memorandum be discussed in
. greater detailf. and it was. Dick Riley than described the investor
qualifications.
Cumer Green questioned the exposure of the directors.
Mr. Riley
responded that it was the obligation of the directors to exercise
due diligence in review of the documents and understanding the
transaction. Mr. Riley also advised that prior to the sale of any
securities, the law firm of Eberle Berlin, et al. must give an
opinion that all acts have been performed in accordance with the
law. Mr. Green requested confirmation that the opinion would not
be given unless it was true, and Mr. Riley confirmed that fact.
John Taylor advised the board that proposed new directors for the
Band C stocks arre James W. Hansen and Michael Cashman. He gave
a brief background description for each director. Mr. Taylor also
advised the board of various meetings he would attend to promote
the offering.
Minutes of the Board of Directors

1
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Cumer Green requested copies of the financial statements related to
the offering, which Rick Johnson agreed to forward. He will send
copies to all directors and copies will also be attached to the
final offering.
The board was advised about the ability of
minority shareholders.to exercise their dissenter's rights •
.John
Taylor
reviewed
the
resolution
attached hereto and
incorporated herein by reference, item by item. Upon proper motion
a.nd second, the majority of directors approved the resolution.
Cumer Green abstained from voting.
.
There being no further business,
a.m.

I

II
I~
t

i

t

I
t

!

Minutes of the Board of Directors
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SPECIAL MEETING OF DIRECTORS
OF
DIRECTORS
OF AlA SERVICES CORPORATION
January 2, 1995

R E CIT A L S :.
Insurance regulators, including the Idaho and Texas Insurance
Departments, have raised issues concerning the adequacy of the
capital and surplus of the corporation's principal insurance
subsidiary, The Universe Life Insurance company (nULIC"), and the
propriety of the reserving methods used for ULIC' s principal
insurance product, the Group Universal Health ("GUHfI) Policy.
In 1991, AlA Insurance, Inc., the corporation's general agency
and third-party administrator, was reorganized as a subsidiary of
ULIC. uLIC' s regulatory difficulties have impaired ULIC' s ability
to dividend the earnings of AlA Insurance to the corporation to
service the corporation's First Interstate Bank debt,
the
redemption of the corporation's stated Value Preferred stock and
operating expenses.
To resolve regulatory concerns, ULIC has transferred its GUH
Policy liabilities and related reserves to The Centennial Life
Insurance Company ("Centennial"); future GUH business sold and
administered by AlA Insurance will be written through Centennial;
and the corporation will shift its focus from health insurance
underwriting to its core business of marketing and administering
health insurance and other insurance products covering members of
farm and ranch commodity associates and owners.
As a result of the foregoing factors, it is in the best
interests of the corporation and its shareholders to reorganize AlA
Insurance as a direct subsidiary of the corporation, in order to
free the earnings of AlA Insurance from regulatory restr ictions and
provide the corporation with operating capital to focus on and
develop its insurance marketing and administration business.
ULIC has insufficient earnings, capital and surplus to allow
it to distribute AlA Insurance to the corporation. To enable ULIC
to distribute AlA to the corporation and to effectuate the
reorganization of AlA Insurance as a direct subsidiary of the
corporation, while satisfying insurance regulatory capital and
surplus requirements, the corporation must contribute approximately
$4.2 million to ULIC.
.
The corporation has experienced difficulties in arranging its
debt financing because of the existence of outstanding stated Value
Preferred stock; and acceleration of the redemption of part or all
of the outstanding Preferred stock would facilitate future debt
financing by the corporation.
It is desirable to accelerate the redemption of part or all of
the Stated Value Preferred stock (with the remaining principal
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redemption price of approximately $1.9 million) in order to
facilitate the corporation's debt and equity financing needs
(including the corporation's relationship with its principal lender
First Interstate Bank of Idaho, N.A.).
In consideration of the consent of the holder of the stated
Value Preferred stock to the financing and reorganization
transactions described in the Memorandum, the corporation's
management has negotiated an amendment to the. redemption terms set
forth in the corporation I s Articles of Incorporation. The proposed
agreement is set forth in the attached letter dated January 11,
1995.
Management has negotiated a private placement of the
corporation I s securities by J. G. Kinnard and Company,. Incorporated
("Kinnard") to raise, pursuant to the terms and conditions of the
attached Agency Agreement dated January 12, 1995 ("Agency
Agreement'), the capital necessary to restructure the corporation
and redeem part or all of the Stated Value Preferred Stock. The
corporation's management, working with Kinnard, has prepared the
attached Confidential Private Placement Memorandum ("Memorandum")
for use in solicitation of accredited investors to purchase such
securities.
Closing of the proposed private placement is
condi tioned upon· completion of var ious corporate transactions
described in the Memorandum and the satisfaction of certain
conditions set forth in the Agency Agreement.
The private Placement cai:mot commence until the Board of
Directors has authorized the execution, delivery and performance of
the Agency Agreement and the use of the Offering Memorandum in the
offering of the corporation's securities.
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED:

1.

That the Agency Agreement be and hereby is
authorized and approved; and that the officers of
the corporation be and hereby are authorized and
directed to execute and deliver the Agency
Agreement to Kinnard.

2.

That the Memorandum be and hereby is authorized and
approved; and that the officers of the corporation
be and hereby are authorized and directed to
execute and deliver the Memorandum to Kinnard for
use in soliciting accredited investors to purchase
the corporation I s securities as described in the
Agency Agreement and Memorandum.

3.

That the private placement of ClassB and Class C
Preferred Stock of the corporation and related
Warrants to purchase the corporation's common
stock, as described in the Agency Agreement and the
Memorandum,
be and is hereby authorized. and
approved, subject to the receipt of all necessary
Board, shareholder and regulatory approvals prior
to closing of the securities offering; and that the
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corporation be and hereby is authorized to proceed
with the private placement in accordance with and
subject to the conditions set forth in the Agency
Agreement, the Memorandum and this resolution.
4.

That the corporation's officers be and hereby are
authorized and directed to prepare and file such
documents as they determine in their sole judgment
may be required to obtain all necessary regulatory
approvals of the change of control of the company
contemplated by the Memorandum.
. .

5.

That the corporation I s officers be and hereby are
authorized
and
directed
to
prepare,
for
consideration at the regular quarterly Board
meeting in February, an amendment to the Company's
articles of incorporation to provide for the new
stock and warrants for the private placement,
articles of merger to effectuate the merger
described in the Memorandum, and such other
documents required to achieve the
corporate
reorganization and capital structure reflected in
the Memorandum, provided that the issuance of such
new securities and the effectiveness of· the merger
shall be subject to the satisfaction of the
conditions set forth in the Agency Agreement,
including (without limitation) receipt of the
opinion of the corporation's counsel required by
the Agency Agreement- to the effect that the
securities offering was conducted in compliance
with federal and applicable state securities laws.

6.

That the corporation's officers be and hereby are
authorized and directed to take all other actions
and execute such documents as they deem necessary
or advisable to accomplish the purposes stated in
the resolution, to commence and conduct the private
placement
and
to
achieve
the
corporate
reorganization and capital structure reflected in
the Memorandum, subject to the receipt of all
necessary
Board, . shareholder
and
regulatory
approvals prior to closing of the offering.

7.

That the letter agreement dated January 11, 1995
between the corporation and the holder of the
corporation I s stated Value Preferred stock, and the
actions taken by the corporation I s officers in
negotiating and entering into such agreement on
behal·f of the corporation, be and hereby are
ratified and confirmed; and that the corporation's
officers be and hereby are authorized and directed
to carry out such agreement in accordance with its
terms.
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AIA SERVICES CORPORATION
One Lewis Clark Plaza
Lewiston, Idaho 83501
NOTICE OF SPECIAL MEETING OF SHAREHOLDERS

You are cordially invited to attend a special meeting of shareholders of AlA Services
Corporation ("Company"). The meeting will be held at the offices of Eberle, Berlin, Kading,
Turnbow & McKlveen, Chartered; 300 North Sixth Street, Second Floor, Boise, Idaho on
Tuesday, March 7, 1995 at 3:00 p.m. MST.
We hope that you will be able to join us; but whether or not you plan to attend, it would
be helpful if you would sign the enclosed proxy and return it in the envelope provided. Please
do this immediately so that we can save time and expense of contacting you again. Returning
your proxy will not prevent you from voting in person if you attend the meeting, but will assure
that your vote will be counted if you are unable to attend.
The meeting will be held for the purpose of considering and voting upon certain
corporate transactions necessary to implement the plan adopted by the Company's Board of
Directors, subject to shareholder approval, to reorganize the Company's capitalization,
ownership and operations. The proposed reorganization includes the foHowing transactions:

1.

Amendment of the Company's Articles of Incorporation ("Amendment")
to authorize 735,000 shares of Series B 10% Preferred Stock, 150,000 .
shares of Series C 10 % Preferred Stock, Series B Warrants to purchase
up to 22.64 % of the Company's Common Stock and Series C Warrants
to purchase up to 10.4 % of the Company's Common Stock.

2. .

Merger of RJ Holdings Corp. with and into the Company ("Merger")
pursuant to the terms and conditions summarized in the enclosed
Disclosure Statement; and ratification of RJ Holdings Corp. employment
agreements with R. John Taylor and Richard W. Campanaro.

3.

Issuance of the newly authorized Series B and Series C Preferred Stock
and related Series B and Series C Warrants pursuant to a private
placement conducted by J. G. Kinnard and Company, IncoIP,orated.

4.

Redemption of 500,000 of ReedJ. Taylor's 613,494 shares of Company's
Common Stock for $7.5 million; application of the proceeds of sale of
the Series C Preferred Stock and Warrants to the $1.5 million down
payment of the redemption price for Reed J. Taylor's Common Stock;
issuance of the Company's $6 million promissory note for the balance of
the redemption price for Mr. Taylor's Common Stock; and approval of
related transactions with Mr. Taylor.

5.

Application of a portion of the proceeds of sale of the Series B Preferred
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Stock and Warrants to the partial or complete redemption of the
outstanding Series A Stated Value Preferred Stock.
6.

Contribution of at least $4.2 million of the proceeds of sale of the Series
B Preferred Stock and Warrants to the Company's subsidiary, The
Universe Life Insurance Company ("UUC"); and distribution of UUC's
subsidiary, AlA Insurance, Inc., to the Company.

7.

Ratification of an amendment of the Company's Bylaws to provide that the
number of directors may range from seven (7) to fifteen (15) and to
authorize the Board of Directors to determine the number of directors by
resolution.

8.

All other corporate actions necessary to recapitalize and reorganize the
Company (including, without limitation, all necessary regulatory filings
to obtain approval of change of control of Company's insurance
subsidiaries) in accordance with the reorganization plan approved by
Board of Directors.

Accompanying this Notice is a Disclosure Statement which summarizes the various transactions
included in the proposed plan of reorganization and describes your right, in connection with
certain of the proposed transactions, to dissent and obtain payment for your shares by complying
strictly with the terms ofIdaho Code Sections 30-1-80 and 30-1-81. Copies of these statutes are
attached.
Please sign and date the enclosed proxy and return it promptly, so that your shares may
be represented. If you attend this meeting, you may vote either in person or by your proxy.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.

DANIEL L. SPICKLER
Secretary
Lewiston, Idaho
February 9, 1995
Attachments
Disclosure Statement
Proxy
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EXHIBIT C

AFFIDAVIT OF JOLEE DUCLOS

AIA SERVICES CORPORATION
One Lewis Clark Plaza
Lewiston, Idaho 83501

DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

FOR
SPECIAL MEETING OF SHAREHOLDERS
March 7, 1995

February 9, 1995
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SUMMARY OF REORGANIZATION PLAN

The Board of Directors of AIA Services Corporation (" Company"), at a meeting on January 12, 1995,
adopted resolutions authorizing the Company and its management, subject to the receipt of all required Board,
shareholder and regulatory approvals and authorizations, to take the first steps toward the reorganization of the
Company's ownership, capitalization and operations. The plan of reorganization, which will be considered in
its entirety ata special meeting of the Board to be held at 9:00 a.m. MST .on March 7, 1995, includes the
following transactions:
1.

Amendment of the Company's Articles of Incorporation to authorize 735,000 shares of
Series B 10 % Preferred Stock, 150,000 shares of Series C 10 % Preferred Stock, Series
B Warrants to purchase up to 22.64% of the Company's Common Stock and Series C
Warrants to purchase up to 10.4% of the Company's Common Stock.

2.

Merger of RJ Holdings Corp. with and into the Company pursuant to the terms and
conditions described in the enclosed Disclosure Statement; and ratification of RJ Holdings
Corp. employment agreements with R. John Taylor and Richard W. Campanaro.

3.

Sale and issuance of the newly authorized Series B and Series C Preferred Stock and
related Series B and Series C Warrants pursuant to a private placement conducted by J.
G. Kinnard and Company, Incorporated.

4.

Redemption of 5.00,000 of Reed J. Taylor's 613,494 shares of Company's Common
Stock for $7.5 million; application of the proceeds of sale of the Series C Preferred
Stock and Warrants to the $1.5 million down payment of the redemption price for Reed
J. Taylor's Common Stock; issuance of the Company's $6 million promissory note for
the balance of the redemption price for Mr. Taylor's Common Stock; and approval of
related transactions with Mr. Taylor.

5.

Application of a portion of the proceeds of the private placement of the Series B
Preferred Stock and Warrants to the partial or complete redemption of the outstanding
Series A Stated Value Preferred Stock.

6.

Contribution of at least $4.2 million of the proceeds of the private placement of the
Series B Preferred Stock and Warrants to the Company's subsidiary, The Universe Life
Insurance Company ("UUC"); and distribution of UUC's subsidiary, AlA Insurance,
Inc., to the Company.

7.

Ratification of an amendment of the Company's Bylaws to provide that the number of
directors may range from seven (7) to fifteen (15) and to authorize the Board of
Directors to determine the number of directors by resolution.

8.

All other corporate actions necessary to recapitalize and reorganize the Company
(including, without limitation, all necessary regulatory filings to obtain approval of
change of control of Company's insurance subsidiaries) in accordance with plan approved
by Board of Directors.
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The Idaho Business Corporation Act requires shareholder approval to amend the Company's articles of
incorporation and to authorize the Merger. (See "Shareholder Voting Requirement To Authorize Securities ar
Merger") Assuming that the Board authorizes the reorganization plan and the transactions included therein at
its meeting on the morning of March 7, 1995, the Company's shareholders will be asked to consider and
approve, at the special meeting of shareholders that afternoon, the reorganization plan in its entirety as well
as each of the specific transactions included in the plan.

If the amendment of the articles of incorporation is approved by the Board and shareholders, the
amendment will be promptly filed with the Idaho Secretary of State; and the newly authorized Series B
Preferred Stock and Warrants will be issued and deposited in an escrow account upon receipt of subscriptions
to purchase such securities. However, consummation of the sale of such subscribed securities is conditioned
upon receipt of all required insurance regulatory approvals and simultaneous consummation of all of the
transactions included in the reorganization plan. The Company expects that the reorganization plan will be .
implemented not later than May 1995.
REORGANlZA TION PLAN
The various transactions described herein are part of a planned restructuring of the Company that will.
result in a change in management of the Company, a corporate reorganization, a shift in the Company's
operating strategy and a material change of its 'ownership.
Background
AlA Services Corporation (the "Company") is an insurance holding company based in Lewiston, Idah(
Currently, the Company has three direct subsidiaries, The Universe Life Insurance Company ("Universe Life"),
AlA Pacific Marketing Corporation and AlA MidAmerica. Universe Life has two subsidiaries as well: Great
Fidelity Life Insurance Company ("Great Fidelity") and Alf\ Insurance, Inc. ("AlA Insurance"). The
Company's principal business is marketing insurance products and services to a captive market of over 450,000
ranchers and farmers, many of whom are members of agricultural associations ("Associations"). The
Company's current products include group health and life insurance, individual life insurance, long term care
insurance and college funding programs.
These products are marketed through AlA Insurance and AlA
MidAmerica, which had a total career agency force of over 300 licensed agents as of December I, 1994. In
1991, AlA Insurance, the Company's general agency and third-party administrator, was reorganized as a
subsidiary of Universe Life.
.
The Company has established relationships with over 30 state and regional Associ~tions including the
National Association of Wheat Growers ("NA WG"), American Soybean Association (n ASA ") and the National
Contract Poultry Growers Association. These Associations were formed through the common interests of tl:eir
members to 'promote specific segments of the agriculture industry. They are the primary recognized
organizations representing the interests of grain growers, soybean growers and poultry growers in the U.S.
Thc Company's principal business is selling group health insurance to these Associations and their members
and providing administrative services for such insurance. During 1994, approximately 17,000 Association
members participated in group health programs either marketed and/or administered by the Comp;::.f\Y.
Recently, the Association members have requested a variety of new products including disability insurar:ce,
annuities, retirement plans and mutual funds.
The Company provides services to the Associations through AlA Insurance, which acts as the marke~er
and administrator for Association trusts through which group insurance programs are made available :0
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Association members. The Company also acts as the marketer and administrator for a non-Association trust
whose participants engage in farming, ranching or other agriculture related businesses. . As part of the
Company's administrative duties, the Company collects Association dues through its regular customer billing
procedure, thereby creating an important link between the Company and the Associations. In return, the
Associations endorse the Company and certain of its products and services, granting the Company a unique
capti ve market.
Until recently, the Company underwrote the products it sold through its own insurance subsidiaries, The
Universe Life Insurance Company ("Universe Life") and Great Fidelity Life Insurance Company CGreat
Fidelity"). Insurance regulators, including the Idaho and Texas Insurance Departments, have raised issues
concerning the adequacy of Universe Life's capital and surplus and the propriety of the reserving methods used
for Universe Life's principal insurance product, the Group Universal Health ("9UH") Policy. (See
"Company's Business-Current Products".) Regulatory constraints have impaired Universe Life's ability to
dividend the earnings of AlA Insurance to the Company to service the Company's First Interstate Bank debt,
the redemption of the Company's Stated Value Preferred Stock and operating expenses.
To resolve regulatory concerns, Universe Life has transferred a substantial part of its in force GUH
Policy liabilities and related reserves to The Centennial Life Insurance Company ("Centennial"), with the
balance of the in force GUH business expected to be transferred to Centennial during 1995; future GUH
business sold and administered by AlA Insurance will be written through Centennial; and the Company will
shift its focus from health insurance underwriting to its core business of marketing and administering health
insurance and other insurance proqucts covering members of farm and ranch commodity associations, their
dependents and employees. As result, Universe Life, which has historically underwritten the Company's
primary product, the GUH policy, will underwrite no new insurance risk for the foreseeable future. The
Company may determine, at some time, that market opportunity and capital availability support a decision to
allow Universe Life to once again underwrite insurance products; however, it has no current plans to do so.
Universe Life will remain as a subsidiary of the Company. retaining the appropriate state licenses to operate
as an insurance company and will continue to process remaining renewal business.

a

In conjunction with this shift of business focus, a new senior management team led by Richard W.
Campanaro (see "Management") joined the Company on January 1, 1995. Richard W. Campanaro assumed
. overall responsibility for the Company's agency operations. William Tarbart joined AlA Insurance. a
subsidiary of the Company, as chief marketing executive. Andrew Chua has assumed the duties of chief
actuarial officer of the Company. (See "Management".)
At a meeting on January 12, 1995, the Company's Board of Directors concluded that as a result of the
foregoing factors, it is in the best interests of the Company aIld its shareholders to reorganize AlA Insurance
as a direct subsidiary of the Company, in order to free the earnings of AlA Insurance from regulatory
restrictioIls and provide the Company with operating capital tei focus on and develop its insurance marketing
and administration business. Universe Life has insufficient earnings, capital and surplus to allow it to distribute
AlA Insurance to the Company. To enable Universe Life to distribute AIA Insuran)::e to the Company and to
erfectuate the reorganization of ALA Insurance as a direct subsidiary of the Company, while satisfyir1g insurance
regulatory capital and surplus requirements, the Company must contribute approximately $4.2 million to
Universe Life.
The Company has experienced difficulties in arranging its debt financing because of the existence of
outstanding Stated Value Preferred Stock. The Board has concluded that acceleration of the redemption of part
or all of the outstanding Preferred Stock would facilitate future debt financing by the Company, and that it is
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desirable to accelerate the redemption of part or all of the Stated Value Preferred Stock'(with the remaining
principal redemption price of approximately $1.9 million) in order to facilitate the Company's debt and equ
financing needs (including the Company's relationship with its principal lender First Interstate Bank of Idaho,
N.A.).
Management has negotiated a private placement of the Company's securities by J. G. Kinnard and
Company, Incorporated ("Kinnard") to raise, pursuant to the terms and conditions of an Agency Agreement
dat~d January 12, 1995 ("Agency Agreement"), the capital necessary to restructure the Company and redeem
part of all of the Stated Value Preferred Stock.
In consideration of the consent of the holder of the Stated Value Preferred Stock to the financing and
reorganization transactions described herein, the Company's management has negotiated an amendment to the
redemption terms set forth in the Company's Articles of Incorporation. The agreement accelerates the monthly
redemption payment. In addition, if the private placement of the Company's securities (described below) is
successful, the Stated Value Preferred Stock will be substantially or completely redeemed by a lump sum
payment of at least $700,000 from the private placement proceeds, and the holder of the Stated Value Preferred
Stock will fully release the Company from all claims.
Regulatory Approval of Change of Control
The change in ownership of the Company as a result of the reorganization of the Company must be preapproved by certain state insurance regulators. The Company will file the necessary requests; and such
approval are expected by May 1, 1995. The consummation of all of the transactions described below is
conditioned upon receipt of such regulatory approvals.
Merger with Corporation Owned by Richard

W. Campanaro and R. John Taylor

Immediately prior to the closing of the Private Placement, Mr. Campanaro and the Company's current
President, R.. John Taylor, will acquire Company Common Stock through a merger with a Delaware
corporation owned by them ("Merger"). As a result of the Merger, the Company will acquire employment
contracts committing Mr. Campanaro and Mr. Taylor to be employed by the Company for a certain period of
time and bind them to noncompetition covenants for a reasonable period after termination of employment. (See
"Management-Employment Agreements").
The Plan of Merger is currently being drafted and will befurnishecl to shareholders prior to
commencement of the special meeting of shareholders. The terms of the Plan of Merger are summarized
below:
Richard W. Campanaro and R. John Ta lor are the sole shareholders of RJ Holdings Corp., a Delaware
corporation, respeclively owning ~and 41,5
hares of RJ Holdings Corp.'s common stock. 1v1r.
Campanaro and RJ Holdings Corp. have warranted that RJ Holdings Corp. has no li<\bilities; and its only assets
. are employment contracts with Mr. Campanaro and Mr. Taylor. Upon consummation of the Merger, each
share of RJ Holdings Corp. 's common stock will be converted into and become one share of Company's
Common Stock.
Consummation of the Merger is subject to satisfaction of the following conditions:
I;

All representations and warranties by RJ Holdings Corp. and Richard \V. Campanaro
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shall be true and correct as of the Effective Date.
2.
All necessary corporate actions shall have been taken to approve and file the amendment
to the Company's Articles of Incorporation to authorize the Series B and Series C Preferred Stock and
Warrants; and all other conditions to consummation of the sales of such securities shall have been
satisfied.
.

.

3.
Subscriptions to purchase at least 21.4 Units of Company's securities shall have been
deposited in the Private Placement escrow account.
4. .
All necessary regulatory approvals of the change of control of the Company's insurance
subsidiaries shall have been obtained.
The Merger will be abandoned if any of the foregoing conditions is not satisfied (unless waived by action of
Company's Board of Directors) on or before May 16, 1995:
Under the Idaho Business Corporation Act, holders of Company's Common Stock have certain rights
to dissent from the Merger and to demand payment of the "fair value" of their Common Stock. See "Rights
of Company's Common Shareholders to Dissent From the Merger". Such rights are contlFlgent upon strict
compliance by disseriting shareholders with certain statutory procedures described below, and upon actual
. consummation of the Merger. If for any reason the Merger is abandoned before it becomes effective, the
Company's Common Stockholders will have no right to obtain payment for their shares.
Amendment of Articles of Incorporation

The Company's articles of incorporation must be amended to authorize the Series B Preferred Stock,
the Series C Preferred Stock and the respective Series B and Series C Warrants to purchase Common Stock.
The amendment itself is currently being drafted and will be furnished to shareholders prior to commencement
of the special meeting. The amendment will define the relative rights, preferences and other terms of the new
securities, which are summarized below.
CapilOl Slock. The Company's Articles of Incorporation, when amended, will authorize the issuance
of 5,000,000 shares of com mOIl stock (par value $1.00 per share), 200,000 shares of Series A $10 Stated Value
Preferred Stock, 735,000 shares of Series B 10% Preferred Stock and 150,000 shares of Series CIO %
Preferred Stock.

Common Stock. The Company is authorized to issue 5,000,000 shares of Common Stock par value
$\.00 per share. All outstanding shares of Common Stock are fully paid and nonassessable. Holders of the
Common Stock are entitled to one vote per share on all matters to be voted on by shareholders, including the
election of directors. Holders of Common Stock of the Company will be entitled to elect all of theclirectors
other than the director appointed by the holder of the Stated Value Preferred Stock and the director elected by
. the holders of Series C Preferred Stock. The holders of classes of Preferred Stock of the Company have a
preference over the holders of Common Stock of the Company on the assets of the Company legally available
for distribution t6 stockholders in the event of any liquidation, dissolution, or winding up of the affairs of the
Company. In the event of any liquidation; dissolution or winding up of the affairs of the Company, holders
of the Common Stock will share ratably in any assets of the Company legally available for distribution to
holders of Common Stock. Holders or" Series Band C Preferred Stock have a preference over the holders of
Common Stock as to the paymellt of dividends. Holders of Common Stock have rights, share for share, to
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receive cash dividends if and when declared by the Board of Directors out of funds legally available thereof
after paying preferred dividends to the holders of Series Band C Preferred Stock. The Company has ne' .
paid any dividends and does not intend to pay Common Stock dividends in the future.
Series A Stated Value Preferred Stock.
The Company is authorized to issue 200,000 shares of Stated
Value Preferred Stock ("Series A Preferred Stock"), without par value, of which all 200,000 shares were issued
and of which approximately 190,000 shares are currently outstanding. All outstanding shares of Series A
Preferred Stock are held by Reed 1. Taylor's former wife and are fully paid and nonassessable. Holders of
the Series A Preferred Stock are not entitled to vote on any matter to be voted on by shareholders, except that
the holders of Series A Preferred Stock are entitled to elect one director to the Board of Directors of the
Company. Holders of the Series A Preferred Stock have no preemptive rights to subscribe for any securities
of the Company and are not entitled to receive cash dividends from the Company. In the event of any
liquidation, dissolution, or winding up of the affairs of the Company, holders of the Series A Preferred Stock
are entitled to a preference over the holders of Series Band C Preferred Stock and the Common Stock of the
Company in an amount equal to $10.00 per share.
The Company has entered into certain covenants with the holders of the Preferred Stock which provide
generally that the Company will not, without consent of the holders of the majority of the outstandi ng Preferred
Stock (i) issue any Common Stock for less than book value, (ii) issue any additional preferred stock, (iii)
guarantee or incur unsecured indebtedness in excess of an amount equal to the Company's consolidated net
worth minus its goodwill, (iv) guarantee or incur any 'secured indebtedness exceeding 10 % of an amount equal
to the Company's consolidated net worth minus its goodwill, (v) guarantee or incur any secured indebtedness
except for certain specified liens which arise in the ordinary course of business and certain liens incurred or
assumed in connection with the acquisition of assets or corporations, (vi) terminate its corporate existem
except for a merger or consolidation in which the Company is the surviving corporation and if its consolidated
net worth does not decrease as a result of such merger or consolidation, (vii) dispose of all or a material part
of the Company's assets unless such disposition of assets is made at the fair market value thereof, (viii) engage
in certain types of transactions with its shareholders or affiliates, (ix) permit its consolidated net worth to
decrease below $2,000,000, (x) incur any indebtedness which would cause the Company's debt to equity ratio
to exceed 3.6 to 1 or which would cause its debt service coverage ralio of income to current maturities on longterm debt to exceed .8 to 1.
The Company began redeeming the Series A Preferred Stock in Decernber 1993 at the $10.00 stated
value per share plus interesL As of April 30, 1995, approximately 187,500 shares of Series A Preferred Stock
will remain outstanding. Upon closing of the Private Placement, least 70,000 additional shares of Series A
PreFerred Stock will be redeemed; and any remaining shares will be redeemed over a ten-year period.
Beginning February 1, 1995, monthly redemption payments will be computed on a ten year amortization at the
prime rale o'f the First Interstate Bank plus ~ %.

Series Band C Preferred Stock.
The rights and preferences of the up to 735,000 shares of Series
B 10% Preferred Stock (the "Series B Shares") and the rights and preferences of the 150,000 shares of Series
C 10% Preferred Stock (the" Series C Shares") to be issued by Company shall be as follows:
Votins; Rights. The holders of the Series Band C SI1ares will have no right to vote for 2.ny
shareholder purposes. However, the holders of a majority of the Series C Shares shall have the right
to elect one director to the Company's Board. Further, pursuant to a Shareholder Voting Agreemeil
among the Company's princip~1 shareholders and the Agent, the Agent will have the right to desigi'2.te
one director to be elected to the Company's Board, for a period expiring on the earlier of ,he
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occurrence of an Equity Offering or three years after this offering is closed.

Dividends. The Holders of the Series Band C Shares shall be entitled to receive out of any
funds at any time legally available for the declaration of dividends, when and as declared by the Board
of Directors, cash dividends at the rate of 10 % of the liquidation payment provided in subparagraph (c)
hereof per annum per share, such dividends to be payable annually each December 31. Unpaid
dividends on shares of the Series Band C Preferred Stock shall be cumulative, whether or not declared.
In no event shall any dividend be paid or declared, nor shall any distribution be made, on the
Company's Common Stock, nor shall any Common Stock be purchased or otherwise acquired by the
Company for value (other than payment of amounts due on the Company's note payable to Reed J.
Taylor for redemption of his Common Stock), unless all dividends on the Series Band C Preferred
Shares for all past periods shall have been paid or shall have been declared and a sum sufficient for the
payment thereof set apart for payment.
Liquidation. In the event of any liquidation, dissolution or winding-up of the Company, whether
voluntary or involuntary, before any other distribution or payment is made to the holders of Common
Stock or any other series of Preferred Stock, except the Company's Series A Preferred Stock which
maintains preference over Series Band C Shares, the holders of SeriesB and C Shares will be entitled
to receive, out of the assets of the Company legally available therefor, a liquidation payment in cash
per Series Band C Share equal to $10.00 (subject to equitable adjustment in the event of any stock
. dividend, split, distribution, or combination with respect to Series Band C Shares) (the "Liquidation'
Rate"). In addition to such amount, a further amount equal to the dividends accumulated and unpaid
thereon to the date of such liquidation payment will also be paid. If upon any liquidation or dissolution
of the Company, the assets available for distribution are insufficient to pay the holders of all outstanding
Series Band C Shares such amount per Series Band C Share, the holders of the Series Band C Shares
will share pro rata in any such distribution of assets.
Redempfion: COl/venial/. The Company may redeem. the Series Band C Shares at any time;
provided, however, the Series B Shares will be redeemed by the Company upon closing of an Equity
Offering of its securities; and further provided that the Series C Shares may, at the option of the
holders thereof, either be redeemed by the Company or converted into that number of shares of
Common Stock which equals 10.4 % of the Common Stock on a fully diluted basis at the later of an
Equity Offering or two years after the issuance of Series B or C Shares. The redemption rate will be
100 % of the Liquidation Rate if redemption occurs within two (2) years from the issuance of the first
Series B or C Shares. After such two (2) year period an amount equal to 5 % of the Liquidation Rate
will be added to the redemption rate immediately and each 180 days thereafter so that if redemption
occurs after such two (2) year period, but prior to 180 days from the end of such two (2) year period,
the redemption rate will be 105 % of the Liquidation Rate, if past 180 days but prior to 360 days, such
escalation of the redemption rate will be 110% of the Liquidation Rate and such escalation of the
Redemption Rate will continue in such manner until the Series Band C Preferred Shares are redeemed.
Adi[{Sfment of Liquidation Rate. In case the Company at any til11e subdivides its outstanding
shares of Common Stock into a greater number of shares, whether by stock split, stock dividend or
otherwise, the Liquidation Rate in effect immediately prior to such subdivision will be proportionately
reduced. Conversely, in case the outstanding shares of Common Stock of the Company are combined
into a smaller number of shares, whether by reverse stock split or otherwise, the Liquidation Rate in
effect immediately prior to such combination will be proportionately increased.
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Preemptive Rights. Holders of the Company's capital stock are not entitled to preemptive rights. A
preemptive right would allow a shareholder, in certain circumstances, to acquire a pro rata portion of new
issued shares of the Company's capital stock before they are offered to non-shareholders.
Series B Warrants. The Series B Warrants included as part of the Units may be transferred separately
from the Shares immediately upon issuance, subject to restrictions on their transfer. The Warrants become
exercisable at such time as the exercise price for the Warrants is established and remain exercisable for five
years after issuance. Each Warrant allows the holder to purchase from the Company one share of Company
Common Stock at a price to be determined as follows:
(a) Upon the earliest to occur of the following events prior to two (2) years from the date on
which the first Series B or Series C Share is issued by the Company, then the Warrant Exercise Price
will be the lesser of (1) 50 % of the offering or conversion price per share of the Company's Common
Stock upon the earliest of the following events ("Equity Offerings"):

(i) an offering conducted pursuant to the registration requirements of the 1933 Act in
which gross proceeds of at least $5,000,000 are raised;
(ii) an offering pursuant to exemptions from registration under 1933 Act in which gross
proceeds of at least $ 5,000,000 are raised; or
(iii) any securities convertible into Company Common Stock that are sold in an offering
that conforms to the parameters of subparagraphs (i) and (ii) above
or (2) the conversion rate of the Series C Preferred Stock (i.e., $1.5 million divided by the number at
shares of Common Stock into which the Series C Preferred Stock is converted).
(b) If an exercise price has not been established pursuant to (a) above within such two (2) year
period, then the exercise price shall be established at the lesser of: (i) 75 % of the Company's beok
value per share of Common Stock (excluding indebtedness owed to Reed J. Taylor incurred as a result
of the Company purchasing certain shares of Company Common Stock from MT. Taylor) based u?On
a balance sheet to be prepared as of the end of the. month previous to the date two (2) years from the
issuance of the first Series B or Series C Shares; or (ii) the conversion rate per share of the Series C
Shares.
The number of shares of Common Stock that may be acquired upon exercise of the Series B Wa.r:-2.nt
will equal that number of shares representing 0.77% of the Company's outstanding Common Stock on a fdly
diluted basis (including· any shares issuable upon exercise of the Series B and Series C Warrants and u?on
conversion of the Series C Preferred Stock). The calculation of the number of shares issuable upon exercise
of the Series B Warrant will occur on the date the exercise price of the Warrant is established or two yeas
from the elate of issuance of the first Series B or Series C Shares, whichever is earlier.
The Warrant further provides that if the Company does not cornplete one of the Equity Offerings wi~:-!in
two (2) years from the date the first Shares or Series C Preferred Stock is sold, the number of shares that :'.2.}'
be purchased pursuant to the Warrant will immediately increase by 2.5 % and continue to increase each 90 c::.ys
thereafter by 2.5 % on a compounded basis until one of the Equity Offerings has occurred or the War:-:rH
expirespursuant to its terms. The exercise price and the number of shares of Common Stock purchasable u::·JI1
exercise of the Warrants are subject to adjustment upon the occurrence of certain events, including stock sp:::s,
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stock dividends, reclassification and combinations of Common Stock, or the merger, consolidation or
disposition of substantially all the assets of the Company.
The Series B Warrant holders, as such, will have no voting, preemptive liquidation or other rights of
a shareholder. . The Warrant provides that the Company will use its best efforts to allow Warrant holders, and
the holders of Common Stock issued pursuant to the Warrant, to have their shares of Common Stock issued
or issuable pursuant to the Warrant included in certain registrations and qualifications that may be conducted
by the Company. The Warrant expires if and to the extent not exercised within five years from the date the
first Series B Share is sold.

Series C Warrants. The Series C Warrants have the same terms as the Series B Warrants except that
the Series C Warrant exercise price is 50 % of the Equities Offering price and does not include the option to
exercise at the Series C Preferred Stock conversion rate within two years after the date on which the first Series
C Share is issued.

Agent's Warrant.

As additional consideration for its services, the Agent will receive a warrant to
purchase the number of shares of Common Stock equal to 10 % of the number of Shares sold in this offering
to investors (i.e., 53,500 shares and 73,500 shares of Common Stock, respectively, for the minimum and
maximum offering proceeds). The terms of the warrant issued to the Agent are substantially similar to the
terms of the Series B Warrants, except that the Agent's Warrant exercise price is 75 % rather than 50% of the
Equity Offerings price and the number of shares of Common Stock purchasable upon exercise of the Agent's
Warrant does not change with lapse of time.

Private Placement of Series BPreferred Stock and Warrants
As part of its reorganization plan, the Company has commenced the private .offering ("Private
Placement") of certain securities ("Units") through John G. Kinnard and Company, Incorporated ("Agent").
Completion of the Private Placement is contingent upon satisfaction of a number of conditions, including
approval by the Company's shareholders of the amendment to the Company's Articles of Incorporation
. necessary to authorize the new securities. (See description of these securities under the caption "Reorganization
Plan-Amenclment of Articles of Incorporation-Series Band C Preferred Stock,-Series B Warrants".)
Ullir.s Description. Eel.ch Unit comprises 25,000 shares of Series B 10 % Preferred S tack and a five year
. Series B Warrant to purchase that number of shares of Common Stock equal to 0.77 % of the outstanding
Common Stock of the Company at the time the Warrants are exercised (assuming full dilution including
exercise of all Warrants) at an exercise price equal to the lesser of (i) 50 % of the price at which the Company
may sell securities in certain Equity Offerings or (ii) the conversion rate of the Series C Preferred Stock. or
the lesser of 75 % of book value per share or such Seri.es C Preferred Stock conversion price if the Equity
Offering has not occurrecl within two years. Further, if such sale of Company securities has not occurred within
l\vo years, the number of shares that may be purchased pursuant to the Warrant increases on a compound basis
by 2.5 % every 90 clays until the Company completes the required sale of securities~ The Series B Preferred
Slock may be redeemed by the Company at any time, but must be redeemed if the Company completes an
Equity Offering. In the event the Company does not redeem the Series B Preferred Stock within two years,
the redemption price increases from 100 % of the liquidation value of $10.00 per share by 5 % each 180 b.ys
until redeemecl.

Plan of Distribution. The Units are being offered and will be sold only to "accredited investors" (as
such term in defined in Rule 501(a) of Regulation D under the 1933 Act), on a best efforts minimum/maximum
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basis, exclusively by the Agent or its sub-agents. The Offering Price of the neW securities is $ 250,000 per
Unit. The price of the Units and the exercise price of the Warrants have been determined by negotiatic.
between the Company and the Agent and are not related to the assets of the Company or other financial criteria ..
The minimum purchase is one Unit, although fractional Units may be sold in the Company's discretion. The
Agent, on behalf of the Company, is offering a minimum of 21.4 Units and a maximum of 29.4 Units. The
. Private Placement will terminate if $5,350,000 minimum proceeds from the sale of 21.4 Units have not been
received by May 1, 1995, subject to I5-day extension upon agreement of Company and Agent. Subscribers'
payments for Units will be held in an escrow account and disbursed in accordance with the terms of the
Proceeds Impoundment Agreement among Resource Trust Bank (Minneapolis, Minnesota), the Company and
the Agent dated January 10, 1995 (the "Proceeds Impoundment Agreement"). If commitments for the
Minimum Required Financing ($5,350,000) are not received by May 1, 1995, which date may be extended by
agreement of the Company and the Agent to May 16, 1995, or the other provisions of the Proceeds
Impoundment Agreement are not met by such date, the securities offering will terminate; and the Subscribers'
payments will be returned with accrued interest. Once commitments for the Minimum Required Financing are
received and the other provisions of the Proceeds Impoundment Agreement are met, the Company may remove
funds and accrued interest from the escrow account and use such funds and interest for the Company's
purposes.
The Agent will receive selling commissions from the Company equal to 6 % of the aggregate Unit price
to investors, or $15,000 per Unit. As additional consideration for its services, the Agent will also receive the
Agent's Warrant, described below, to purchase Common Stock. The number of shares of Common Stock
issuable upon exercise of the Agent's Warrant is not included in calculating the ownership percentages shown
in the tables on pages 16 and 17.

Use of Proceeds. The· proceeds from the Private Placement will allow the Company to effect its
reorganization. Pursuant to the reorganization plan, a minimum of $4.2 million of the minimum offering
proceeds will be contributed to Universe Life, the Company's subsidiary, to replace AlA Insurance as an
admitted asset on the books of Uhiverse Life. AlA Insurance will then be reorganized as a direct subsidiary
of the Company. Such use of proceeds from the minimum offering will resolve certain regulatory concerns
of the Idaho and Texas Insurance Commissioners. In addition, $700,000 of the minimum Private Placement
proceeds will be used in connection with redemption of a portion of outstanding Stated Value Preferred Stock.
Any Private Placement proceeds received in excess of the minimum Private Placement proceeds will be used
to redeem the outstanding shares of the Company's Stated Value Preferred Stock. If the maximum offering
proceeds are obtained, the Company's Series A Preferred Stock will be redeemed in its entirety. The Company
belie';'es the minimum proceeds allow it to implement its proposed business plan outlined herein and maintain
positive cash flow.
Sale of Series C Preferred Stock and War"ranls
Simultaneously With the closing of the Private Placement, the Company will sell 150,000 shares of
Series C Preferred Stock and Warrants for $1,500,000 to a group of investors wl!ich includes Michael W.
Cashman, James W. Beck and Richard W. Campanaro, each of whom will purchase 50,000 shares of Series
C Preferred Stock and Series C Warrants for an aggregate of $500,000 each. The Series C Preferred Stock
has the same terms as the Series B Preferred Stock except that the Series C Preferred Stock has a right to
convert into that number of shares of Common Stock which equals lOA % of the Common Stock on a fully_
diluted basis prior to an Equity Offering or two years after the issuance of Series B or C Preferred Stock
Series C Warrants have the same terms as Series B Warrants except that the holders of the Series B Warrants
are entitled to exercise those Warrants to purchase Common Stock for an exercise price of 50 % of the Equity
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Offering price and do not have the option of exercising at the Series C Preferred Stock conversion rate. To
fund his purchase, Mr. Campanaro will borrow $500,000 from Messrs. Beck and Cashman pursuant to a
promissory note secured by a pledge of Mr. Campanaro's 50,000 shares of Series C Preferred Stock. (See
"Reorganization Plan-Amendment of Articles of Incorporation-Series Band C Preferred Stock,-Series C
Warrants" .)
Redemption of Reed J. Taylor's Common Stock,
Simultaneously with the closing of the Private Placement, the Company will enter into an agreement
with its principal shareholder, Reed J. Taylor, to repurchase 500,000 shares of Common Stock for $15 per
share, or $7.5 million in the aggregate. The Company will use the $1.5 million proceeds of the sale of Series
C Preferred Stock and Series C Warrants for the downpayment for such repurchase. The 500,000 shares of
Common Stock will be retired to treasury; and the Company will give Mr. Taylor its interest only ten-year note
payable for the $6 million balance of the repurchase price for such shares. The note will bear interest at the.
First Interstate Bank of Idaho prime rate plus \,Ii % and will be secured in a manner to
negotiated. Principal
payments on this note will be subordinated to principal payments to redeem the Stated Value Preferred Stock.

be

Redemption of Donna Taylor's Series A Preferred Stock.
Donna Taylor, Reed Taylor's ex-wife, owns approximately 190,000 outstanding shares of (Series A)
Stated Value Preferred Stock that are currently being redeemed over 10 years at their stated value of $10.00
per share plus interest. (See "Reorganization Plan-Amendment of Articles of Incorporation-Series A
Preferred Stock)". The Company will pay $700,000 of the proceeds of the Private Placement of Series B
Preferred Stock and Warrants in connection with the redemption of the Series A Preferred Stock. In addition,
to the extent the offering proceeds exceed the minimum offering level of $5,350,000, the Company will use
the net offering proceeds in excess of the minimum to redeem the Series A Preferred Stock up to the full
amount of the unpaid principal balance of the redemption price. If the offering proceeds exceed the minimum
but do not reach the maximum, any unpaid principal balance of the redemption price will be paid in monthly
installments based upon a ten-year amortization at prime rate plus \4 %. (See "Reorganization Plan-Private
Placement-Use of Proceeds".)
Contribution of Capital to Universe Life; Spinout of AlA Insurance.
Coincident with the closing of the Private Placement and as part of an agreement\Vith the Idaho
Department of Insurance, the Company will contribute, from the proceeds of the Private Placement, at least
$4,200,000 in capital to Universe Life; and AlA Insurance will be reorganized as a direct subsidiary of the
Company. This reorganization is consistent with regulatory concerns and objectives of the Company to replace
AU\. Insurance carrying value for Universe Life's capital purposes. (See "Company's Business-Regulation".)
In addition, the reorganization of AlA Insurance as a direct subsidiary of the Company will free the earnings
or AlA Insurance from regulatory restrictions and provide the Company with a source of revenue to develop
its n:foctIsed insurance marketi ng and ad mi nistration btisi ness, to service its debt fi nancing, and to meet its
obligations torecleem Reed 1. Taylor's Common Stock and Donna Taylor's Stated Value Preferred Stock, and
to provide a return to the Company's Common Stockholders.
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Use of Proc.eeds Summary
THE FOLLOWING TABLE REPRESENTS THE USE OF PROCEEDS, NET OF GROSS COMMISSION..:.
AND ESTIMATED EXPENSES, .FROM THE SALE OF UNITS AND THE SALE OF SERIES C
PREFERRED STOCK OCCURRING CONCURRENTLY WITH THE CLOSING OF THE PRIVATE
PLACEMENT.
Minimum Proceeds
$ 4,200,000

Capital Contribution to Universe Life
Redeem Series A Preferred Stock
Repurchase Mr. Taylor's Common Stock
Working Capital
Total

700,000
1,500,000
29.000
$ 6.429,000

Maximum Proceeds

$ 5,000,000
1,885,000
1,500,000
24.000
$ 8.309.000

New Management.
The Company has assembled an experienced management team that will be augmented by the addition
of Richard W. Campanaro, William Tarbart and Andrew Chua (the "Campanaro Team") who have extensive
experience in managing and growing insurance marketing companies. The Company's management can, and
has, developed new products unique to the industry; reviewed and completed strategic acquisitions; and
successfully organized the Company to administer the business for the benefit of the farm Associations,
policyholders, employees and shareholders.

Directors and Officers. The following table sets forth certain information with respect to each of the
persons who are anticipated to be directors and executive officers of the Company upon the closing of the
Private Placement.
Position(s)

R. John Taylor
Richard W. Campanaro
Reed J. Taylor
Michael W. Cashman
Bruce Sweeney
Albert E. Cooper
Cumer L. Green
James Hansen
William Tarbart
Andrew Chua
Paul D. Dural1t II

Dan L. SpiCkler
Rick L Johnson

45
52
58
45

Chairman of the Board and Director
President, CEO and Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
President and Chief Marketing Officer, AlA
Insurance, Inc.
Executive Vice President
President, The Universe Life Insurance Company and
Great Fidelity Life Insurance Company, and
Executive Vice President, AlA Services CorPoration
Vice President and Secretary
Vice President of Finance and Treasurer

63
60
53
40
46

40
63
46

39

The Company's Boarel of Directors currently consists of seven persons, three of whom are not
- 12 -
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employees of the Company or any of its subsidiaries. Upon completion of the reorganization, it is
contemplated that the Board will be expanded to nine members, and will include R. John Taylor, Richard W.
Campanaro, Reed J. Taylor, Michael W. Cashman, Bruce Sweeney, Albert E. Cooper, Cumer L. Green
(appointed by the Series A Preferred Stockholder) and James Hansen (appointed by the Agent):
R. John Taylor has served in the positions as Secretary, Treasurer and President of the Comp'any since
he and his brother, Reed J. Taylor founded the Company in 1983. Mr. Taylor has been largely responsible
for establishing and maintaining the relationships with the Associations. Mr. Taylor will serVe as Chairman
of the Company. He serves as a director of The Washington Water Power Company of Spokane, Washington.
Mr. Taylor is a licensed attorney and has been engaged in the insurance business since 1976.
RichardW. Campanaro has been in the insurance business since 1966, . most recently as Chairman and
C.E. O. of Tandem Financial Group, a former joint venture of The Equitable Life Assurance Society and
Merrill Lynch. (Merrill Lynch acquired 100 % of the Tandem Financial Group in 1990 and now operates it
as part of the Merrill Lynch Insurance Group in Jacksonville, Florida). Mr. Campanaro joined Tandem in
1985 when it was founded. Along with the management team he established, Mr. Campanaro grew Tandem
to $4.5 billion in premium revenue by the time of his departure in 1990. From 1990 to 1994, during the period
of his non-compete agreement with Tandem, Mr. Campanaro worked on a number of different insurance related
projects as a consultant. Mr. Campanaro was Executive Vice President of Liberty Life Insurance Company,.
Greenville, S.C., from 1979 to 1985 and prior to that occupied various sales and management positions with
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company from 1966 to 1979.
Reed J. Taylor has served as Chairman, President and Director for the Company since he founded the
Company with his brother, R. John Taylor, in 1983. Mr. Taylor was also the founder and President or
Chairman of AlA Insurance from 1969 to present. Mr Taylor has been actively engaged in the insurance
business since 1964 and is currently licensed as an insurance agent in several states.
Michael W. Cashman has been in the insurance business since 1972 when be joined E. W. Blanch
Company, a reinsurance brokerage firm which has grown to become the largest independent reinsurance
brokerage firm in the United, States. Until his recent retirement, Mr. Cashman served as President, Chief
Operating Officer and Director of E.W. Blanch Holdings, Inc., a professional reinsurance services firm
providing reinsurance brokerage and reinsurance risk management services., In addition, Mr. Cashman was
chairman, Chief Executive and Director of E, W. Blanch Company. Mr. Cashman is a member of the
International Insurance Society, was one of two founders of the Chair of Insurance at the University of St. .
Thomas, and has served on its advisory boarel. Additionally, Mr. Cashman is a trustee on the Board of the
University of St. Thomas.
Bruce Sweeney has served as a Director of the Company since December, 1988. During the past 11
years, he has been engaged in the construction contracting and land development business. He had previously
served on the boards of several corporations, including Pacific Empire Life Insurance Company. In addition
to business interests, Mr. Sweeney serves as minority leader of the Idaho State Senate.
Albert E. Cooper became a Directorfo[ Great Fidelity Life Insurance Company and The Universe Life
Insurance Company and the Company in November 1993. He is currently President of two financial consulting
services, A.E. Cooper Associates and Greenwood Financial Services. Mr. Cooper has an extensive insurance
~ackgroul1d, He was employed by the Indiana Department of Insurance from 1976 to 1980, where he was
-'::hief Auditor, promoted to Chief Deputy, and later appointed by the Governor as Commissioner of Insurance
in 1980. Thereafter, Mr. Cooper was employed in senior executive positions with the National Association
- 13 -
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of Mutual Insurance Companies, Atek Information Services, HealthPlus HMO, and Indiana Insurance
Companies.
Cumer L. Green became a Director of the Company in 1994, elected by the Series A Preferred
Shareholder, Donna Taylor. Mr. Green is a certified public accountant and has been an attorney since 1969.
James Hansen will be appointed by the Agent and elected to the Board pursuant to a Stockholder Voting
Agreement among the Agent and the Company's principal stockholders. Mr. Hansen isa member of the Board
of Directors of John G. Kinnard and Company, Incorporated. He is president and chief executive officer of
Rehab One Corporation, a managed care company based in Minneapolis, Minnesota. He was formerly a vice
president of Northwestern National Life Insurance Company until 1992.
William Tarbart has been in the insurance business since 1970 and since 1990 has served as a consultant
to such companies as Protective Life Insurance Company of Birmingham, Alabama and Florida Physicians
Insurance Company. He began his career with the Equitable Life Assurance Society and remained with them
until joining Mr. Campanaro at Tandem Financial Group with responsibilities including product design, pricing,
marketing and sales. Mr. Tarbart will became President and Chief Marketing Officer of AlA Insurance, Inc.
Andrew Chua has a Masters in Actuarial Science from Georgia State University and has been in the
insurance business since 1978, serving in various capacities with CIGNA, Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance
Company, Sun America Corporation and Tandem Financial Group. With Tandem, Mr. Chua was primarily
responsible for annuity product development and the monitoring of the investment portfolio. He has developed
specialized software for investment portfolio management, insurance company tracking software and pricing
systems.
Paul D. Durant, II has served as executive vice president and a director of the Company, as president
and a director of Universe Life since 1987, and as a director of Great Fidel i ty since 1990 and as president since
1994. Mr. Durant is a certified public accountant engaged in the insurance business since 1965. He has
maintained senior executive positions with The Sentry Insurance Companies, Southland Life Insurance
Company of Dallas, Texas, and American Investors Life Insurance Company of Topeka, Kansas. He also
serves on the B03:rd of Directors of the Council for Affordable Health and the National Alliance of Life
Insurance Companies.
Dan L. Spickler holds the offices of Vice President and Secretary for the Company and its affiliates,
and serves as General Counsel for the entire holding company system. He has been employed by the Company
since 1988. Prior to his association with the Company, Mr. Spickler practiced law in Idaho for seven years.
Mr. Spickler is a member of the Idaho State Bar Association, American Life Insurance Counsel Association,
and National Association of Corporate Secretaries.
Rick L Johnson has served as Vice President of Finance and Treasurer of the Company since 1989.
He began his career in public accounting in 1980 with Arthur Andersen & Co. where he served insurance

companies, banks and savings and loan associations. Mr. Johnson is a Certified Public Accountant and a
member of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.

Director Compensation. It is the Company's policy to pay a fixed fee of $1,000 for each calendar
quarter to each director and $300 to any employee or director for each Board Meeting attended. It is also th.
policy of the Company to reimburse alt directors for expenses incurred in attending directors meetings.
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Stock Option Plan. The shareholders and directors of the Company have adopted the 1989 Stock
Option Plan for key employees of the Company and its subsidiaries. Under the Plan, the option price may
not be less than the fair market value of the Common Stock of the Company on the date on which an option
is granted. However, options may be granted to employees who own more than 5 % of the Company's
outstanding Common Stock only at an option price which is at least 110 % of the fair market value of the
Common Stock on the date the option is granted. The Plan provides that no option granted thereunder may
be exercised more than ten years after the date it was granted. The Company has reserved 400,000 shares
of Common Stock for issuance under the Plan; but no options have yet been granted.
Employment Agreements. R. John Taylor and Richard W. Campanaro will enter into employment
agreements with the Company as a result of the Merger. Although the terms of the agreements remain to be
negotiated, they will include commitments by Messrs. Taylor and Campanaro to be employed for at least three
years and non-compete agreements for a three-year period after termination of employment. During 1995, Mr.
Taylor will receive a base salary and other employee compensation of $225,000 to $250,000. Mr. Campanaro
will receive a base salary and other employee compensation of $200,000 to $225,000. The other officers of
the Company will receive a base salary and compensation of 40 % to 75 % of Mr. Campanaro's base salary.
All officers will also receive that Company's standard health insurance, paid vacation and other employmentbased benefits that all employees of the Company receive. Mr. Taylor received total compensation and taxable
employee benefits of $305,322 in 1993 and $249,624 in 1994 from the Company. Mr. Campanaro did not
receive any compensation in 1993 or 1994 from the Company.
Seven employees of the Company, including R. John Taylor; Paul D. Durant II and Rick L Johnson,
who are directors andlor officers of the Compa.ny, are each entitled to receive a termination severance payment
from the Company in the event such person is terminated as an employee of the Company for any reason other
than for cause or upon reaching normal retirement age. The severance payment for the seven employees,
except Mr. Durant and Mr. Johnson, would be 50% of the person's salary for the year prior to such
termination plus the same amount for eaeh five years that the person was employed by the Company. The
maximum severance payment would be twice the person's salary for the year prior to termination. These
severance pay provisions may be canceled upon the approval of a majority of these seven employees of the
Company if a stock option plan is implemented which provides options to these persons with a value
comparable to their severance benefits. Mr. Durant's termination severance payment would be nine months
salary. Mr. Johnson's severance payment \vould be six months salary..
The Company has entered into various agreements with Paul D. Durant II, Executive Vice President
of the Company, under \vhich Mr. Durant has the option to purchase 10,719 shares of Common Stock at S3. 65
per share. These options were granted between November II, 1987 and September 14, 1993 based upon the
No stock has been issued under this
Company's attainment of net income targets during the period.
agreement.
/lldCIlIIlUicOfioll.
The Company's Articles of Incorporation provide for indemnification of the
Company's directors, officers, employees anc! agents to the fullest extent permitteci by law. As permitted by
lhe Idaho Business Corporation Act, the Articles of Incorporation provide that ciirect~rs
the Company shall
not be personally liable to the Company or its stockholders for monetary damages for breach of fiduciary duty
as a director, except for liability (i) for any breach of the director's duty of loyalty to the Company or its
stockholders, (ii) for acts or omissions not in good faith or which involve intentional misconduct or a knowing
violation of law, (iii) under Section 30-1-48 of the Idaho Business Corporation Act, relating to prohibited
dividencls or distributions or the repurchase or reciemption of stock or (iv) for any transaction from which the
Jircctor derives an improper personal benefit. As a result of this provision, the Company may be ullable to
obtain monetary damages from a ciirector for breach of his or her duty of care.
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PRINCIPAL AND MANAGEMENT SHAREHOLDINGS
THE FOLLOWING TABLE REPRESENTS THE FULLY-DILUTED! EQU1TY CAPITAL STRUCTURE OF
THE COMPANY AS IF THE OFFERING AND THE CONCURRENT SALE OF SERIES C PREFERRED
STOCK WERE COMPLETED, AND SHARES OF SERIES A PREFERRED STOCK WERE REDEEMED.

Minimum Offering
Shares
Percentage
Preferred Stock
Series A2
Series B
Series C3
TOTAL
Common Stock
R. John Taylor,
Richard W, Campanaro3
Reed J. Taylor
ESOp4
PauiD. Durant lIs
Other Employees! Agents
Non- Employees
TOTAL6

Maximum' Offering
Percentage
Shares

117,581
535,000
150,000

14.65 %
66.66%
18,62 %

0
735,000
150,000

0.00%
83 ..05%
16.95 %

802,581

100,OQ %

885,OQQ

lOQ.QO%

986,762
641,585
113,494
58,828
13;173
53,307
58.639

51.24 %
33.33%
5.89%
3.05%
0.68%
2.77%
3.04%

986,762
612,362
113,494
58,828
13,173
53,307
58,639

52.03%
32.29%
5.98%
3.10%
0.69%
2.82%
3.09%

1,925 1788 1

100.00 %

11 896 1 565 1

100.00%

I
This table does not include Common Stock issuable to Agent IIpon exercise of Agent's Warrant (53,500 to 73,500 shares), Common
Stock iS$uable to holders of Series B or Series C Warrants, or the effect of exercise of the right to convert Class C Preferred Stock to
Common Stock. The effect of the Series B and Series C transactions is shown in the following table.
, Assumes redemption of 70,000 of the outstanding Series A Preferred Stock upon completion of the offering of the minimum number of
Units, and redemption of all Series A Preferred Stocls: upon successful completion of the maximum amount of the offering.
) Series C Preferred Stock held by Messrs. Campanaro, Beck and Cashman to Common Stock. Richard Campanaro was to receive a
lIumbcr of shares of Common Stock from the COlllpany that would make his total number of shares of Common Stock equal to John
Taylor's \owl of 986,762 shares. However, a portion of Mr. Campanaro's sharcs eqU<l1 to 10.4 % of the Company 011 a fully-diluted basis
Me being set aside for future conversion of the Series C Preferred Stock pursuant to his agreement with Messrs. Beck and 'Cashman.
, Includes 14,650 shares issued in December 1994 to the ESOP pursuant to a purchase by the ESOP of such shares at $19.03 per share
for 1994 contributions madc" by the Company.
,I Includes 10,719 share!> which may be acquired by Mr. Durant pursuant to exercisable stock options . .
(. Excludes 400,000 shares reserved for issuance upon exercise of options which may be granted under the Stock Option Plan for Ofjl~ers
and Employees adopted in 1989. To -date, no options have been granted under the plan. This total also excludes common stock which
lIlay be issued upon conversion of the Series C Preferred Stock or upon execise of the Series B and .series C Warrants.
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PRINCIPAL AND MANAGEMENT SHAREHOLDlNGS (Continued)
THE FOLLOWING TABLE REPRESENTS THE FULLY-DILUTED7 EQIDTY CAPITAL STRUCTURE OF
THE COMPANY AS IF THE OFFERING AND THE CONCURRENT SALE OF SERIES C PREFERRED
STOCK WERE COMPLETED, AND ASSUMING FURTHER REDEMPTION OF SERIES A PREFERRED
STOCK, RED,EMPTION OF SERIES B PREFERRED STOCK, CONVERSION OF SERIES C PREFERRED
STOCK AND EXERCISE OF SERIES B AND C WARRANTS.
Minimum Offering
Percentage
Shares
Preferred Stock
Series N
Series B2
Series C3
TOTAL
Common Stock
R. John Taylor
Richard W. Campanaro3
Reed J; Taylor
ESOp s
Pau I D. Durant n6
. Other Employees! Agents
Non-Employees
Current Stock Option Plan4
Jim Beck3
Michael Cashman 3
Series B Warrant Holders 2

114,080,
0
0

100.00%
0.00%
0.00%

114,080

100.00 %

Maximum Offering
Shares
Percentage

o
o
o

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

I

986,762
,641,585
113,494
58,828
13,173
53,307
58,639
348,395
165,950
331,901
546,972

29.73%
19.33 %
3.42%
1.77%
0.40%
1.60%
1.77%
10.50 %
5.00%
10.00%
16.48 %

986,762
612,362
113,494
58,828
13,173
53,307
58,639
348,395
180,000
360,000
815,040

27.41 %
17.01 %
3.15%
1.63 %
0.37%
1.48%
1.63%
9.68%
5.00%
10.00%
22.64%

Ii
!!
!

!
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~

§
~

~
~
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TOTAL

3,319,OOe

100.00%

3,600,0007

100.00%

I 'A~sumes redemption of70,OOO shares of the Series A Preferred Shares upon completion of the minimulTI offering and further redemptions
on schedule over the next two years; and the redemption of all Series A Preferred Shares in the event of the completion of the maximum
offering.
!
Assumes redemption of Series 13 Preferred Stock and exercise of Series 13 Warrants.
; Includes conversion of all Series C Preferred Stock to 10.4 % of the Company's Common Stock Oil a hIlly-diluted basis and exercise of
Series C Warrants for 4.6 % of the Company's Common Stock on a hllly-diluted basis. Assumes Mr. Campanaro's note to Messrs. Beck
and Cashman is paid by transfer of Series C Preferred Stock prior to conversion.
, Includes shares reservc:d for issuance pursuant to options to be granted under the Stock Option Plan for officers and Employees adopted
in 1989, No options have been granted under the Plan. The maximum number of shares available for issuance upon exercise of options
granted under the Plan is 400,000 shares. See Note 7.
, Includes 14,650 shares purchased by ESOP in December 1994.
5 Includes IO,7l9 shares which may be acquired by Mr. Durant pursuant to exercisable stock options.
7 This table does not include Common Shares issuable to Agent upon exercise of Agent's Warrant (53,500 to 73,500 shares). This table
is based upon the capital structure reflected in the previolis table and reflects management's present desire to limit the number of outstanding
. shares of common stock to 3,319,006 (minimum offering) and 3,600,000 (maximum). There can be no assurance that the ultimate capital
structure will be the same as tbat presented herein due to the possibility of further issuance of Company securities prior to exercise of the
\Varrants or conversion of the Series C Preferred Stock:.
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SHAREHOLDER VOTlNG REQUIREMENT TO AUTHORIZE SECURITIES AND MERGER

Amendment. Before the Reorganization Plan can be implemented and the Series B Preferred Stock, the
·Series C Preferred Stock and the respective Warrants can be issued, the Company's Articles of Incorporation
must be amended to define the relative rights, preferences and limitations of the Series B and Series C
Preferred Stock and the respective Warrants and to authorize the creation p..nd issuance of such securities. The
Idaho Business Corporation Act governs the amendment of the Company's Articles of Incorporation and
requires that the C0I1}pany's Board of Directors adopt a resolution setting forth the proposed amendment and
directing that it be submitted to a vote of the Company's shareholders. The amendment authorizing the Series
B Preferred Stock, the Series C Preferred Stock and the respective Warrants must thereafter be adopted by the
affirmative vote of the holders of a majority of the shares of Company's Common Stock entitled to vote
thereon; provided that the affirmative vote of the holders of two-thirds of the shares entitled to vote thereon
is required to authorize the Warrants.
.
The Private Placement will not close, the subscribers' funds will not be released from escrow to the
Company and the Units will not be issued unless and until the Agent receives the opinion of Company's legal
counsel that the Series B Preferred Stock, the Series C Preferred Stock and the respective Warrants have been
duly authorized and that, upon delivery of and payment for the Units, the Series B Preferred Stock, the Series
C Preferred Stock and the respective Warrants will be validly issued, fully paid and nonassessable.
The Company's Board of Directors is scheduled to meet at 9:00 a.m. MST on March 7, 1995 to
consider the adoption of the resolution necessary to amend the Company's Articles of Incorporation to authorize
the new securities. Management believes the Company's Board of Directors will adopt these resolutions and
direct that the proposed amendment be submitted to vote of the Company's shareholders. Reed J. Taylor an
R. John Taylor together own more than two-thirds of the outstanding shares of the Company's Common Stock
and are committed to vote their shares in favor of adoption of the amendment to the Company's Articles of
Incorporation necessary to authorize tbe Series B Preferred Stock, the Series C Preferred Stock and the
respective Warrants to be issued upon closing of the Private Placement. Although the outstanding Series A
Preferred Stock is generally not entitled to vote at any regular or sp'ecial meeting of stockholders (except to
elect one director to the Board), the Series A Preferred Stockholder has consented to the necessary amendment,
the issuance of the new securities and related transactions.

Merger. As part of the corporate restructuring to be completed prior to closing of this offering, a
Delaware corporation owned by Richard W. Campanaro and R. John Taylor must be merged into the
Company. (See "Reorganization Plan-Merger with Corporation Owned by Richard W. Campanaro and R.
John Taylor".) Under the Idaho Business Corporation Act, the merger must be approved by the Company's
Board of Directors and the holders of a majority of each class of the Company's capital stock entitled to vote
thereon. Management believes the Company's Board of Directors will adopt the resolutions necessary to
authorize the Merger ane! to submit the Merger to a vote of the Company's stockholders. Reed L Taylor and
R. John Taylor together own more than two-thirds of the outstanding shares of tbe Company's common stock
and arc committed to vote their shares in favor of approval of the Merger. The .holder of the Company's
outstanding Series A Preferred Stock is not entitled to vote on the merger but has consented to it.
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RIGHTS OF COMPANY'S COMMON SHAREHOLDERS TO DISSENT FROM THE MERGER
As a consequence of the Merger, the holders of Company's Common Stock are entitled to "dissent and
obtain payment" of the "fair value" of their shares of Company's Common Stock pursuant to the provisions
ofIdaho Code Sections 30-1-80 and 30-1-81. The exercise of dissenters' rights will not affect the validity of
the Merger or the other transactions comprising of the Plan of Reorganization of the Company. "Fair value"
is the value of the Company's shares immediately before the effectuation of the Merger, exclusive of any
appreciation or depreciation in anticipation of the Merger unless such exclusion would be inequitable.
Copies of Sections 30-1-80 and 30-1-81 of the Idaho Code are attached to this Disclosure Statement.
The following discussion is not a complete statement of the law relating to dissenters' rights and is qualified
in its entirety by reference to the attached statutes. This discussion and the attached should be reviewed
carefully by holders of the Company's Common Stock who may wish in the future to assert their dissenters'
rights, or who wish to preserve the right to do so, since FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THE
PROCEDURES SET FORTH BELOW WILL RESULT IN THE LOSS OF SUCH DISSENTERS'
RIGHTS.
.
All references in Sections 30-1-80 and 30-1-81 to a "shareholder" refer to a record holder of shares of
Company's Common Stock at the time the Merger is effectuated. However, a beneficial owner of such shares
may assert dissenter's rights with respect to shares of the Company's Common Stock held on his behalf and
shall be treated as a dissenting shareholder. under Idaho Code Sections 30-1-80 and 30-1-81 if he submits to
the Company at or prior to the assertion of his dissenters' rights a consent of the record holder of such
Company's Common Stock. A shareholder may dissent as to less than all of the Company's Common Stock
registered in his name only if he dissents with respect to all such Common Stock beneficially owned by any
one person, and discloses the name and address of the persons on whose behalf he dissents.

I,
!
Ii

!
!

I

Any shareholder who wishes to exercise dissenters' rights must refrain from vQting his shares in favor
of the Merger (either in person or by proxy) at the March 7, 1995 special meeting of shareholders. A
shareholder who votes in favor of the Merger will lose all right to payment for his shares under the dissenters'
righ ts statutes.

I

Following approval of the Plan of Merger at the March 7, 1995 shareholder meeting, the
Company will mail the following documents to all shareholders who refrained from voting their shares in favor
of the Plan of Merger: (a) a notice ("Notice of Adoption of Plan of Merger") which states where and when
a demand for payment must be sent and share certificates must be deposited in order to obtain payment of the·
"fair value" of the dissenters' shares of Company's Common Stock; (b) a pink colored form for dissenting
shareholders to demand payment of the" fair value" of the shares ("Demand for Payment") which includes a
certification of the date on which the dissenting shareholder (or the person on whose behalf the shareholder
dissents) acquired beneficial ownership of the shares; and (c) a further copy of Idaho Code Sections 30-1-80
and 30-1-81. The time set for the receipt of the Demand for Payment and the deposit of stock certificates will
be al least thirty (30) days after the mailing of such notice. A shareholder who fails to demand payment by
. submilting the Demand for Payment or who fails to deposit certificates as required by the Notice of Adoption
of Plan of Merger will have no further right to dissent underIdaho Code Sections 30-1-80 and 30-1-81. If the
Merger has not been consummated and payment has not been remitted to the Company's minority shareholders
within sixty (60) days after the date set for demanding payment and depositing stock certificates, any
certificates that have been deposited will be returnee\.

I

On or after the effective date of the Merger, or upon receipt of the Demand for Paymentif the Merger
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has already been effectuated, the Company will remit promptly to dissenting shareholders who have made a
demand by submitting the Demand for Payment and have deposited their certificates for Company Stock r
amount which the Company estimates to be the "fair value" of the Company Stock immediately prior to the
effective date of the Merger, together with accrued interest, if any. The remittance will"be accompanied by:
(a) an appropriate balance sheet and income statement for the fiscal year ended December 31, 1995, together
with the most recent available interim financial statements, if any: (b) a statement of the Company's estimate
of "fair value" of the Company's Common Stock; and (c) a notice of the dissenting shareholders' right to
demand supplemental payment (as further explained below).

If a dissenting shareholder believes that the amount remitted by the Company is less than the "fair
value" of his shares of Common Stock or that the accrued interest has not correctly been determined, such
shareholder may send to the Company his own estimate of the value of the Company Stock and demand
supplemental payment of the deficiency. If the dissenting shareholder does not file such an estimate and
supplemental payment demand within thirty (30) days after the Company mails the remittance, such shareholder
will have no further dissenters' rights and will be entitled to no more than the estimated "fair value" remitted
by the Company.
Within sixty (60) days after receiving such a demand for supplemental payment, if any such demands
remain unsettled, the Company will file in the Idaho District Court for Ada County (the "Court") a petition
requesting that the "fair value" of the Company's Common Stock and interest thereon be determined by the
Court. All dissenting shareholders whose demands for supplemental payment have not been settled will be
made parties to the proceeding and will be entitled to judgment for any amount, if any, by which the "fair
value" of their Common Stock is found to exceed the amount previously remitted, together with interest at the
average rate currently paid by the Company on its principal bank loans or, if none, at such rate as the Cou
deems fair and equitable under all the circumstances.
The costs and expenses of any proceeding relating to demands for supplemental payment, including the
reasonable compensation and expenses of appraisers appointed by the Court, will be determined by the Court
and assessed against the Company, except that any part of such costs and expenses may be apportioned and
assessed as the Court deems equitable against all or some of the dissenting shareholders who are parties to the
proceeding and whose action i 11 demanding supplemental payment the Court finds to be arbitrary, vexatious
or not in good faith. Fees and expenses of counsel and of experts for the parties to the proceeding may be
assessed as the Court deems equitable against the Company if it fails to comply with the requirements of Idaho
Code Sections 30-1-80 and 30-1-81, and may be assessed against either the Company or a dissenter if the Cou rt
finds that any such person acted arbitrarily) vexatiously or not in good faith with respect to the rights provided
by Idaho Code Sections 30-1-80 and 30-1-81: If the Court finds that the services of counsel for any dissenter
were of substantial benefit to the other dissenting shareholders and should not be assessed against the Company,
the Court may award to such counsel reasonable fees to be paid out of the amounts awarded to the dissenting
shareholders who were so benefitted.
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COMPANY'S BUSINESS AND NEW BUSINESS STRATEGY
Overview
AlA Services Corporation (the "Company") is an insurance holding company that engages in business
through its operating subsidiaries. The Company commenced business as a general insurance agency and thirdparty administrator in 1974 and reorganized as an insurance holding company system upon incorporation of
AlA Services Corporation under the laws of the State of Idaho on December 20, 1983.
The Company's insurance agency subsidiaries are AlA Insurance, Inc. (AI A Insurance) and AlA
MidAmerica, Inc. (AlA MidAmerica). During 1994, 17,000 families participated in the GUH Plan marketed
and/or administered by these agency subsidiaries. Most of such participants are members of the National
Association of Wheat Growers ("NAWG") or the American Independent Agricultural Producers Association
("AIAPA"), with which the Company has had a relationship since 1974 and 1988 respectively. During 1993,
the Company also introduced .similar insurance programs for members of the American Soybean Association
("ASA ") and the National Contract Poultry Growers Association ("NCPGA").

i

I

l
l

From 1974 to 1989, Association group policies marketed by the Company were underwritten by
unrelated insurance companies. From 1989 to 1994 the Company has underwritten its insurance plans through
its two insurance companies; The Universe Life Insurance Company (Universe Life) and Great Fidelity Life
Insurance Company (Great Fidelity). The Company's principal insurance product has been its Group Universal
Health Plan, which provides health and other insurance coverages for members of the Associations, their
employees and dependents. Under the GUH Plan, the insurer issues a master policy to the trust established by
an Association; and participants in the trust are issued certificates of insurance coverage under the master
policy. (See "Company's Business-Current Products".)
On October 1, 1994, the Company entered into an agreement with The Centennial. Life Insurance
Company to sell a substantial portion of its current book of GUH Plan business to Centennial and have
Centennial assume the underwriting risk on sllch business in the future.
(See "Company's
Business-Agreements".) As a result, the primary focus of the Company has shifted from insurance
underwriting to marketing insurance products and services.
In past years, the Company has focused on developing relationships with agriculture Associations.
These relationships are beneficial to both the Company and the Associations. The Company receives. third
party endorsement from the Associations alld support through letters, magazine articles, and convention
recognition. The Company also receives member and potential membership lists and information.
The Associations benefit from this relationship as the Company not only collects dues at no cost to the
Associations but also, through the Company's agents, represents the Associations to prospective members. The
Company's sales professionals, each calling on dozens of farmers a week, are offering prospective members
the information and opportunity for membership in their commodity Association. When the Associations supply
brochures and incentives, the Company's agents distribute them to all growers contacted, even those who
decline enrollment in the insurance plans. The Associations, through their trust representatives, define and
cllstomize insurance plans for their membership; and with the size of the program, the Association achieves
group buying power to provide pians needed by farmers, at competitive prices.
The relationships between the Associations and the Company have been enhanced by the recent
agreement with Centennial Life Insurance Company (see "Company's Business-Agreements"). The Centennial
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agreement allows the Company to accomplish a number of important objectives including: (1) sati~fv
regulatory concerns of the Texas and Idaho Insurance Departments relating to capitalization of Universe ~
and its insurance reserves; (2) focus the Company's strategy of marketing to the expanded memberships
available to it through the Poultry Growers and Soybean Growers Associations; (3) expand the Company's
product line marketed by AlA Insurance to the Associations by utilizing the products of Centennial and other
insurance companies; and, (4) expand the Company's marketing capabilities to 12 new states over the nex~ 18
months.
Subsidiaries

AlA Insurance, Inc. ("AlA Insurance"). AlA Insurance commenced business in 1969 as a general
insurance agency and has since become a full-service third party administrator for five trusts as well. These
trusts provide a vehiCle for Association members as well as for independent farmers, ranchers and agriculture
related business persons who are not Association members, to obtain group health and life insurance ..
The Grain Growers Association Membership and Insurance Trust ("Grain Growers Trust") was
established in July 1974. In 1980 National Growers and Stockmen Trust was formed to serve wheat growers
who resided in states not serviced by the Grain Growers Trust. In 1988, the American Independent
Agricultural Producers Group Insurance Trust was formed whereby members of local agricultural Associations
not included in the Grain Growers Trust (such as the Nebraska Corn Growers Association, the Tennessee Pork
Producers, the Rolling Plans Cotton Growers and the Oklahoma and Texas Peanut Growers Associations) as
well as persons engaged in agricultural related and support businesses, are able to purchase group health and
life insurance products sold by AlA Insurance. In 1993, The American Soybean Association Membership ar)l-l
Insurance Trust ("Soybean Growers Trust") was established for members of the American Soybean Associati
and afftliated state Associations; and the Poultry Growers Membership and Insurance Trust ("Paul try Growers
Trust") was established for members of the National Contract Poultry Growers Association (a federal cooperative) .
As administrator for each of these trusts, AlA Insurance is responsible for obtaining master group
insurance policies for the trusts;
investment of trust funds; payment of trust insurance premiums,
commissions, and other expenses; maintenance of trust records; trust accounting; and assisting certificate
holders in making claims for insurance benefits. In addition, as administrator of the trusts (except the National
Growers and Stockmen Trust) and in conjunction with collection of premiums for its insurance products, AIA
Insurance collects Association dues from members of participating Associations and remits such dues and an
accounting thereof to the Associations.
AlA Insurance or its affiliate, AlA MidAmerica, is designated as the agent of record for all insurance
policies issued to the trusts, and is entitled to all insurance commissions or fees on all policies issued to the
trusts. AlA Insurance has entered into Agent Agreements with over 300 persons as of December 1, 1994 who
receive a non-exclusive ferritory and are compensated on a commission basis. AlA Insurance has also
designated and entered into agreements with 42 district marketing directors who are assigned territories and
are responsible for: attracting and retaining agents and for generating product sales within their districts.

AlA Mid America. AlA MidAmerica is a marketing company designated as the agent of record for
policies issued to the American Soybean Association Membership and Insurance Trust and the Poultry Growe~
Membership and I!1surance Trust, which were established in 1993. It is also the agent of record for policie.
issued to the State of Indiana Retired Teachers Association. However, all of the Company's products are
marketed by AlA Insurance.
.
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AM Pacific Marketing Corporation. AlA Pacific Marketing Corporation was a brokerage marketing
company based in Portland, Oregon. It marketed policies for Universe Life and other unrelated insurers
through independent agencies. In 1994, marketing operations were discontinued when the Company's
individual medical insurance policies were sold to States General Life Insurance Company.
The Universe Life Insurance Company ("Universe Life"). Universe Life was incorporated under the
laws of the State of Nevada in 1947.' Universe Life was acquired by the Company in 1986 ane.! was
redomesticated from Nevada to Idaho on December 31, 1989. Universe Life has underwritten, primarily, a
proprietary Group Universal Health insurance policy designed to permit health insurance participants to provide
flexible funding and develop cash surrender values under certain circumstances. Because of the recent
agreement with Centennial, Universe will no longer be assuming any new underwriting risk of the Association
programs until such time as the Company's management determines that capital conditions and market factors
warrant such actions.
.
The Great Fidelity Life Insurance Compa.ny (tlGrea.t Fidelity"). Great Fidelity is a stock life insurance
company based in Ft.. Wayne, Indiana that was founded in 1952. It was purchased by Universe Life in 1991
and is primarily engaged in the underwriting and development of long term care (nursing home) products.
It is currently underwriting such products for the Indiana Retired Teachers Association. Great Fidelity may
be reorganized as a subsidiary of the Company (rather than a subsidiary of Universe Life), subject to regulatory
approval and adequate replacement capital. It will continue to offer long term care products endorsed by
Associations, but will reinsure 75 % of the underwriting risk to a large reinsurance pool.

I

l
i

I!

Business Strategy

f

The Company's sales are driven by specific Association endorsements. Recently, the Associations have
become very aggressive in requesting the k.i nds of insurance and financial services needed to protect the health
and financial welfare of their members. To "date, the Company has provided primarily health insurance plans
such as the Group Universe Health Plan. As part of the Company's new strategy, it is the objective of the
Company to make available life insurance, retirement products and disability income products to Association
members and to farmers and ranchers who are eligible to become Association members.
The Company's basic strategy is to maximize its penetration of the Association populations by providing
products needed and requested by Association members including disability income, life insurance, retirement
plans. Products such as these are generally more profitable than health insurance as a result of the higher
commission margins usually associated with these types of products. The agreement with Centennial essentially
changes the focus of the Company from insurance underwriting to insurance marketing and generating
commissions and/or fees. The Company will emphasiz.e strengthening existing relationships and developing
new Association relationships, while establishing marketing relationships with insurance product providers in
orcIer to 1110st effectively provide insurance products and services to its expandjng captive market of over
450,000 farmers and ranchers.
Upon the completion of this offering and following the sale of its business to Centennial, the Company
plans to implement the following strategies:
..
AlA Insurance will identify new products from independent sources, including Centennial, to sell intb
its expanding captive market on a commission basis. The Company believes it will be able to obtain products
such as life insurance, disability income and retirement plans from other underwriters because the potential
premium growth of this rural niche market is attractive. Insurers will be carefully selected as product
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providers.
•
The Company, as marketer, will immediately begin to implement an expansion plan into those states
in which the Soybean and Poultry growers are concentrated. (See Business-Marketing Plan "). The addition
of Mr. Campanaro and Mr. Tarbart is essential to this expansion because of their experience in nationwide
marketing of insurance products and their ability to recruit and retain the caliber of sales and sales management
personnel required for such expansion.
•
Simultaneously, the current sales force of AlA Insurance and their compensation· plan will be
restructured in order to better penetrate the market with additional products as identified by the Company and
as requested by the farm commodity Associations. The Company plans to structure a sales compensation and
incentive plan that gives greater weight to new business than to renewal business, while at the same time
restructuring the vesting provisions of the agents' contracts for commissions on policy renewals.
The geographic scope of the Company's market has become nationwide with the addition of the Soybean
and Poultry Growers Associations. To date, the Company has marketed its health products primarily to
Association members in the western and plains states where its sales force is now concentrated. The Company
intends to increase its number of producing agents to build a national sales presence (See "Business-Marketing
Plan-Recruiting" .)
Marketing Plan
.The Company's objective is to increase its share of the rural market either through the Associations or
other similar organizations with which the Company may establish similar relationships. Future expansion
Association endorsements could include cattlemen, cotton, and tobacco producer Associations, as well as
additional state endorsements from the Wheat, Soybean and Poultry Growers Associations.
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The Company has targeted specific state Associations for the expansion of its marketing efforts. Below
is a table listing those Associations with the Company's estimated year of penetration:
Targeted State Association Prospects
Year

States

Association

1995

Iowa
Wisconsin
Florida
Louisiana
Georgia
North Carolina
South Carolina

Soybean!
Soybean
Soybean, Poultry2
Soybean, Poultry
Soybean, Poultry
Grain,3 Soybean, Poultry
Soybean, Poultry

1996

Ohio
Michigan
Kentucky
Illinois
Delaware
Virginia
Maryland

Soybean
Soybean
Grain, Soybean, Poultry
Soybean
Soybean, Poultry
Soybean, Poultry
Soybean, Poultry

I
i

I

Soybean - American Soybean Association
2 Poultry - National Contract Poultry Growers Association
_ ) Grain - National Association of Wheat Growers
I

!
!

Leads/Prospec{s Program. Associations participating in the various trusts provide AlA Insurance with

the names of their members and potential members. The Associations also provide AlA Insurance with an
endorsement letter of the approved insurance plans. The endorsement letters are mailed to prospective clients
prior to contact by AlA Insurance agents. AlA Insurance agents are provided with lists of members and
potential members who have received these materials. The Company currently has over 450,000 names of such
potential agriculture related clients. The direct mail advertising and endorsements are augmented with
advertising and articles in the Associations' national magazines. Additional marketing materials will be
cleveloped _in conjunction with the participating state and national farm Associations as new products are
cleveloped and marketed.
Recruiting. The Company plans to aggressively recruit producing agents to the sales force. Several

steps are being considered to enhance its ability to recruit. The Company is formulating a modified
commission structure which, when coupled with Association sponsorship and letters of introduction to potential
clients from- the Associations, is intended to increase the potential for recruiting new agents and to increase
production. (See" Business-Business Strategy".) Moreover, the Association relationships enhance the
recruiting process because they provide prospective sales and sales management personnel with a built in
prospect population. Finally, the Company's recruiting efforts will be enhanced by the management team's
_contacts throughout the insurance industry.
Introduction of New Products. In the future, selling additional products to existing insureds, or cross
selling, will be an integral part of the strategy of AlA Insurance. Two new products will immediately serve
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the existing Association marketplace: life insurance and disability income. It is usually a lender requirement
to have life insurance and disability income insurance when farmers receive a line of credit or a 10,·
Negotiations are currently in process to procure life products and disability products from other insurance
companies. The procurement of these products is in direct response to the Associations' desires to better serve
their members.
Finally, annuity and financial products are an important consideration for the farm and ranch market.
Farmers have significant assets to protect and require estate and financial planning. The Company is uniquely
positioned to introduce these financial and insurance products to the Associations' members.
Current Products
The Company has in the past specialized iI). providing a group major medical program for Association
members. The product, called the GUH Plan, is a major medical program which includes features such as
premium levelization, flexible deductibles and incidental life insurance benefits. Generally, comprehensive
major medical rates tend to increase each year due to claim experience, health care costs and inflation. The
OUH Plan, however, is designed to levelize premiums for as long as possible. This new concept greatly
benefits the certificate holder; and in the face of inflation of health care costs, the GUH Plan has provided a
viable alternative to traditional plans.
The GUH Plan is comprised of three principal types of insurance benefits: comprehensive Major
Medical Benefits, Survivor Income Benefits, and the Supplemental Benefit Accumulation ("SBA") or "Universal
Benefits" ("UB") as it is called in later forms of the OUR Plan.
Comprehensive Major Medical. The GUR Plan's Comprehensive Major Medical Benefits
provide reimbursement of specified medical expenses incurred by a participant. The expenses covered
are those generally covered under" major medical" health insurance policies and are generally subject
to the same limitations, exclusions and co-payment requirements provided under such insurance policies.

As is typically the case with such coverages, major medical expense reimbursement under the
GUH Plan is subject to a deductible. Participants are offered a choice of deductibles for the first policy
year.
Each year thereafter, the deductible amount increases by a fixed amount, up to an
administratively set maximum. A participant may choose not to take this automatic increase in the
deductible by paying an additional premium which is actua,rially equivalent to the difference in
deductible amounts.
Survjvor 1l1cQme BenfJi{s. The GUH Plan's Survivor Income Benefits provide scheduled term
life insurance coverage on the life of the participant, with a death, benefit being payable t'o the
participant's designated beneficiary.
SiJJ2piemental Benefit Accumulation/Universal Benefits ("SBA/UB") . . The SBA/UB provisions
of the GUH Plan were designated to address the two major problems of the health insurance industry:
(a) escalating premiums; and (b) poor persistency among participants. Over the past decade, medical
costs have inf1ated dramatically, causing premiums for health insurance to increase significantly faster
than prices of other consumer goods. As a result of escalating premiums, persistency of group he.:llth
insurance plans has typically been low among the healthier members of the group who tend to jump iL
and out of the group depending on the current year's premium and the availability of price-competitive
products. This tendency of healthier members to price shop and withdraw from the group, thereby
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leaving a higher percentage of less healthy members in the group, is a process known as "adverse
selection." This phenomenon results in magnification of rate increases induced by medical cost inflation
as the overall health of the remaining group population deteriorates, which in turn causes more of the
healthy group members.to withdraw, the overall health of the remaining group to decline, and rates to
increase even further. Adverse selection thus results in an "assessment spiral" of increasing premiums.
The GUH Plan uses a "levelized" or "stabilized" premium concept to solve these two linked
problems. The GUH Plan design previously involved cash accumulation in the SBA to reward
persistency and to fund the tllevelized" premium benefit and, on the other hand, imposition of surrender
charges against withdrawals of accumulated cash value to discourage lapses. More recent forms of the
GOO Plan eliminate. surrender charges and provide for scheduled cash values known as Universal
Benefits. The SBA/UB, an integral part of the insurance contract, is designed as a premium'
stabilization accumulation fund to stabilize escalation of premiums due to inflation of health care costs.
In order to provide level premiums, premium stabilization accumulation funds are present in all noncancelable and guaranteed-renewable health insurance, as well as disability and whole life policies. The
difference between Universe Life's SBA/UB and the typical premium stabilization accumulation fund
is that Universe life allows insureds to determine the timing and amount of application of an allocable
portion of the premium stabilization accumulation fund in light of their own particular financial and
health circumstances. The GUB Plan allows insureds to apply amounts credited to the SBAIUB to
offset premium increases and, in the event of claims, to cover medical expenses otherwise subject to
the deductible. The amounts credited to the SBA/UB are therefore available to insure~s as a policy
benefit to offset premium increases or to cover actual medical expenses otherwise subject to the
deductible.
During the last quarter of 1994, the Company began marketing a new Medicare Supplement program
for retired andlor disabled Association members. The product is underwritten by First National Life Insurance
Company of Montgomery, Alabama and/or its affiliate. The products are endorsed by all the Trusts.

Association Relationships
AlA Insurance receives exclusive endorsements by the Associations as the approved agent of record and.
third party administrator. This endorsement to Association members gives AIA.Insurance a captive market
(currently over 450,000 farmers and ranchers) from which to solicit the sale of its products. Members of the
Associations have demonstrated an affinity for such Association endorsed products and services. Because the
relationships with Associations have proved successful the Company will expand through the anticipated
development of additional agreements with other agricultural related organizations.
The Company and certain of its products are endorsed primarily by the following three Associations:

NationalAssociatioll of Wheat Growers. AlA Insurance has had a 25 year relationship with state wheat
growers associations, which are affiliates of the National Association bf Wheat Growers. This relationship has
been integral in building the Company's program. While endorsements began with state Associations, the
Company aI1d the program is now endorsed by NA WG, which has 65,000 members out of approximately
350,000 wheat growers in the United Slates. Although wheat is grown nationwide, it is a primary crop in 18
western states. AlA Insurance is endorsed by 15 of the 18 active state Associations as well as the National
,Association; and AlA's prospect list includes 278,030 wheat growers. Approximately 30% of its active
'membership participates in the program by purchasing insurance from the Company.
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American Soybean Association. This relationship began in the spring of 1993. AlA Insurance was
selected through a competitive process because of its customized products and its dues collection servic(
There are approximately 440,000 soybean growers in 25 states, of which 32,800 are currently ASA members~
AlA Insurance currently has the endorsements of the national association and 12 state associations; and AlA's
prospect list includes 206,641 soybean growers. Thus far, only 5 % of active members participate in the
Company's programs.
National Contract Poultry Growers Association. This relationship began in the fall of 1993. There are
approximately 72,000 poultry growers in 16 states, of which 3,500 are NCPGA members. Poultry growers
are different from the typical wheat or soybean grower. They require fewer acres (as little as five), have lower
gross incomes, and often have other jobs to supplement their household income, making their insurance needs
more diverse. Of the three states currently penetrated by the Company, about one-third of the approximately
2500 active members are participants. AlA's prospect list includes 27,930 poultry growers.
Additional Associations. In addition to being agent of record for the three major national Associations,
AlA Insurance is also the agent of record for the Rolling Plains Cotton.Growers, Oklahoma and Texas Peanut
Growers, Nebraska Corn Growers, and the Tennessee Pork Producers. All are state commodity Associations
specializing in specific crops. AlA's prospect list includes 53,318 of these specialty commodity growers.
Members participate in the Company's insurance plans offered through American Independent Agricultural
Producers Group Insurance Trust.
Clients
Virtually all the current participants in the Company's insurance programs are individuals who wor
directly in farming or agricultural-related industries. The average certificate holder is 43 years old and has 2.2
persons insured on each health certificate. Over 95 % of the group universal heal th coverage is sold to
individual families without employees.
Agreements

Associations. Administrative agreements with the Grain Growers, Soybean Growers and Poultry
Growers Trusts provide that AlA Insurance may be replaced as the administrator of the trusts by the Board of
Directors of the trusts upon three years notice. Upon termination, the Company will no longer collect dues,
and no other competing insurance products may be endorsed by the Associations for two years thereafter. The
other Trust Agreements do not contain specific provisions with respect to replacement of the administrator.
In addilion to administrative agreements with the trusts, AlA Insurance has administrative agreements
with the insurers of policies written to the trusts, under which it is compensated for administrative services,
slIch as risk selection and claims adjudication, rendered to those insurers. The trusts also receive an annual
administrative allowance from the insurers who write group insurance for the trust. The exact amount of this
allowance depends both on the total amount of the annual premium and persi.stency levels, which are
percentages based on the number of individuals who retain their coverage year after year. AlA Insurance also
is entitled to interest earned on trust fund deposited pending their utilization.

The Centennial Life Insurance Company. Effective Oct. 1,1994, AlA Insurance entered into various_
agreements with The Centennial Life Insurance Company, pursuant to which Universe Life is selling its GUH
Plan business and through which AlA Insurance wilt continue to market and administer health products for the
Associations ("Centennial Agreement"). Under a transfer agreement and related reinsurance agreements,
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Universe Life is transferring a substantial portion of its GUH Plan underwriting risk to Centennial for
consideration with an expected present value of $4.9 million; subject to the profitability of the existing business.
The Company also will receive a profit sharing incentive equal to 25 % of the profit on new business sold by
AlA Insurance.
Under an administrative services agreement with Centennial, Centennial appoints AlA Insurance to
perform certain billing, accounting, record keeping and other functions pertaining to the general administrative
duties relating to all poticies issued by Centennial to the trusts. The annual compensation of AlA Insurance
under these administrative agreements is an amount equal to 5 % of earned premiums on policies issued to the
trusts and 0.5 % of the average reserve values in the supplemental benefit and the flexible premium annuity
funds under policies issued to the trusts. Also, AlA Insurance receives an annual fee ranging from $ 25 to $
85 for each certificate issued to a policy participant and up to a $ 5.00 fee per billing for each time AlA
Insurance is required to prepare and transmit premium due statements either by mail or electronically.
AlA Insurance is also appointed as the agent Of record for certain trusts and as general agent for insurers
on all policies issued by any insurance company to the trusts. Under a marketing agreement with Centennial,
AlA Insurance receives commissions equal to 40 % of the first year's premium. Commissions payable on
renewals equal 15 % of premiums paid for health, life and accident policies issued to the trusts, excluding
premiums for the Universal Benefits and Supplemental Benefits.
Regulation
Insurance companies incl uding Universe Life and Great Fidelity are subject to comprehensive regulations
by state insurance directors or commissioners in the jurisdictions in which they do business. Such regulations
relate to, among other things, prior approval of the acquisition of a .controlling interest in an insurance
company; standards of solvency which must be met and maintained; licensing of insurers and their agents; the'
nature of and limitations on investments; deposits of securities for the benefit of policy holders; approval of
policy forms and premium rates; annual and other reports required to be filed on the financial condition of
insurers and for other purposes; requirements regarding reserves for unearned premiums, losses, and other
malters; and minimum benefits and loss ratios for health insurance.
The National Association of Insurance Commissioners ("NAIC") has, in recent years, taken an active
role in developing standards for regulation of insurance companies and has effectively required states to
conform to such standards. The NAIC is a voluntary association of state insurance regulators which, despite
its leading role, is not accountable to any federal or state legislative body. The NAIC is not required to allow
insurance company representation in any of its deliberations; and there exists no procedure for appeal of its
decisions. Among the NArC's new requirements for insurance companies is adherence to the NATC's riskbased capital ("RBC") rules, which are described in detail in the notes to thi Company's financial statements.
The NAIC has recently taken an increasingly consumer-oriented viewpoint. Future regulatory requirements
imposed by the NArC, particularly in the area of health insurance reform, could adversely affect the Company's
business.
The domestic state insurance regulator is required to periodically conduct financial and market conduct
examinations of an insurer. The last examination of Universe Life was conducted jointly by the Idaho, Nevada,
and Texas insurance ciepartments. It was initiated in September 1993 for the two year period ended December
31,1992; and, although the examination report has yet to be issued, the examiners proposed significant
accounting changes which would have been detrimental to Universe Life, as follows:
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The examination proposed that the valuation for statutory accounting purposes of AlA Insurance.
currently a subsidiary of Universe Life, common stock be reduced from itscost basis to its GAAP bo
value, net of all deferred acquisition costs. This proposed adjustment would cause a $5,706,713 write
down of the carrying value of AlA Insurance.
The examiners proposed that the aggregate reserves for the GUH Plan be increased from
$13,848,500 to $18,511,137 on an aggregate basis, before reinsurance credits. The Company's reserves
equal the estimated present value of future policyholder liabilities. The examiners' proposed reserves
equal the maximum policy liability. This adjustment would have had the effect of reducing the
Company's capital and surplus by a corresponding amount.
Based on the proposed examination adjustments to Universe Life, the Texas Department of Insurance
C"TDltI) issued an ex parte cease and desist order against Universe Life in March 21, 1994, suspending
Universe Life's ability to conduct business in Texas.
.
As a result of the cease and desist order, Universe Life has been subjected to a show cause order,
suspension hearings, and other administrative actions in several other states. At the present time, Universe Life
has agreed to suspend new sales in Alaska, California, Illinois, Nebraska and Washington, on a voluntary basis,
until the valuation of its investment in AlA Insurance stock and any other examination issues are settled. In
addition, Universe Life voluntarily allowed the suspension of its certificate of authority in Mississippi, Oregon
and Utah pending resolution of the examination issues. Historically, the amount of business done by the
Company in such states (other than Nebraska and Oregon) has not been significant. The Company expects that
the contribution of offering proceeds to Universe Life and the reorganiz.ation of AlA Insurance as a direct
subsidiary of the Company will result in lifting of such suspensions.
The Company has negotiated the settlement of the TDI cease and desist order; and by Consent Order
issued on October 10, 1994, the earlier cease and desist order was superseded. TDI abandoned the proposed
adjustments for increased reserves; and it approved the reserves and reserving methodology of Universe Life
at essentially the levels established by the insurance company, subject to minor modifications proposed by an
independent actuary retained by TDI to review the Company's reserving method. As part of the October
Consent Order, Universe Life agreed to modify its reserves, if necessary, by year end 1996. The Company
believes changes in the aggregate health and accident reserves will be immaterial. In addition, Universe Life
agreed in the Consent Order to reduce the carrying· value of its investment in AlA Insurance stock to GAAP
book value by December 31, 1996. TDI approved the sale and transfer of the GUH Plan business to
Centennial as proposed by the Company.

i

1
\
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Although the examination report has not yet been issued; Universe Life has also reached an agreement
with the Idaho Insurance Department concerning the principal examination adjustments proposed by the
examiners. The Idaho Insurance Department will not require Universe Life to record any adjustments to the
value of its investment in its wholly-owned subsidiary, AlA Insurance, Inc., or to the amount of its SBA/UB
reserves as of December 31, 1993. The carrying value of AlA Insurance, Inc. will ~e adjusted to GAAP book
value, including deferred acquisition costs, at July 1, 1995; and the bepartment will permit the Company to
make the required reserve adjustments ratably, on a quarterly basis beginning with the third quarter of 1995
and ending December 31, 1996, in accordance with the Texas Consent Order.
The Idaho Insurance Department has approved Universe Life's sale of its GUH Plan business tl
Centennial and has granted approval of the admission of the gain on this transaction as an asset on the insurer's
books ane! the methodology for detenniniI:g the value of that asset, conditioned upon realization of future cash
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flows as anticipated. In addition, the Idaho Department has approved Universe Life's distribution of its
investment in AlA insurance, Inc.· to the Company following the completion of this offering and the
contribution of offering proceeds to the insurer to replace the value of AlA Insurance on Universe Life's books.

Legal Proceedings
Pursuant to stipulation between Universe Life and the Montana State Auditor in his capacity as
Commissioner of Insurance, Universe Life filed a declaratory judgment action in the Montana State District
Court to resolve certain legal issues raised by the. Montana Insurance Commissioner concerning Universe Life's
GUH Plan and the Supplemental Benefit Accumulation ("SBA") which is an integral part of that insurance
contract. The Court granted Universe Life's motion for partial summary judgment on a number of issues, but
reserved other issues for trial scheduled for May 1995. If the Court determines at trial that the SBA does not
constitute "insurance" and that any portion of the consideration charged by Universe Life for its insurance
contract does not constitute "premium" as defined in the Montana Insurance Code, Universe Life has agreed
to make available all SBA balances for immediate withdrawal by Montana insureds without surrender charge.
The aggregate amount of the SBA balances of Montana insureds under the GUH Plan could exceed $400,000,
net of reinsurance .. The parties are presently negotiating settlement of their dispute. The Company intends to
vigorously prosecute its declaratory· judgment action if an acceptable settlement cannot be reached. A
Washington State Superior Court has recently upheld Universe Life's position that the SBA constitutes
insurance and that all amounts charged by Universe Life as consideration for its GUH Plan constitute premium
as defined in the Washington Insurance Code. The applicable Montana Statutes are substantially identical.
In August 1993, judgment was entered against Universe Life in Texas for $72,000 actual damages and
$500,000 exemplary damages in connection with a denied medical claim. An appellate court reduced the
exemplary damage award to $300,000. Both parties have requested review by the Texas Supreme Court.
The Company and its subsidiaries are not parties to any other legal proceedings outside the ordinary
course of the Company's business or to any other legal proceeding which, if adversely determined, would have
a materia! adverse effect on the Company or its business.·
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FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Selected Historical Financial Data
The selected historical financial data as of December 31, 1993, 1992, and 1991 and for the three years
then ended have been derived from financial statements audited by independent public accountants. The selected
financial data as of September 30, 1994 and 1993 and for the nine month periods then ended are derived from
the Company's unaudited interim financial statements and, in the Company's opinion, include all adjustments
(consisting of normal and recurring adjustments) that the Company considers necessary for a fair presentation
of such data. The data set forth below should be read in conjunction with the Company's financial statements
and notes thereto and the reports of the Company's independent public accountants.

1993

1992(1)

1991(1)

September 30,
1993
1994

(In Thousands)
Revenues
Commissions and fees

$6,539

$ 4,594

$ 3,617

$ 4,181

$ 5,055

Net investment income

3,134

6,367

5,885

1,913

2,975

Insurance premium and Other

47,767

51,684

41,204

31,042

38,097

Total

57,440

62,645

50,706

37,136

46,127

1,648

3,102

(2,718)

69,914

64,706

82,736

63,349

64,407

6,229

4,997

3,163

4,728

6,582

Net income (loss)
Assets
Stockholders' equity

(2)

( 792)

1,568

(I)

1991 and 1992 are restated to reallocate the purchase price of a block of insurance policies acquired and then sold in 1991.

(2)

Includes Preferred Stock.

Pro Forma Financial Information and Notes
The pro forma financial information for the year ended December 31, 1993 is based on historical
financial information including appropriate adjustments assuming the agreement with Centennial Life Insurance
Company (described elsewhere herein) and the disposition of all of the Company's individual major medical
busi ness were effective on December 31, 1992. The pro forma information for the year ended December 31,
1994 is based on historical financial information for the nine-month period ended September 30, 1994,
including appropriate adjustrnents assuming the above-described transactions were effective December 31, 1993,
and projected through December 31,1994 based on the pro forma results for the nine-month period.
Management of the Company believes the estimates and assumptions provide a reasonable basis for presenting
the significant effects of the above-described transactions and that the pro forma adjustments give appropriate
effect to these estimates and assumptions and are properly applied to the unaudited pro forma consolidaterl _
statements of income. The unaudited pro forma financial information should be read in conjunction with t1.
historical financial information included herein. The unaudited pro fonna financial information does not
purport to present the results of operations of the Company had the above-described transactions taken place
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